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PREFACE 
The present thesis entitled " Study of Properties of Certain Multi-Variable and 
Mixed Type Special Functions" is an outcome of the studies made by the author at 
the Department of Mathematics, Aligarh Muslim University, AUgarh, India. 
Special functions are the solutions of a wide class of mathematically and physically 
relevant functional equations. The special functions of mathematical physics, such as 
the classical orthogonal polynomials (the Laguerre, Hermite and Jacobi polynomials), 
the spherical, cylindrical and hypergeometric functions, arise in the solutions of many 
theoretical and appHed problems of physics, engineering, statistics, biology, economics 
and other most diverse areas of natural, hfe and social sciences. The theory of special 
functions with its numerous beautiful formulae is very well suited to an algorithmic 
approach to mathematics. Although, special functions can be defined in different 
ways such as (Rodrigue's formulae, generating functions, summation formulae, integral 
representations et cetera), but it is usually shown to be expressible as a series, because 
this is frequently the most practical way to obtain numerical values for the functions. 
Special functions have centuries of history with immense literature as constructed 
in the works of Chebyshev, Euler, Gauss, Hardy, Hermite, Legendre, Ramanujan, 
Watson and other classical authors. A number of books consisting of the theory and 
applications of special functions are available, see for example Andrews [1,2], Andrews 
et al. [3], Erdelyi et al. [52,53,56], Iwasaki et al. [68], Lebedev [79], Rainville [99], 
Sneddon [112] et cetera. 
Various generahzations of the special functions of mathematical physics have wit-
nessed a significant evolution during the recent years. This further advancement in the 
theory of special functions serves as an analytical foundation for the majority of prob-
lems in mathematical physics that have been solved exactly and finds broad practical 
applications. For some physical problems the use of new classes of special functions 
provided solutions hardly achievable with conventional analytical and numerical means. 
For example, the use of generalized Bessel functions is now a well established tool to 
treat synchrotron radiation [42] and crystallographic [90] problems. Further the im-
portance of generalized Hermite polynomials has been recognized [26,35] and has been 
exploited to deal with quantum mechanical and optical beam transport problems. The 
usefulness of the generalized Laguerre polynomials to treat radiation physics problems 
such as wave propagation and quantum beam life time in storage rings due to the 
quantum fluctuations is a well established fact, see [127]. 
Dattoli and his co-workers have given several contributions of many sets of special 
functions in several variables, see for example Dattoli [21-25], Dattoli and Khan [29,30], 
Dattoh et al. [26,27,31,34-36,43,44]. Dattoh and Torre [44-46]. Some contributions 
on two dimensional polynomials and functions are given by Wiinsche [128-131] and 
the monographs by Suetin [125] and Dunkl and Yuan [51] are useful in the study of 
orthogonal polynomials of two and several variables respectively. 
The theory of binomial enumeration is variously called the calculus of finite differ-
ences or the umbral calculus. The umbral calculus is a kind of symbolic calculus whose 
starting point is the study of polynomials of binomial type. An elementary introduc-
tion to the modern umbral calculus is given by Roman [102]. Gustafson has made an 
attempt to show how umbral calculus can be used to enrich the theory of special func-
tions, see for example [61,62]. Some connections between the classical invariant theory 
for 51/2 and special functions are discussed in [63], with the purpose to provide a point 
of unification between the representation theory of SL-z and special functions and also 
to indicate possible generalizations of hypergeometric series and classical orthogonal 
polynomials to several variables. 
The operational techniques (including differential and integral operators) provide 
a systematic and analytic approach to study special functions. These techniques are 
useful to derive the properties of special functions of mathematical physics. The oper-
ational techniques combined with the monomiality principle open new possibilities to 
deal with the theoretical foundations of special polynomials and also to introduce new 
families of polynomials. The concepts and the formalism associated with the monomi-
ality treatment can be exploited in different ways. On one side, they can be used to 
simplify the derivation of the properties of ordinary or generalized special polynomials 
IV 
and to introduce new families of polynomials. On the other side, they can be useful 
to estabUsh rules of operational nature, framing the special polynomials within the 
context of particular solutions of generalized forms of partial differential equations of 
evolution type. The importance of the use of operational techniques in the study of spe-
cial functions and their applications has been recognized by Dattoli and his co-workers, 
see for example [9,21-36,38,41,43-47]. Most of the interest is relevant to operational 
identities associated with ordinary and multi-variable forms of Hermite and Laguerre 
polynomials. 
Methods connected with the use of integral transforms have been successfully 
applied to the solution of differential and integral equations, the study of general-
ized special functions and the evaluation of integrals. An important advantage of the 
method of integral transforms Hes in the possibihty of compiUng tables of the direct 
and inverse transforms of the various functions commonly encountered in applications. 
In research fields like classical and quantum optics the use of integral operators has 
provided powerful and efficient method of investigation. Among the integral trans-
forms, Laplace's occupies a special place, mainly because of its usefulness in solving 
differential equations of functions of exponential order with initial value conditions or 
semi-infinite boundary value conditions. It has applications in various areas of science 
and engineering. An operator treatment of the operational calculus, using the Laplace 
transform is given by Diktin and Prudnikov [49] and Plessner [94]. Integral transforms 
have become an extensively used tool and their practical applications depend largely 
on tables of transform pairs. A number of books consisting of tables of formulae for 
integral transforms are available, see for example Brychkov [14], Ditkin and Prudnikov 
[49], Erdelyi et al. [54,55], Magnus et al. [82] and Prudnikov et al. [96-98]. 
The objectives of this thesis are: 
(i) To introduce new famiUes of mixed type polynomials associated with Appell; 
and Sheffer sequences of polynomials; 
(ii) To estabhsh summation formulae for multi-variable forms of Hermite polyno-
mials; 
(iii) To obtain the evaluations of Euler type integrals in terms of beta function 
and generalized hypergeometric series and 
(iv) To obtain the evaluations of integrals in terms of extended beta function and 
various multi-variable and mixed type special polynomials. 
The thesis consists of six chapters. 
In Chapter 1, we review various notations, known definitions, concepts and results 
which are used in the presentation of the work of the subsequent chapters. 
In Chapter 2, we use the concepts and the formaUsin associated with monomiality 
principle to introduce the family of Laguerre-based Appell polynomials and discuss 
their properties. Rirther, we establish a correspondence between Appell and Laguerre-
Appell polynomials and apply it to derive several identities for Laguerre-based BernouUi 
and Euler polynomials. Furthermore, we derive some results for Laguerre-Genocchi and 
Laguerre-modified Laguerre polynomials. 
In Chapter 3, we use the concepts and the formahsm associated with monomiality 
principle and Sheffer sequences to generate the family of Hermite-based Sheffer poly-
nomials and derive their properties. Further, we establish operational rules providing 
a correspondence between Sheffer and Hermite-Sheff'er polynomials. Furthermore, by 
using these operational rules, we derive several relations, identities and expansions for 
Hermite-Sheffer polynomials from the corresponding results of Sheffer polynomials. 
In Chapter 4, we establish summation formulae for 2-variable Hermite-Kampe 
de-Feriet polynomials Hn{x,y) and Gould-Hopper generalized Hermite polynomials 
g^{x,y) by using different analytical means on their respective generating functions. 
Further, we derive the summation formulae for polynomials related to Hn{x,y) and 
g'!^{x,y) as applications. Furthermore, we extend this process to derive a summation 
formula for multi-variable generahzed Hermite polynomials Hn'''{{xs]M). 
In Chapter 5, we obtain the evaluations of certain Euler type integrals and derive 
some Laplace transforms. Further, we establish the equivalence of integrals involving 
the product of two ^ functions with integrals involving hypergeometric function 2Fi-
VI 
Furthermore, we derive a number of integrals, summation formulae and representations 
as applications of these results. 
In Chapter 6, we estabUsh a theorem on extended beta function B{a,P;b) and 
apply it to obtain the evaluations of Euler type integrals in terms of certain mixed 
type special polynomial famiUes. Further, we obtain the evaluations of Euler type 
integrals in terms of certain multi-variable special polynomials. Furthermore, we derive 
a number of new integrals as appUcations of these results. 
Six papers based on the research contained in this thesis have been communicated 
for publication in international journals. Two of thoni which contains the work of 
Chapter 2 and Chapter 5 have been accepted for pubUcation in journals entitled " 
Mathematical and Computer Modelling " and " International Journal of Mathematical 
Analysis" respectively. 
In the end, we give a comprehensive list of references of books, monograplis, edited 
volumes, proceedings and research papers used in carrying out this research work. 
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CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
The role of special functions in the solution of differential equations was exploited 
by Newton and Leibnitz and the subject of special functions has been in continuous 
development ever since. Special functions crop up in all branches of mathematics and 
in almost all areas of application and thus arise in a wide range of problems which exist 
in classical and quantum physics, engineering and applied mathematics. The procedure 
followed in most investigations on these topics (e.g., quantum mechanics, electrody-
namics, modern physics, classical mechanics, heat conduction, communication systems, 
electro-optics, electro-magnetic theory, electro-circuit theory et cetera) is to formulate 
the problem as a differential equation that is related to one of several special differential 
equations (Hermite, Bessel's, Tricomi's, Laguerre's, Legendre's et cetera). There are 
classes of special functions whose members are orthogonal (the inner product of dis-
tinct members is zero). Orthogonal functions include spherical harmonics and Walsh 
functions, but arguably the most important are the systems of orthogonal polynomials, 
which include Chebyshev, Hermite, Jacobi, Laguerre and Legendre polynomials. 
The theory of special functions with its numerous beautiful formulae is very well 
suited to an algorithmic approach to mathematics. Although, special functions can be 
defined in different ways such as (Rodrigue's formulae, generating functions, summation 
formulae, integral representations et cetera), but it is usually shown to be expressible 
as a series, because this is frequently the most practical way to obtain numerical values 
for the functions. 
Special functions have centuries of history with immense literature as constructed 
in the works of Chebyshev, Euler, Gauss, Hardy, Hermite, Legendre, Ramanujan, 
Watson and other classical authors. A number of books consisting of the theory and 
apphcations of special functions are available, see for example Andrews [1,2], Andrews 
et al. [3], Erdelyi et al. [52,53,56], Iwasaki et al. [68], Lebedev [79], Rainville [99], 
Sneddon [112] et cetera. 
The importance of special functions has been further stressed by their various 
generahzations. Dattoli and his co-workers have given several contributions of many 
sets of special functions in several variables, see for example Dattoh [21-25], Dattoh 
and Khan [29,30], Dattoh et al. [26,27,31,34-36,43,44]; see also Khan [71]. The mono-
graphs by Suetin [125] and Dunkl and Yuan [51] are useful in the study of orthogonal 
polynomials of two and several variables. 
An increasing interest has grown around operational techniques and special func-
tions. Recently, Dattoli and his co-workers have shown that by using operational 
techniques, many properties of ordinary and multi-variable special functions are sim-
ply derived and framed in a more general context, see for example [9,21-36,38,41,43-47]. 
Operational techniques provide a general framework to derive generating relations and 
summation formulae involving multi-variable special functions. 
Operational techniques are important because they are closer to implementations 
and language definitions than more abstract mathematical techniques. It is well known 
from the literature that operational techniques include integral, differential and expo-
nential operators and provide a systematic and analytic approach to study special 
functions, see for example Srivastava and Manocha [119]. The operational techniques 
are based upon single, double and multiple integral transforms and upon certain op-
erators involving derivatives. Methods connected with the use of integral transforms 
have been successfully applied to the solution of differential and integral equations, the 
study of generalized special functions and the evaluation of integrals. 
The umbral calculus is a kind of symbolic calculus whose starting point is the 
study of polynomials of binomial type. An elementary introduction to the modern 
umbral calculus is given by Roman [102]. Gustafson has made an attempt to show 
how umbral calculus can be used to enrich the theory of special functions, see for 
example [61,62]. Some connections between the classical invariant theory for SL2 and 
special functions are discussed in [63], with the purpose to provide a point of unification 
between the representation theory of SL2 and special functions and also to indicate 
possible generalizations of hypergeometric series and classical orthogonal polynomials 
to several variables. Operational methods can be exploited to simpUfy the derivation 
of the properties associated with ordinary and generahzed polynomials. On the other 
hand, they may provide a fairly unique tool to treat various polynomials from a unified 
point of view. 
This Chapter contains the necessary background material of special functions. 
In Section 1.2, we review the definitions of gamma, beta and related functions. In 
Section 1.3, we review the definitions of hypergeometric functions of single and several 
variables. In Section 1.4, we review the definitions of some other special functions 
expressible in terms of hypergeometric functions. In Section 1.5, we discuss in brief, 
the Sheffer polynomials, umbral calculus and monomiality principle. In Section 1.6, we 
review the concepts of generating functions. However, the definitions given here are 
only those which are needed in carrying out the work of this thesis. 
1.2. GAMMA, BETA AND RELATED FUNCTIONS 
A fairly wide range of special functions can be represented in terms of the hyper-
geometric and confluent hypergeometric functions. We first give the definitions and 
important properties of some elementary functions such as gamma, beta and related 
functions. 
Gamma Function 
The gamma function is a generalization of the factorial function from the domain 
of positive integers to the domain of all real and complex numbers (except for z > 0 
and Re{z) > 0, respectively). For a complex number z with positive real part the 
gamma function is defined by 
/•oo 
r{z) = / t'~' e-' dt {Re{z) > 0). (1.2.1) 
Jo 
The gamma function is distinguished by being analytic (except at the non-positive 
integers) and by being the most useful solution in practice and can be characterized in 
several ways. However, the integral representation of r{z) given in Eq. (1.2.1) is the 
most common way in which the gamma function is now defined. 
It appears occasionally by itself in physical applications, but much of its impor-
tance stems from its usefulness in developing other functions such as hypergeometric 
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functions and Bessel functions, which have more direct physical application. Further, 
The gamma function is a component in various probability-distribution functions and 
as such it is applicable in the fields of probability and statistics, as well as combina-
torics. 
Upon integration by parts, definition (1.2.1) yields the recurrence relation for r{z): 
r{z + i) = zr{z), (1.2.2) 
which enables us to use definition (1.2.1) to define r{z) on the entire 2;-plane except 
when z is zero or a negative integer as follows: 
/ OO 
r(^) = { 
ft'-^-^dt (Re(z)>0), 
0 
r{z + i) 
(1.2.3) 
(Re(z)<0; 2 ^ - 1 , - 2 , - 3 , . . . ) . 
z 
The recurrence relation (1.2.2) yields the useful result 
r ( n - f l ) = n\ (1.2.4) 
Pochhammer's Symbol and the Factorial Function 
The Pochhammer symbol (A)„ is defined by 
^^ "^ = 1 A(A + l)...(A + n - l ) (n = l,'2,...). ^^ '^ '^ ^ 
Since (1)„ = n!, the symbol (A)„ is also referred to as the factorial function. 
In terms of gamma functions, we have 
Wn = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ (A ^ 0, - 1 , - 2 , . . . ) , (1.2.6) 
which can easily be verified. Furthermore, the binomial coefficient may now be ex-
pressed as 
X\ _ A ( A - l ) . . . ( A - n + l) (-1)"(-A)„ ^^^^^ 
n n\ n\ 
or, equivalently, as 
^A\ r(A + l) 
nj n\ r(A — n + 1) 
It follows from (1.2.7) and (1.2.8) that 
,^^^^^^ , = (-1)'^(-A)„ , (1.2.9) 
r ( A - n + l ) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' 
which, for A = a — 1, yields 
r ( a - n ) (-l)'^ 
r(tt) (1 - a)n ( a / 0 , ± l , ± 2 , . . . ) . (1.2.10) 
Eqs. (1.2.6) and (1.2.10) suggest the definition: 
(A)-n ^ |~^^"^^ (n = l , 2 , . . . ; A 7^  0, ±1 , ±2 , . . . ) . (1.2.11) 
Eq. (1.2.6) also yields 
(A)„^+„ = (A)^ (A + m)n , (1.2.12) 
which, in conjunction with (1.2.11), gives 
(A)„_, ^ -^^^'^^\ {0<k< n). (1.2.13) 
(1 — A — n)k 
For A = 1, we have 
{n-k)\ = ^ T z V ^ ( 0 < A ; < n ) , (1.2.14) 
which may alternatively be written in the form: 
{-n)k={ ^" ^^' (1.2.15) 
0 (/c > n). 
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Legendre's Duplication Formula 
The Legendre's duplication formula for the gamma function is given by 
^ r{2z) - 2'^'' r{z) nz + \) (2 ^  0, -^, - 1 , - | . . . ) . (1.2.16) 
In view of definition (1.2.5), it is not difficult to show that 
(A)2n = 2^" (1 A)„ (i(A + l))n (n = 0,1,2, . . . ) , (1.2.17) 
which follows also from Eq. (1.2.16). 
Gauss's Multiplication Theorem 
For every positive integer m, we have 
iX)mn = m"^" f l - ^ ) (n = 0,1, 2, . . . ) , (1.2.18) 
7 = 1 ^ ^ ^ 
which reduces to Eq. (1.2.17) when m — 2. 
Starting from Eq. (1.2.18) with A = mz, it can be proved that 
3-1 in / V{mz) = (27r)(^(i—)) (m)"^^-^ 1 1 ^ ( • ' + 
7 = 1 V m 
Z T ^ O , - - , - - , . . . ; m = l , 2 , 3 , . . . V (1.2.19) 
m m J 
which is known as Gauss's multiplication theorem for the gamma function. 
The Beta Function 
The beta function B{a,P) is a function of two complex variables a and 0, defined 
by the Eulerian integi'al of the first kind 
5(a,/3) = / r-^ {l-tf-' dt (Re(a), Re(/3) > 0) . (1.2.20) 
Jo 
The beta function is closely related to the gamma function; in fact, we have 
Bia,P) = ^ ! ^ ^ (a,/? ^ 0 , - 1 , - 2 , . . . ) . (1.2.21) 
6 
In view of Eq. (1.2.21), we obtain the symmetry property 
B{a,P) = B{P,a). (1.2.22) 
The Incomplete Gamma and Beta Functions 
The incomplete gamma function j{z,a) and its complement T{z,a) (also known 
as Prym's function) are defined by 
7(z,a) = [ t'-' e-'dt (Re(2)>0; | arg(a)| < TT), (1.2.23) 
Jo 
/•CXD 
r ( z , a ) = / f-' e-'dt (|arg(Q)| <7r). (1.2.24) 
J a 
We note that 
j{z,a) + r{z,a) = r{z). (1.2.25) 
The incomplete beta function Bx{a,P) is defined by 
5x(a,/?) = / f-^l ~ tf-^ dt. (1.2.26) 
Jo 
1.3. HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS OF SINGLE AND SEVERAL 
VARIABLES 
A hyper geometric series, in the most general sense, is a power series in which the 
ratio of successive coefficients indexed by n is a rational function of n. The series, 
if convergent, will define a hypergeometric function, which may then turn out to be 
defined over a wider domain of the argument by analytic continuation. Hypergeomet-
ric functions have many particular special functions as special cases, including many 
elementary functions, the Bessel functions, the incomplete gamma function, the error 
function, the elliptic integrals and the classical orthogonal polynomials. This phenom-
enon is in part because the hypergeometric functions are solutions to the hypergeo-
metric differential equation, which is a fairly general second-order ordinary differential 
equation. The term hypergeometric series also refers to a specific type of these series, 
also known as Gausss series (Carl Priedrich Gauss), which were the object of a great 
deal of interest in the 19th century. 
7 
The term "hypergeometric" was first used by Wallis in 1655 in his work "Arith-
metrica Infinitorum", when referring to any series which could be regarded as a gener-
aUzation of the ordinary geometric series 
^ z " = l + z + z'^ + .... 
n=0 
Gausss series were studied by Euler in 1769, he estabUshed an integral representa-
tion, a series expansion, a differential equation and several other properties including 
reduction and transformation formulae for hypergeometric function. But the first full 
systematic treatment is found in Gauss's seminal paper of 1812, who introduced the hy-
pergeometric series into analysis and gave F-notation for it. Gauss's work was of great 
historical importance because it initiated for reaching development in many branches 
of analysis not only in infinite series, but also in the general theories of linear differen-
tial equations and functions of a complex variable. The hypergeometric function has 
retained its significance in modern mathematics because of its powerful unifying influ-
ence since many of the principal special functions of higher analysis are also related to 
it. 
Studies in the nineteenth century included those of Ernst Kummer, and the fun-
damental characterization by Bernhard Riemann of the F-function by means of the 
differential equation it satisfies. Riemann showed that the second-order differential 
equation (in z) for the 2F1, examined in the complex plane, could be characterized 
(on the Riemann sphere) by its three regular singularities, that effectively the entire 
algorithmic side of the theory was a consequence of basic facts and the use of Mobius 
transformations as a symmetry group. The cases where the solutions are algebraic 
functions were found by H. A. Schwarz (Schwarz's fist). 
There are several varieties of functions of the hypergeometric type, but the most 
common are the standard hypergeometric function and the confluent hypergeometric 
function. Also, a natural generalization of these functions is the generalized hypergeo-
metric functions, which is accomplished by the introduction of an arbitrary number of 
numerator and denominator parameters. 
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Hypergeometric Function 
The hypergeometric function 2-F1 [a, b; c; z] is defined by 
2F,[a,b-c; z] = f ] ^ " | " f ^f" {\z\ < I; c ^ 0,-1,-2 ...), (1.3.1) 
where a, 6, c are real or complex parameters. 
By d'Alembert's ratio test, it is easily seen that the hypergeometric series in Eq. 
(1.3.1) converges absolutely within the unit circle, that is, when \z\ < 1, provided that 
the denominator parameter c is neither zero nor a negative integer. However, if either 
or both of the numerator parameters a and b in Eq. (1.3.1) is zero or a negative integer, 
the hypergeometric series terminates. 
When 1^1 == 1 (that is, on the unit circle), the hypergeometric series is: 
(1) absolutely convergent, if Re (c — a — 6) > 0; 
(2) conditionally convergent, if —1 < Re (c — a — 6) < 0, 2; 7^  1; 
(3) divergent, if Re (c — a — 6) < —1. 
2^1 [a, b; c; z] is a solution of the differential equation 
z{l - z)— + {c-{a + b+ i)z)j- - abu = 0, (1.3.2) 
in which o, b and c are real or complex parameters. This is a homogeneous linear 
differential equation of the second order and is called the hypergeometric equation. It 
has at most three singularities 0,00 and 1 which are all regular [95]. This function has 
the following integral representation: 
(Re (c) > Re (a) > 0; |arg(l - 2)| < TT). (1.3.3) 
Confluent Hypergeometric Function 
If in hypergeometric equation (1.3.2), we replace z by z/6, the resulting equation 
will have three singularities at z = 0, 6, oo. 
By letting \h\ —> oo, this transformed equation reduces to 
2 - — + ( c - 2 — - a w = 0. (1.3.4) 
dz^ az 
Eq. (1.3.4) has a regular singularity at z = 0 and an irregular singularity at z = oo 
which is formed by the confluence of two regular singularities at b and co of Eq. (1.3.2) 
with z replaced by z/b. 
Consequently, Eq. (1.3.4) is called the confluent hypergeometric equation or Rum-
mer's differential equation after E.E. Kummer who presented a detailed study of its 
solutions in 1836, see [76]. 
The simplest solution of Eq. (1.3.4) is confluent hypergeometric function or Rum-
mer's function iFi[a; c; z] which is given as 
iF,[a;c-z] = ^ 7^—y (c ^ 0 , - 1 , - 2 , . . . ; |z| < 00), (1.3.5) 
which can also be deduced as a special case of hypergeometric function 2Fi[a,b;c;z]. 
In fact, we have 
= iFi[a;c;z]. (1.3.6) lim 2F1 
|6|->oo 
a,b;c;-
Other popular notation for the series solution (1.3.5) is ^{a;c;z) introduced by 
Humbert [65,66]. 
The function 
1 f°° 
^(a,c;^) - — - / e-'W-\l+ty-''-'dt (Re(o), Re(z) > 0), (1.3.7) 
1 v^ J Jo 
defines an alternative form of solution of Rummer's equation (1.3.4) in the half plane: 
Re(z) > 0. The 'I' function was introduced by E.G. Tricomi in 1927. 
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We note the following relation between $ or (iFi) and ^ functions: 
^[a, c; z] ^^^ '''' iFi[a;c;z] + ^ ^ ^ ^ z ^ - ^ F i [ a - c + l ; 2 - c ; z ] 
Tia-c+l)'^''-^'"'-' ' r{a) 
(C7^0 ,± l ,±2 . . . ) . (1-3.8) 
Also, we note the following relation between the hypergeometric function 2-^ 0[a, b; 
z] and ^ function 
^a,a-b + l;z] = z'" 2F0 a,b- _; — 
z 
(1.3.9) 
Further, we note the following relations between elementary functions and hyper-
geometric function: 
and 
exp{z) = iFi[a; a; z] = oFo[_; _; z] 
( 1 - z ) - " = iFo[a;_;z] (|^| < 1) . 
(1.3.10) 
(1.3.11) 
Generalized Hypergeometric Function 
A natural generalization of the Gaussian hypergeometric series 2Fila,b;c; z], is 
accomplished by introducing any arbitrary number of numerator and denominator 
parameters. Thus, the resulting series 
pJ- q 
Q I , Q ; 2 , . . . , a p ' 
/? l , /?2, . . . , /5 , g ' 
E ( Q l ) n ( Q 2 ) n - - - ( Q p ) n Z^ ( A ) n ( / ? 2 ) n . . . ( / ? g ) n ul (1.3.12) 
= pFq[ai,a2,. • • ,ap;Pi,(32. • • •,Pq;z], 
is known as the generalized Gauss series, or simply, the generalized hypergeometric 
series. Here p and q are positive integers or zero and we assume that the variable z, 
the numerator parameters a i , Q2,. . . , ap and the denominator parameters Pi, (32, • • •, Pq 
take on complex values, provided that 
Pj ^ 0 , - 1 , - 2 , . . . ; j^l,2,...,q. 
Supposing that none of numerator parameters is zero or a negative integer and for 
Pj ^ 0,-1, —2,...; J = 1, 2 , . . . , g, we note that the pFq series defined by Eq. (1.3.12): 
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^<^$> x^ 
(i) converges for \z\ < oo, if p < q, 
(ii) converges for |z| < 1, if p = q + 1 and 
(iii) diverges for all z, ^ 7^  0, if p > g + 1. 
Furthermore, if we set 
j=i i = i 
it is known that the pFg series, with p = q + I, is 
(I.) absolutely convergent for \z\ — 1, if Re(t(;) > 0, 
(II.) conditionally convergent for \z\ = 1, 1^1 ^ 1, if - 1 < Re{w) < 0 and 
(III.) divergent for all \z\ — 1, if Re(u;) < - 1 . 
Hypergeometric Functions of Two and More Variables 
Continuation to the great success of the theory of hypergeometric functions in 
a single variable has stimulated the development of a corresponding theory in two 
and more variables. A multiple Gaussian hypergeometric series is a hypergeometric 
series in two and more variables, which reduces to the familiar Gaussian hypergeo-
metric series (1.3.1), whenever only one variable is non-zero. Fourteen distinct double 
Gaussian series exist: Appell [5] introduced Fi, F2, F3, F4, but the set was not com-
pleted until after Horn [64] gave the remaining ten series Gi, G2, ^ 3 , ifi,i/2) • • •,-^T-
Lauricella [78] introduced 14 triple Gaussian series Fi, F2 , . . . , F14. More precisely, he 
defined four n-dimensional series 
F^/\ F^B\ F^""^ and F^"^ and ten further triple series 
F3,F4,F6,F7,F8,Fio,... ,Fi4. Saran [106] initiated a systematic study of these ten 
triple Gaussian series of Lauricella's set, and gave his notations FE,FP, ... ,FT. Some 
additional triple Gaussian series have been introduced, for example, GA and GB by 
Pandey [91], HA, Hg and He by Srivastava [113,114] and Gc by Srivastava [116]. We 
give the definitions of the functions which are used in our work. 
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Appell Functions 
A formal extension of the hypergeometric function 2-F'i to two variables, resulting 
in four kinds of functions called Appell functions and denoted by Fi, F2, F3 and F4. 
Appell defined the functions in 1880 [5] and they were subsequently studied by Picard 
in 1881. Appell functions are defined as: 
F,[a,b,b';c;xM ^ E ^""^-^f^-^^'^^ ^ ^ (max{|xUy|} < 1), (1.3.13) 
^^ {c)m+n ml n! m,n=0 
{a)m+n{b)m{b')n X^ t 
0 0 
^-^n {c)m[c)n rul n! 
^,n=0 ^ ' ^ ' 
0 0 
Fs[a,a',b,b'- c; x,y]-T "^"^ ^ ^f |"(^^-(^^^" ^ ^ (max{|x|, \y\} < 1), (1.3.15) 
F,[a,6; c, c'; x,y] = f^ ^ ^ l ^ ^ ' ; ^ - " - ^ ^ ( ( y H + ^ ^ ) < D, (1.3.16) 
where, as usual, the denominator parameters c and c' are neither zero nor a negative 
integer. 
The standard work on the theory of Appell functions is the monograph by Appell 
and Kampe de Feriet [6]. For a review of the subsequent work on the subject, see 
Erdelyi et al. [52,53], Bailey [7], Slater [110], Exton [57] and Srivastava and Karlsson 
[118]. 
Humbert Functions 
Seven confluent forms of the four Appell functions were defined in 1920 by Hum-
bert [65] and he denoted these confluent hypergeometric functions of two variables 
by 
$ 1 , $ 2 , $ 3 , ^ 1 , ^ 2 , S i , H2, 
five of them are given below : 
m,n=0 y'^)^+^ ^- "-• 
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$2[A^';7;x,y] = E 
m,n=0 
(7)m+n " l ! n! 
{\x\ < oo; |y| < oo), 
„n=0 
{l)m+n rn\ n\ 
T r ^ / 1 V ^ \Ol-)m+n\fj)m ^ V /I I ^ 1 I I ^ \ 
^2[a; 7, 7'; 3:,y] = E {a)rn+n X-^ y " 
m ,n=0 (7)m(7')n "T'! '^ i 
|x | < 00; \y\ < 00). 
(1.3.18) 
(1.3.19) 
(1.3.20) 
(1.3.21) 
Kampe de Feriet Function 
The four Appell functions were unified and generalized by Kampe de Feriet [70] 
who defined a general hypergeometric function of two variables, see Appell and Kampe 
de Feriet [6, p. 150(29)]. 
Kampe de Feriet function is defined by 
rpp:q\k 
i.m;n 
(«p) : (bq); (Cfc) ; 
(a/) : iPm); (7n) ; 
x,y 
P q k 
oo r iK-w. Y\{bj)r n(ci)s 
/ m n r! s! 
, (1.3.22) 
where, for convergence, 
(i) p + g < / + m + 1, p + k<l + n + l, |x| < oo, |y| < oo, or 
(ii) p-\-q — l + m-\-\, p + fc = ^ + n + l , and 
\x\W^) + | y | ( ^ < 1, if p > /, 
max{|a;|, |y|} < 1, if p < /. 
The notation Ff.'^.^ for Kampe de Feriet general double hypergeometric series of 
superior order applies successfully to the Appell double hypergeometric series Fi, F2, F3, F4 
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and their confluent forms $ i , $2, $3, ^ 1 , ^2, Hi, H2 defined by Humbert. Thus, for 
example, we have 
$i = i ^ S , $2 = i ^ S ' . . - , H 2 = i ^ ^ ^ (1.3.23) 
Lauricella Functions of n Variables 
Lauricella [78] further generalized the four Appell functions Fi,F2,F3 and F4 to 
functions of n variables. Let n be the number of variables, then the Lauricella functions 
are defined as follows: 
F^"^[a, 61,62,..., bn] Ci, C2 . . . , c„; xi, 0:2,..., x„] 
(G)mi+m2+...+m„(0l)mi(02)m2 • • • ("n)m„ 2;^  X2 X^" E 
(|xa| + |x2| + . . . + | x „ | < l ) , (1.3.24) 
Sr^ («l)mi (02)7712 . • • (<^n)m„(^l)mi(^2)m2 . • . (^n) "In -^l -^2 • ^ n " 
(max{|xi|, 1x21,..., |x„|} < 1), (1.3.25) 
Fc[a,h\ Ci,C2. ..,c„;2;i,X2,...,x„] 
°° (n\ (K\ -r"*! T^2 „m„ 
_ V ^ V"';mi+m2+...+mn l,"JTni+T7i2+-..+"'n -^ 1 -^ 2 -^ n 
rr^i,mf::'m.=0 (Cl)m: (C2)„.2 • • • {(^n)m^ m,\ TTls! ' ' ' luj 
(v1^+v1^+--- +VH<1), (1-3.26) 
^ir^[a, ^1, ^2, •. •, K\ c; xi, X2,.. . , x„] 
™i,m2_m„=o (c)^,+^,+...+^„ mi! ms! • • • m„! 
(max{|xi|, |x2 | , . . . , |x„|} < 1). (1.3.27) 
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Clearly, if n = 2, then these functions reduce to the Appell hypergeometric func-
tions F2, F3, F4 and Fi, respectively. If n = 1, all four become the Gauss hypergeo-
metric function 2-^1. 
Two important confluent forms of Lauricerlla functions in n variables are the 
functions $2 ^^^ ^2 which are defined by 
$ 2 " ^ [ ^ l , f t 2 , - - - , ' ^ n ; C; Xi,X2,...,Xn] = ^ 
mi,m2,...,m„=0 [Cjmi-
mi m2 mn 
> 1 -^2 •^n 
m i ! 7712! m „ ! 
and 
(,OJmi+m2+...+m.„ 
(1.3.28) 
* 2 [^; C i , C 2 , . . . , C „ ; Xi,X2...,Xn] = ^ 
m i , m 2 , . . . , m „ = o ( ^ l ) - i ^ ^ 2 ) m 2 . . . ( c „ ) . 
mi m2 „tn 
x ^ - ^ . . . ^ . (1.3.29) 
mi! m2! m„! 
Clearly, we have 
$f) = $2, ?^^  = ^2, 
where $2 and 'I'2 are Humbert's confluent hypergeometric functions of two variables. 
Srivastava's Triple Hypergeometric Function 
A unification of Lauricella's fourteen hypergeometric functions Fj, F2 , . . . , F14 and 
the additional functions HA,HB,HC was introduced by Srivastava [113-115], who de-
fined a general triple hypergeometric series F^^)[x,y, z] (see also [106]) as: 
F^'\x,y,z] = F(^) 
(a)::(6);(fo');(6"):(c);(c');(c") ; 
X V Z 
ie)y.ig);{9'y,{9")--{h);{h');ih") ; 
= E 
00 n iaj)m+n+p n ibj)m+n fi (b'jUp f l (^^Op+m ft (CjU fi ( 4 ) n fi ( 4 ) . 
" • ^ = ° n {ej)m-,n+p fl igj)m+n fi ig'jUp U i9'J)p+m fl ( ^ i ) m fi {h'j)n flih']), 
j = l j = l j=l j = l j = l j = l j = l 
x - r ^ ^ , (1.3.30) 
m! n! p! 
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where (a) abbreviates the array of A parameters ai, 02 , . . . , a^ with similar interpre-
tations for {b),{b'),{b"), et cetera. The triple hyper geometric series in Eq. (1.3.30) 
converges absolutely when 
\ + E^G + G' + G" + H-A-B-B"-C > 0 , 
l + E-\-G + G' + H'-A-B-B'~C' > 0 , 
l + E-\-G' + G" + H" -A-B' -B" -C" > 0 , 
where the equahties hold true for suitably constrained values of |x|, \y\ and \z\. 
1.4. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS EXPRESSIBLE IN TERMS OF 
HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
The Gauss hypergeometric function 2F1 and the confluent hypergeometric function 
iFi form the core of the special functions and include as special cases most of the com-
monly used functions. The 2-^ 1 includes as its special cases, many elementary functions, 
Legendre functions of the first and second kinds, the incomplete beta function, com-
plete eUiptic integrals of the first and second kinds, Jacobi polynomials, Gegenbauer ( 
or ultraspherical) polynomials, Legendre (or spherical) polynomials, Tchebycheff poly-
nomials of the first and second kinds et cetera [119, pp. 34-36]. On the other hand 
iFi includes as its special cases, Bessel functions, Whittaker functions, incomplete 
gamma functions, error functions, parabohc cylinder (or Weber) functions, Bateman's 
A;-function, Hermite polynomials, Laguerre polynomials and functions, Poisson-Charlier 
polynomials et cetera [119, pp. 39-41]. 
In this Section, we give the definitions of some special functions and discuss their 
relationship between the hypergeometric functions (we consider only those special func-
tions which will be used in our work). 
I. Legendre Polynomials and Functions 
The Legendre polynomials are closely associated with physical phenomena for 
which spherical geometry is important. In particular, these polynomials first arose 
in the problem of expressing the Newtonian potential of a conservative force field 
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in an infinite series involving the distance variables of two points and their included 
central angle. Other similar problems dealing with either gravitational potentials or 
electrostatic potentials also lead to Legendre polynomials, as do certain steady-state 
heat-conduction problems in spherical-shaped sohds, and so forth. 
The Legendre (or spherical) polynomials Pn{x) are defined by means of the gen-
erating function 
oo 
{l-2xt + t^)-'/^ - ^ P „ ( a ; ) i " {\t\<l; \x\<l). (1.4.1) 
n=0 
The Legendre polynomials Pn{x) are also defined by the series 
f (-l)M2n-2fc)!(x)"-^ ^ 
^ 2" k\ (n - k)\ (n -2k)\- ^ ^ 
The Legendre polynomials Pn{x) are solutions of the differential equation 
(1 - :^') 0 - 2x ^ + n{n + l)y = 0, (1.4.3) 
which is called Legendre's differential equation. 
We note that 
Pnix) = 2F1 I — X 
-n, n + 1; 1; 2 
The orthogonahty property of the Legendre polynomials P„(x) is given by 
(1.4.4) 
/ 
1 
Pnix)Pm{x)dx = 0, mj^n (1.4.5) 
-1 
i.e. the set of Legendre polynomials Pn(x) is orthogonal with respect to the weight 
function unity on the interval — 1 < x < 1. 
For m — n,we have the following additional property of Pn{x): 
JjP^{x)]'dx^^^ ( n - 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ). (1.4.6) 
The associated Legendre functions of the first and second kinds, P^(x) and <3^(.x), 
respectively are defined by 
P r ( ^ ) = ( l - ^ ' r ^ ' ^ ^ ^ n W (m = 0 , l , 2 , . . . , n ) (1.4.7) 
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and 
Q-(x) = (1 - x^rl-" — Qr.{x) (m = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , n). (1.4.8) 
The associated Legendre functions of the first and second kinds are solutions of 
the differential equation 
„2N <^^y o . ^y ( ^ - ^ ) d ^ - 2 ^ d ^ n ^ ^ " + ^ ) - i - x ^ m y = 0 (1.4.9) 
which is called associated Legendre equation. It arises in applications involving ei-
ther the Laplace or the Helmholtz equation in spherical, oblate spheroidal, or prolate 
spheroidal coordinates. 
For m = 0, we get the special case 
P„°(X) = Pn{x). (1.4.10) 
We note that 
Pn{^) = 'x + 1' 
r ( i -m) v ^ - 1 . 
m/2 
2^1 -n, n + 1; 1 — m; 1 - x 
and 
(1.4.11) 
Qn(^) 
^/7^exp(^m7^) V(m + n + 1) {x^ - l)'"/^ 
X2i^l 
(2)"+i 
1 
r (n + | ) (x)'"+"+i 
^(m + n + 1), - (m + n) + 1; n + - ; — (1.4.12) 
The orthogonahty property of the associated Legendre functions P^{x) is given 
by 
/ P' (x)Pfc"'(x)da; = 0, ki^ n 
For k — n, we have 
j\Pn{^)f dx 2(n + m)! (2n + l ) ( n - m ) ! ' 
(1.4.13) 
(1.4.14) 
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II. Hermite Polynomials 
The Hermite polynomials play an important role in problems involving Laplace's 
equation in parabolic coordinates, in various problems in quantum mechanics and in 
probability theory. 
The Hermite polynomials Hn{x) are defined by means of the generating function 
exp{2xt-t'') = Yl ^ " ? ^" (W<oo ; k | < o o ) . (1.4.15) 
n=0 
The Hermite polynomials Hn{x) are also defined by the series 
fe=0 
k\{n-2k)\ 
The Hermite polynomials Hn{x) are solutions of the differential equation 
0_2,|+2„, = 0, (1.4.17) 
which is called Hermite's equation. 
We note that 
n —n + 1 1 
Hn{x) = {2XT2F0 (1.4.18) 
2 ' 2 ' - ' x2_ 
The orthogonahty property of the Hermite polynomials Hn{x) is given by 
/
+ 0 0 
e-''^Hnix)Hm{x)dx = 0, rriy^n, (1.4.19) 
-00 
i.e. the set of Hermite polynomials Hn{x) is orthogonal with respect to the weight 
function e~^ on the interval — 00 < x < 00. 
For m = n, we have the following additional property of Hn{x): 
/
+ 0 0 
e-^'[//„(x)]2dx = 2"n!v^. (1.4.20) 
•00 
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III. Laguerre PolynomieJs 
In many applications, particularly in quantum-mechanical problems, a generaliza-
tion of the Laguerre polynomials L„(x) called the associated Laguerre polynomials is 
needed. 
The associated Laguerre polynomials Ln {x) are defined by means of the gener-
ating function 
( r 3 7 ) ; ^ ^ ^ p ( ( I ^ ) = E^""^ ' (^ )^" (|t| < 1; 0 < X < ex,). (L4.21) 
The associated Laguerre polynomials Ln (x) are also defined by the series 
^'-'i^) = tj;%::l;y, (m-0.1.2,...). ( . 4 . 2 , 
The associated Laguerre polynomials Ln (x) are solutions of the differential equa-
tion 
x-^ + {\ + m-x)~^-ny = 0, 1.4.23 
dx'^ ax 
which is called the associated Laguerre's equation. 
We note that 
When m = 0, the resultant polynomial is denoted by L„(x). Thus, we have 
L(f)(x) = Ln{x), (1.4.25) 
where Ln{x) are called the Laguerre polynomials. 
The orthogonality property of the associated Laguerre polynomials Li'"^(x) is 
given by 
/•OO 
x"'e-''L^^\x)L^^\x)dx = 0, k^n (Re(m) > - l ) , (1.4.26) 
/ 
Jo 
'0 
i.e. the set of associated Laguerre polynomials L';r\x) is orthogonal with respect to 
weight function x'^e~'^ on the interval 0 < x < oo, if Re(m) > — 1. 
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For A; = n, we have the following additional property of Ln (x): 
r{n + m + 1) /•OO 
Jo n\ 
( R e ( m ) > - 1 ) . (1.4.27) 
We note that for m = 0, Eqs. (1.4.26) and (1.4.27) reduce to the corresponding 
results for the Laguerre polynomials Z/„(x). 
IV. Jacobi Polynomials 
The Jacobi polynomials Pn '{x) are defined by means of the generating function 
oa+/3 °° 
( i -^ + i?)-"(i + t + i?)-^ = J]pi'^'^^(x)r 
n=0 R 
{R:={l-2xt + t^Y/^; a,p>-l). (1.4.28) 
The Jacobi polynomials Pn \x) are also defined by the series 
p^a,/3)(^) ^Yfn + a\(n + (5\fx-\\ [x^\ 
fe=0 n — k \n — k. 
(1.4.29) 
y{»,P) The Jacobi polynomials Pn (x) are sohitions of the differential equation 
d'y dy {l-x')-^ + {p-a-{a + p + 2)x)-f-+n{n + a + P + l)y = 0. (1.4.30) 
dx"^ dx 
We note that 
n\ 
—n, n + a + / 3 + l ; ct + l; l - x (1.4.31) 
The orthogonahty property of the Jacobi polynomials Pn {x) is given by {o',P), 
/ : 
( l - x ) " ( l + x)^PJ"'^)pi,"'^)(x)dx = 0, rriTLn (Re(a),Re(/3) > - l ) , 
(1.4.32) 
i.e. the set of Jacobi polynomials Pn {x) is orthogonal with respect to weight function 
(1 - xY{l + xf on the interval - 1 < x < 1, if Re(a), Re(/3) > - 1 . 
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For m = n, we have the following additional property of Pn (x): 
L 1 , . , , . , , ,,, 2"+^+i r n + Q + 1 r (n + ^ + l / ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ •^' (2n + a + /? + !) r (n + a +/3 + l)n! 
(Re(a),Re(;5) > - 1 ) . (1.4.33) 
V. Bessel Functions 
Bessel functions are closely associated with problems possessing circular or cylin-
drical symmetry. For example, they arise in the study of free vibrations of a circular 
membrane and in finding the temperature distribution in a circular cylinder. They also 
occur in electromagnetic theory and numerous other areas of physics and engineering. 
Because of their close association with cyhndrical-shaped domains, all solutions of 
Bessel's equation are collectively called cylinder functions. 
The Bessel functions Jn{x) are defined by means of the generating relation 
expfUt-]]] = f^ ^ ( a : ) r (i^^O; | x |<oo ) . (1.4.34) 
^ ^ ' ' n=—oo 
The Bessel functions J„(x) are also defined by the series 
(_l)fe(|)"+^^ 
A;!r(l + n + fc) 
oo / , \ ^ / 2 , \ n+2fc 
A:=0 
where n is a positive integer or zero and 
Jn{x) = (- l)"J_„(x), (1.4.36) 
where n is a negative integer. 
The Bessel functions Jn{x) are solutions of the differential equation 
which is called Bessel's equation. Among other areas of application, it arises in the 
solution of various partial differential equations of mathematical physics, particularly 
those problems displaying either circular or cylindrical symmetry. 
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We note that 
"^ "^ )^ = filTn)'^' 
(x/2)" „ . X 21 
_ ; n + l; ^ (1.4.38) 
Next, we recall the definition of Tricomi function C„(x), which is a Bessel like 
function. The Tricomi functions Cn{x) are defined by means of the generating relation 
exp (t — - ) = ^ Cn{xY {t 7^ 0; |a;| < oo). (1.4.39) 
n=—oo 
The Tricomi functions Cn{x) are also defined by the series 
(-1)^ x^ 
k\ {n + k)\ 
Dns a 
nary Bessel functions Jn{x): 
oo f -i\k k 
C . . W = E s 7 ~ q : ^ (n = 0,l ,V..) . (1.4.40) 
Further, Tricomi functions re characterized by the following link with the ordi-
Cnix) = x-t j„(2v/^). (1.4.41) 
The Tricomi functions C„(x) are solutions of the differential equation 
We note that 
Cn{x) = f n T 7 ^ o i " i [ - ; n + l ; - a : ] . (1.4.43) 
Next, we give the definitions of modified Bessel functions of the first and second 
kinds. 
Modified Bessel Functions 
The modified Bessel functions of the first kind In{x) of order n, are defined by 
means of the generating function 
e x p f - r c U + ^ j j =. ^ / „ ( x ) r {t y^ 0; \x\ < oo). (1.4.44) 
^ ^ ' ' n=—oo 
Modified Bessel functions of the first kind /„(x) of order n are also defined by the 
series 
°° /x\2k+n 
In{x) = z-^Uix) = Y^,,J:l' ^ , , , (1.4.45) 
^ f c ! r ( f c + n + l) 
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for n a positive integer or zero. For negative n, we define 
I-n{x) = J2 
/x\2k—n 
k=0 k\ Tik-n + 1) 
(n > 0) , (1.4.46) 
from which we deduce 
/„(x) = I.n{x) ( n - 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ) . (1.4.47) 
Modified Bessel functions In{x) are solutions of the differential equation 
a : ^ 0 + x ^ - ( : r 2 + n2)2/ = 0 (n > 0) , 
which is known as Bessel's modified equation. 
We note that 
;i.4.48) 
r (n + 1) 
X 
_ ; n + l ; - (1.4.49) 
The modified Bessel function of the second kind Kn{x) of order n (or Macdonald's 
function), is defined by 
-K I-n{x) - In{x) 
Kn{x) = 2 sin(n7r) (1.4.50) 
We note that 
Kn{x) = 0F(2x)"exp(-x)^ n + - , 2n + 1; 2x (1.4.51) 
VI. Error Functions 
The error function erf(x) is defined by the integral 
erf(a;) = / exp(—t^)(i^ (—oo < X < oo). 
Jo 
(1.4.52) 
This function is encountered in probability theory, the theory of errors, the theory 
of heat conduction and various branches of mathematical physics. 
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The error function erf(a:) is also defined by the series 
°° ( 1 \ n ^ 2 n + l 
erf(a;) E (-l)"x 0F ^ n! (2n + 1) 
^ n=0 ^ 
(|x| < oo). (1.4.53) 
In some apphcations it is useful to introduce the complementary error function 
erfc(3;) which is defined by 
erfc(x) 2 r°° 
= l - e r f (x ) = ^ / exp(-t^) dt (1.4.54) 
The alternative notations 
Erf(x) - -^e r f (x ) , Erfc(x) 
are sometimes used for the error functions. 
We note that 
TT 
— erfc(x) (1.4.55) 
Erf(x) = ^ e r f ( x ) = ^ 7 Q , x ^ ) = ^ i i ^ i 1 3 _ 2 
2 ' 2 ' ""'• 
and 
(1.4.56) 
Erfc(x) = ^ e r f c ( x ) = 2 ^ ( 2 ' ^ ^ = - exp(-x2)^ 1 1 ., 
2 ' 2 ' ^ 
(1.4.57) 
VII. Whittaker Functions and Parabolic Cylinder Functions 
Whittaker's functions of the first and second kinds, Mk,^{x) and Wk,^{x) are 
defined by 
Mk,^,{x) = x'^ ^^ exp ( - - a; j iFi // - A; + - ; 2/X+ 1; X 
- ^M+5 x'^+^expj -x\ iFi /x + A; + - ; 2 / / + l ; -X 
(2/i 7^  - 1 , - 2 , - 3 , . . . ) (1.4.58) 
and 
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WkA^) = x''"^2 exp 1 X ^ 
= Wk,-^.{x) 
IJ.- k + - , 2fj, + l; X 
(2/i ^ - 1 , - 2 , - 3 , . . . ) . (1.4.59) 
We note the following special cases of the Whittaker's functions Mfc^ (^x) and 
- ^ exp {- %\ M_i/4,i/4(x') = erf (x) (1.4.60) 
and 
^ = exp ( - — ) Vl^-i/4,1/4(2;^) = erfc (x) 
yJ-KX \ I ) 
The parabolic cylinder (or Weber) function Dy{x) is defined by 
D^{x) = 2''/^exp(--xA^ 
(1.4.61) 
1 1 1 
- 2 " ' 2 ' 2 " 
2^''-'^/'x exp(-^xA ^ 1 1 3 1 
2 2 ' ' ' 2 ' 2 ^ (1.4.62) 
The parabolic cylinder function Dy{x) has the following integral representation 
D_y{x) = —— exp ( - T2:M / t"'^ exp l-xt--tA dt {x e C; Re{u) > 0). 
(1.4.63) 
The parabolic cylinder function D,y{x) satisfies the following differential equation 
We note that 
£y f 1 x^\ 
D.ix)= 2i(-i)x-V2w.,^^^,^__^/^(^^^ 
= 2-exp(-^j^.(^ 
iu = 0,±l,±2,...). 
(1.4.64) 
(1.4.65) 
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1.5. SHEFFER POLYNOMIALS, UMBRAL CALCULUS A N D 
MONOMIALITY PRINCIPLE 
Sequences of polynomials play a fundamental role in applied mathematics. Such 
sequences can be described in various ways, for example, 
(1) By orthogonality conditions: 
> 
Pnix)Pm{x)w{x)dx = Sn,m , (1 .5 .1 ) 
/ 
Ja 
where w(x) is a weight function and 5n,m= 0 or 1 according as n 7^  m or n = m, 
respectively. 
(2) As solutions to differential equations: for instance, the Hermite polynomials Hn{x) 
satisfy the second-order linear differential equation (1.4.17). 
(3) By generating functions: for example, the associated Laguerre polynomials Ln (x) 
are characterized by equation (1.4.21). 
(4) By the recurrence relations: for example, the Legendre polynomials Pn{x) satisfy 
the following pure and differential recurrence relations: 
{n+l)Pn+i{x)-{2n + l)xPn{x)+nPn-iix) = 0 (1.5.2a) 
and 
{l-x^)—Pn{x) = -nxPn{x)+nPn-i{x), (1.5.26) 
{l-x^)—Pn{x) = {n + l)xPn{x)-{n+l)Pn+i{x), (1.5.2c) 
respectively. 
(5) By operational formulas: for example, the associated Laguerre polynomials Ln"*\a;) 
satisfy 
4™^(a;) = x-"'p/i:»"e-^x"+"\ (1.5.3) 
One of the simplest classes of polynomial sequences, yet still large enough to 
include many important instances, is the class of Sheffer sequences (also known, in a 
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slightly different form, as sequences of Sheffer A-type zero or poweroids). This class 
may be defined in many ways, most commonly by a generating function and by a 
differential reciurence relation. A sequence s„(x) is a Sheffer sequence if and only if 
its generating function has the form 
J2'^t'^A{t)exp{xH{t)), (1.5.4) 
fc=0 
where 
and 
A{t) = Ao + A,t + A^t' + ... (Ao / 0) 
H{t) = Hit + H2t^ + ... (i/iT^O). 
The Sheffer class contains such important sequences as those formed by 
(1) The Hermite polynomials , which play an important role in applied mathematics 
and physics (such as Brownian motion and the Schrodinger wave equation). 
(2) The Laguerre polynomials, which also play a key role in applied mathematics and 
physics (they are involved in solutions to the wave equation of the hydrogen atom). 
(3) The Bernoulli polynomials, which find apphcations, for example, in number theory 
(evaluation of the Hurwitz zeta function, a generalization of the famous Riemann 
zeta function). 
A detailed study of these polynomials and more will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
The modern classical umbral calculus can be described as a systematic study of 
the class of Sheffer sequences, made by employing the simplest techniques of modern 
algebra. 
More explicitly, if P is the algebra of polynomials in a single variable, the set P * 
of all linear functionals on P is usually thought of as a vector space (under pointwise 
operations). However, it is well known that a hnear functional on P can be identified 
with a formal power series. In fact, there is one-to-one correspondence between linear 
functionals on P and formal power series in a single variable. For example, we may 
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associate to each linear functional L the power series Y1T=Q L{x'^)t'^/k\. But the set of 
formal power series is usually given the structure of an algebra (under formal addition 
and multiplication). This algebra structure, the additive part of which "agrees" with 
the vector space structure on P*, can be "transferred" to P*. The algebra so obtained 
is called the umhral algebra, and the umbral calculus is the study of this algebra. 
Now, since P* has the structure of an algebra, we may consider, for two linear 
functional L and M, the geometric sequence M, ML, ML'^, ML^,... . Then under 
mild conditions on L and M, the equations 
ML''{sn{x))^n\5n,k (1-5.5) 
for n, fc > 0 uniquely determine a sequence Sn{x) of polynomials which turns out to be 
of Sheffer type and conversely, for any sequence s„(x) of Sheffer type there are linear 
functionals L and M for which the above equations hold. Thus we may characterize 
the class of Sheffer sequences by means of the umbral algebra. The resulting interplay 
between the umbral algebra and the algebra of polynomials allows for the natural 
development of some powerful adjointness properties wherein lies the real strength of 
the theory. The umbral calculus is, to be sure, formal mathematics. This means that 
limiting processes, such as the convergence of infinite series, play no role. 
Let C be a field of characteristic zero. Let T be the set of all formal power series 
in the variable t over C. Thus, an element of J^ has the form 
oo 
f{t) = Y. "'^ ^^  ( afc e C ). (1.5.6) 
fc=0 
Two formal power series are equal if and only if the coefficients of like powers of 
t are equal. It is well known that if addition and multiplication are defined formally, 
oo oo oo 
Y, ^kt' + Y bkt' = Y K + M^', 
k=0 fc=0 fc=0 
X3 \ / o o \ o o / f e 
fc=0 / \ fc=0 / fc=0 V j=0 
then JF is an algebra (with no zero divisors). 
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The order o[f{t)) of a power series f{t) is the smallest integer k for which the 
coefficient of t^ does not vanish. We take o(/(t)) = +00 if f{t) = 0. It is easy to see 
that 
o{mg{t))=o{f{t))+o{g{t)), (1.5.7) 
o{f{t) + git)) >imn{o{m),o{g{t))}. (1.5.8) 
The series f{t) has a multiphcative inverse, denoted by f{t)~^ or JT^T, if and only 
if o[f{t)) = 0. We shall then say that f{t) is invertible. 
If o[f{t)) = 1, then the formal power series f{t) has a compositional inverse f{t) 
satisfying f{f{t)) = f{f{t)) = t. A series f{t) for which o{f{t)) = 1 will be called a 
delta series. 
Let P be the algebra of polynomials in the single variable x over the field C of 
characteristic zero. Let P* be the vector space of all linear functionals on P. We 
use the notation ( L | p{x)), borrowed from physics, to denote the action of a linear 
functional L on a polynomial p{x) and we recall that the vector space operations on 
P* are defined by 
(L + M\ p{x)) = (L I p{x)) + {M I p{x)) (1.5.9) 
and 
{cL \ p{x)) = c {L \ p{x)) (CGC). (1.5.10) 
Since a linear functional is uniquely determined by its action on a basis, L is 
uniquely determined by the sequence of constants (L | x"). Further, let J^ denote the 
algebra of formal power series in the variable t over the field C. The formal power 
series 
00 
fc=0 
defines a linear functional on P by setting 
( / ( i ) | x " ) = a „ ( n > 0 ) . (1.5.12) 
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In particular 
Any linear functional L in P* has the form (1.5.11). For if 
hit) - E ^-^P- t\ (1-5.13) 
then from (1.5.12), we get 
fe=0 
</L( t ) lx" ) = ( L | x " ) (1.5.14) 
and so as linear functional L = /L(^)-
Also, we note that the map L -^ fL{t) is a vector space isomorphism from P* 
onto J-. 
Henceforth, J^ will denote both the algebra of formal power series in the variable 
t and the vector space of all linear functionals on P and so an element f{t) of T will 
be thought of as both a formal power series and a linear functional. It is important 
to note that two elements f{t) and g{t) of J- are equal as formal power series if and 
only if they are equal as linear functionals. This follows directly from (1.5.12) and the 
corresponding definitions of equality. Thus, an algebra structure on the vector space 
of all linear functionals on P, namely, the algebra of formal power series is defined. We 
shall call !F the umbral algebra. 
We use the notation t^ for the A;"' derivative operator on P, that is 
{ {n)k x""'^ ,k<n (1.5.15) 0 ,k > n . 
With this notation, any power series (1.5.11) is a linear operator on P defined by 
/W^" = E(!)«fc^""'- (1-5-16) 
Notice that we use juxtaposition f{t)p{x) to denote the action of the operator 
f{t) on the polynomial p{x). 
Thus an element of J^ plays three roles in the umbral calculus - it is a formal 
power series, a Unear functional and a Unear operator. 
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By a sequence Sn{x) of polynomials we shall always imply that deg Sn(x) — n. 
Roman [102] characterized Sheffer sequences in several ways. First we recall the 
following result [102, p. 17], which can be viewed as an alternate definition of Sheffer 
sequences: 
Let f{t) be a delta series and let g{t) be an invertible series. Then there exists a 
unique sequence Sn{x) of polynomials satisfying the orthogonality conditions 
{g{t) f{tf\ Sr^ix)) = n\6n,k ( V n, fc > 0 ). (1.5.17) 
The sequence Sn{x) in Eq. (1.5.17) is the Sheffer sequence for the pair {g{t), f{t)), 
or that s„(x) is Sheffer for (^(i),/(t)). Notice that g{t) must be invertible and f{t) 
must be a delta series. 
There are two types of Sheffer sequences that deserve special consideration. The 
Sheffer sequence for (l, / ( i)) is the associated sequence for f{t) and s„(x) is associated 
to f{t). The Sheffer sequence for [g{t),t) is the Appell sequence for g{t) and s„(x) is 
Appell for g{t). 
According to the Sheffer identity [102, p. 21], a sequence Sn(x) is Sheffer for 
(git), f{t)), for some invertible g{t), if and only if 
Sn(x + ? / ) -^ f^ jPfc(y)s„_fc(x) (yeC), (1.5.18) 
k=0 
where Pn{x) is associated to f{t). 
Further, according to the Appell identity [102, p. 27], a sequence A„(x) is an 
Appell sequence if an only if 
An{x + y) = J2(f]My)^"~' (y^C). (1.5.19) 
Furthermore, we recall that [102, p. 27], a sequence A„(x) is Appell for g{t) if 
and only if 
tAnix) = nAn-i{x), (1.5.20) 
which in view of Eq. (1.5.15) can be written as 
A'^{x) = nAn-i{x). (1.5.21) 
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The theory of binomial enumeration is variously called the calculus of finite dif-
ferences or the umbral calculus. This theory studies the analogies between various 
sequences of polynomials p„ and the powers sequence x". The subscript n in p„ was 
thought of as the shadow ( "umbra" means "shadow" in Latin, whence the name um-
bral calculus) of the superscript n in x" and many parallels were discovered between 
such sequences. 
The umbral calculus in the form that we know today, is the theory of Sheffer 
polynomials. The history of Sheffer polynomials goes back to 1880 when Appell studied 
sequences of polynomials (p„)n satisfying p'„(x) = n p„_i(x), which is same as Eq. 
(1.5.21) (see [5]). These sequences are nowadays called Appell polynomials. Although 
this class was widely studied (see the bibliography in [48]), it was not until 1939 that 
Sheffer noticed the similarities with monomial x". These similarities led him to extend 
the class of Appell polynomials which he called polynomials of type zero (see [107]), 
but which nowadays are called Sheffer polynomials. This class already appeared in 
[84]. Although Sheffer uses operators to study his polynomials, his theory is mainly 
based on formal power series. In 1941 the Danish actuary Steffensen also published a 
theory of Sheffer polynomials based on formal power series [121]. Steffensen uses the 
name poweroids for Sheffer polynomials (see also [108,109,121-124]). 
Operators methods are used to free umbral calculus from its mystery [104]. In 
[85] the ideas from [104] are extended to give a beautiful theory combining enriched 
functions, umbral methods and operator methods. However, only the subclass of poly-
nomials of binomial type are treated in [85]. The extension to Sheffer polynomials is 
accomplished in [105]. The latter paper is much more geared towards special functions, 
while the former paper is a combinatorial paper. The papers [85] and [105] were soon 
followed by papers that reacted directly on the new umbral calculus. 
The idea of monomiality traces back to the early forties of the last century, when 
J.F. Steffensen, in a largely unnoticed paper [121], suggested the concept of poweroid. 
A new interest in this subject was by the work of G. Dattoh and his collaborators 
[21,41]. 
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It tiirns out that all polynomial families and in particular all special polynomials, 
are essentially the same, since it is possible to obtain each of them transforming a basic 
monomial set by means of suitable operators (called the derivative and multiplication 
operator of the considered family). This was shown by a theoretical proof in [18,19], 
and can be viewed as the basis of the umbral calculus [103] - a term invented by 
Sylvester - since the exponent, for example in x", is transformed into his "shadow" in 
Pn{x). 
The notion of quasi-monomiality has been exploited within different contexts to 
deal with isospectral problems [111] and to study the properties of new famihes of 
special functions [44]. The monomiality principle is a fairly useful tool for treating 
various families of special polynomials as well as their new and known generalizations. 
The concept of quasi-monomiality is fairly straight-forward and can be summa-
rized as follows: 
The polynomial set {pn(a^)}neN is quasi-monomial, if there exist two operators P 
and M, called respectively derivative operator and multiplicative operator, satisfying 
{y ne N) the identities 
P{Pn{x)} = npn-i{x), 
M{pn{x)} = Pn+i{x). (1.5.22) 
The operators P and M are satisfy the commutation property 
[P,M] = P M-M P^i (1.5.23) 
and thus display a Weyl group structure. 
If the considered polynomial set {p„(x)} is quasi-monomial, its properties can be 
easily derived from the structure of operators P and M. In fact 
(a). If P and M have a differential realization, then the polynomials Pnix) satisfy the 
differential equation 
MP{pnix)} = npnix). (1.5.24) 
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(b). Assuming here and in the following po{x) = 1, then the polynomials Pn{x) can 
be exphcitly constructed by the relation 
p^{x) = M"{1}. (1.5.25) 
(c). The last identity impHes that the exponential generating function of the polyno-
mials Pn{x) can be cast in the form 
exp{tM){l} = J]pn{x)- ( | i | <oo ) . (1.5.26) 
Til 
n = 0 
The concepts and the formalism associated with the monomiality treatment can 
be exploited in different ways. On one side, they can be used to study the properties 
of ordinary or generalized special polynomials by means of a formalism closer to that 
of natural monomials. On the other side, they can be useful to establish rules of 
operational nature, framing the special polynomials within the context of particular 
solutions of generalized forms of partial differential equations. 
Most of the properties of famiUes of polynomials, recognized as quasi monomials, 
can be deduced, quite straight forwardly, by using operational rules associated with 
the relevant derivative and multiplicative operators. Furthermore they suggest that we 
can define families of isospectral problems by exploiting the correspondence 
(1.5.27) 
In the case of multi-variable generalized special functions, the use of operational 
techniques, combined with the principle of monomiality [21] provides new means of 
analysis for the solutions of a wide class of partial differential equations often encoun-
tered in physical problems. 
There is a continuous demand of operational techniques in research fields like 
classical and quantum optics and in these fields the use of operational techniques has 
provided powerful and efficient means of investigation. Most of the interest is relevant 
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^ 
p 
M 
Pn{x) 
<^ 
<^ 
<;=> 
d 
dx' 
X, 
x". 
to operational identities associated with ordinary and multi-variable forms of Hermite 
and Laguerre polynomials, see for example [21,29,30,43]. 
1.6. GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
The research into Leibniz's analogy led Laplace to the calculus of generating func-
tions. Laplace formulated the calculus of generating functions in 1779, and later he 
returned to it in several occasions. In 1812, Laplace introduced the concept of 'gen-
erating function'. Since then the theory of generating functions has been developed 
in various directions. A generating function may be used to define a set of functions, 
to determine differential or pure recurrence relations, to evaluate certain integrals et 
cetera. Generating relations of special functions arise in a diverse range of apphcations 
in quantum physics, molecular chemistry, harmonic analysis, multivariate statistics, 
number theory et cetera. Generating functions play an important role in the investi-
gation of various useful properties of the sequences which they generate. There are 
various methods of obtaining generating functions for a fairly wide variety of sequences 
of special functions (and polynomials), see for example [83] and [119]. 
Linear Generating Functions 
Consider a two-variable function F{x, t), which possesses a formal (not necessarily 
convergent for t ^ 0) power series expansion in t such that 
oo 
F{x,t) = ^ / „ ( x ) r , (1.6.1) 
n=0 
where each member of the coefficient set {/n(2^)}^o i^  independent of t. Then, the 
expansion (1.6.1) of F(x, t) is said to have generated the set {fn{x)} and F{x, t) is called 
a linear generating function (or, simply, a generating function) for the set {/„(x)}. 
This definition may be extended slightly to include a generating function of the 
type: 
oo 
G{x,t) = Y^cngnix)^, (1.6.2) 
71=0 
where the sequence {c„}^o ™^y contain the parameters of the set £^n(x), but is inde-
pendent of X and t. 
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If c„ and gnix) in expansion (1.6.2) are prescribed and if we can formally determine 
the sum function G{x,t) in terms of known special functions, then we say that the 
generating functions G{x, t) has been found. 
Further, if the set {fn{x)} is defined for n = 0, ±1 , ±2, • • •, then the definition 
(1.6.2) may be extended in terms of the Laurent series expansion: 
F^ixj) = Yl ^nfn(x)f\ (1.6.3) 
n=—oo 
where the sequence {7n}^_oo i^  independent of x and t. 
Bilinear and Bilateral Generating Functions 
If a three-variable function F{x, y, t) possesses a formal power series expansion in 
t such that 
oo 
F(x,y, t) = 5 ] 7n/n(x)/„(?/) r , (1.6.4) 
n=0 
where the sequence {7„} is independent of x, y and t, then F{x, y, t) is called a bilinear 
generating function for the set {/n(2^)}-
More generally, if T{x, y, t) can be expanded in powers of t in the form 
oo 
J^ix,y,t) = Ylnfa{n)ix)foin){y)t'', (1.6.5) 
n=0 
where a{n) and (3{n) are functions of n which are not necessarily equal, then also 
T{x,y,t) is called a bilinear generating function for the set {/„(a;)}. 
Further, suppose that a three-variable function H{x, y, t) has a formal power series 
expansion in t such that 
oo 
H{x,y,t) = Y^hJn{x)gniy)t'', (1.6.6) 
n = 0 
where the sequence {/i„} is independent of x, y and t, and the sets of functions 
{fn{x)}'^^Q and {gn{x)}^^o are different. Then H{x,y,t) is called a bilateral gener-
ating function for the set of {fn{x)} or {gn{x)}. 
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The above definition of a bilateral generating function, may be extended to include 
bilateral generating function of the type: 
oo 
'H{x,y,t) = Y.^nfain){x)gp^n){y)t'' (1 .6 .7 ) 
n=0 
where the sequence {7„} is independent of x, y and t, the sets of functions {/n(3^)}^o 
and {gn{x)}^^Q are different and a(n) and /3{n) are functions of n which are not 
necessarily equal. 
Multi-Variable, Multi-Linear, Multi-Lateral and Multiple Generating 
Functions 
Suppose that G{xi, x^,- • • , Xr; t) is a function of r + 1 variables, which has a formal 
expansion in powers of t such that 
oo 
G{Xi,X2,--- ,Xr;t) = 'Y^Cngn{xi,X2,--- ,Xr)f^, (1 .6 .8 ) 
n=0 
where the sequence {c„} is independent of the variables xi,X2,--- ,Xr and t. Then 
G{xi,X2,- • • ,Xr;t) is called a generating function for the set {gn{xi,X2,--- ,Xr)}^o 
corresponding to the nonzero coefficients c^. 
Similarly, we extend the definition of bilinear and bilateral generating functions 
to include such multivariable generating functions as: 
CX) 
T{xi,X2,--- ,Xr] yuy2,--- ,yr;t) = '^7nfa(n){Xl,X2--- , Xr) fp(n){yi, y2 ' ' ' , VrX' 
n=0 
(1.6.9) 
and 
oo 
'H{XuX2,--- ,Xr] yi,y2,--- ,ys;t) = J ^ / l n / a ( n ) ( a : i , 2 ; 2 , - - • , X^) ^/3(n)(j/l, ^2 , " • " , ^ 5 ) * " , 
n=0 
(1.6.10) 
respectively. 
A multi-variable generating function G{xi,X2,--- ,Xr;t) given by Eq. (1.6.8) is 
said to be a multi-linear generating function if 
gn{xi,X2,--- ,Xr) = fa,(n){Xl)fa2{n){x2)---far{n){Xr), ( 1 .6 .11 ) 
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where Qi(n), a2(n), • • • , ar{n) are functions of n which are not necessarily equal. More 
generally, if the functions occuring on the right hand side of (1.6.11) are all different, 
then the multi-variable generating function (1.6.8) is called a multi-lateral generating 
function. 
A natural further extension of the multi-variable generating function (1.6.8) is a 
multiple generating function which may be defined formally by 
^{xi,X2,- •• ,Xr\ ti,t2,- •• ,tr) 
oo 
= J2 C{n,,n2,--- ,n .)r„, ,„ , , . . ,„ .(xi ,X2,--- ,x , ) t^ ^ i^^ ^ • • • t;!^ (1.6.12) 
' ^ l ,"2)" ' , n r = 0 
where the multiple sequence {C(ni, n2, • • • , n^)} is independent of the variables Xi,... ,Xr 
and ti,t2,- • • ,tr-
Further, definitions (1.6.8) and (1.6.12) may be extended in terms of the Laurent 
series expansions: 
oo 
G*{xi,X2,--- ,Xr;t) = ^ c„^„(xi,X2,--- , X r ) r (1.6.13) 
n=—oo 
and 
•^*{Xi,X2,--- ,Xr; ti,t2,--- ,tr) 
oo 
J2 C{ni,n2,--- ,nr)rn,,n,,-,nrixuX2,--- ,Xr)t'lH'^'---t';:^, (1.6.14) 
" 1 ) " 2 , - - - , n r = —OO 
respectively. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LAGUERRE-BASED APPELL POLYNOMIALS: 
PROPERTIES AND APPLICATIONS 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of the properties of special functions is simphfied by the use of the oper-
ational techniques combined with the monomiahty principle, see for example [21,28,36-
45,47]. We have presented the concepts related to monomiality principle in Section 1.5 
of Chapter 1. 
The concepts and the formalism associated with the monomiality treatment can 
be exploited in different ways. On one side, they can be used to simplify the derivation 
of the properties of ordinary or generahzed special polynomials and to introduce new 
families of polynomials. On the other side, they can be useful to establish rules of 
operational nature, framing the special polynomials within the context of particular 
solutions of generalized forms of partial differential equations of evolution type. The 
importance of the use of operational techniques in the study of special functions and 
their applications has been recognized by Dattoli and his co-workers, see for example 
[21,28,32,36-41,45,47,92]. Most of the interest is relevant to operational identities as-
sociated with ordinary and multi-variable forms of Hermite and Laguerre polynomials. 
Dattoli and Torre [45] introduced and discussed a theory of 2-variable Laguerre 
polynomials (2VLP) L„(x,y). The reason of interest for this family of Laguerre poly-
nomials is due to their intrinsic mathematical importance and to the fact that these 
polynomials are shown to be natural solutions of a particular set of partial differential 
equations which often appear in the treatment of radiation physics problems such as 
the electromagnetic wave propagation and quantum beam life-time in storage rings, 
see [127]. 
The 2VLP L„(x,y) are quasi-monomials under the action of the operators [36] 
M^y-b-\ (2.1.1a) 
P=-D,xD,^-^x^, (2.1.16) 
ox ox 
where D^ denotes the derivative operator and D~^ its inverse and is defined in such a 
way that 
^^ ""^ (^^ )> = -[^. [ ^"^ ~ ^)"''^ (^)^^ (2.1.2a) 
so that for f{x) = 1, we have 
4-"(l) = J . (2.1.26) 
In view of Eq. (1.5.22), we have 
P Ln{x,y) = nLn-iix,y). 
(2.1.3) 
M Ln{x,y) = Ln+i{x,y), 
Further, since Lo{x,y) — 1, Eq. (1.5.25) yields [36] 
Ln{x,y)=(y-D;') =n!E MW^ V (2.1.4) 
The 2VLP Ln{x,y) are specified by the generating function [45] 
-r:;A)^''p{T^)-Il^n{x,yr {\yt\<i), (2.1.5) {l-yt)-^\l-yt. 
n=0 
or, equivalently [47] 
exp{yt)Co{xt) = V L „ ( x , y ) - , (2.1.6) 
where Co{x) denotes the 0*'* order Tricomi function. The n*^ order Tricomi functions 
Cn{x) are defined by Eqs. (1.4.39) and (1.4.40). 
We recall the Fokker-Plank equation [38]: 
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which is used to study the beam hfe-time due to quantum fluctuation in storage rings, 
see for details [127]. In the case of storage rings, Eq. (2.1.7) is solved with the initial 
condition / (x , 0) = g{x). The solution of Eq. (2.1.7) can be formally written as 
f{x,y)^exp{-y{^x-^))g{x). (2.1.8) 
If g(x) is just an exponential function, the solution is readily found in the form 
/(-.*) = (r4^-p(i^). p-i-8) 
which in view of Eq. (2.1.5) is recognized as the generating function of the 2VLP 
Ln{x,y). 
Again, since 
d 
—Ln{x, y) = nLn-i{x, y), (2.1.10) 
it follows that the 2VLP Ln{x,y) are the natural solutions of the equation 
| . L „ ( , , , ) = - ( | . , | . ) i „ ( , , j , ) . (2X11) 
which is kind of heat diffusion equation of type (2.1.7). 
Further, since 
Ln{x,0)^^^x'', (2.1.12) 
n! 
we infer from Eq. (2.1.11), that the 2VLP Ln{x,y) can be defined through the opera-
tional solution: 
i,.(x.y) = e x p ( - y ( | x ^ ) ) { t l ^ } , (2.1.13«) 
or, alternatively 
L„(x,y) = Co(x—){y"}. (2.1.136) 
The 2VLP Ln{x,y) satisfy the following differential equation [36] 
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/ 5^ d \ 
[xy— - {x - y)~ + nj Ln{x,y) - 0 , (2.1.14a) 
or, alternatively 
Although, the Ln{x,y) are essentially the ordinary Laguerre polynomials L„(x) 
(1.4.25), being linked to them by the obvious relation 
L„(x,y) = y"L„(- ) , (2.1.15) 
y 
but preferably regarded as two-variable polynomials. This allows the derivation of a 
number of useful identities in a fairly straightforward way and will jjrovide the intro-
duction of new families of Laguerre-based polynomials and functions. 
Roman [102] characterized Appell sequences in several ways. We have presented 
the relevant details in Section 1.5 of Chapter 1. We recall that the Appell sets [5] 
may be defined by either of the following equivalent conditions [119, p. 398]: {An{x)} 
(n e No), is an Appell set {An being of degree exactly n) if either 
(i) —An{x) = nAn-i{x) (neNo) , or 
(ii) there exists a formal power series A{t) = Yl'^=o ^n'^ "' CLQ 7^ 0 such that (again fo-
rmally) 
A{t) exp(xt) = ^ Anix) — . (2.1.16) 
n=0 
The function A{t) may be called the determining function for the set {A„(x)}. 
The Appell polynomials have shown to be quasi-monomials [40] and characterized by 
the fact that the relevant derivative operator is just the ordinary derivative. The 
Appell polynomials are very often found in different applications in pure and apphed 
mathematics. Alternatively, the sequence An(x) is Appell for g{t) [102] if and only if 
~-expixt) = J2M^)—^ {xeC), (2.1.17) 
^ ^ ^ ' 71=0 '^ • 
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where 
9{t) = Y.9n-,, 90^0. (2.1.18) 
oo ^n 
n=0 
The multiplicative and derivative operators or the associated raising and lowering 
operators M and P of equation (1.5.22) are given by [102] 
9'iD)-M{X,D) = 
and 
X - 9{D) (2.1.19a) 
P{D) = D, (2.1.1%) 
respectively. We note that X enters M only linearly and the order of X and D in 
M{X, D) matters. By direct calculation one may check that any pair M, P from Eqs. 
(2.1.19a), (2.1.19b) satisfies the commutation relation (1.5.23), see for details [92,102]. 
In view of Eqs. (2.1.16) and (2.1.17), we have 
4W = J g . (2.1.20) 
Now, we recall some members of the Appell family : 
I. If A{t) = T^riYy ""^ ^^^^ " '^~'(e*-l), then 
An{x) = Bn{x): The Bernoulh polynomials [99]. 
II. If A{t) = ^ ^ ^ , or g{t) = ^ ^ ^ , then 
An{x) = En{x): The Euler polynomials [99]. 
III. If A{t) = ^ ^ T T ^ ' o'^  9{t) = r " ( e ^ - l ) ^ then 
An{x) = Bn \x): The generalized Bernoulli polynomials [56]. 
IV. If A{t) = ^fl^y. or g{t) = 2-'^(e*+l)^ then 
An{x) = En{x): The generalized Euler polynomials [56]. 
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V. If A{t) = aiQ2 . . . a ^ r [ ( e " i * - l ) (e«^*-l) . . . ( e" ' "* - l ) ] - \ or 
9{t) 
aia2. ..Oim 
[(e"i*-l) (e"2*- l ) . . . (e"'"*-l)], then 
A„(x) = Bn {x I ai,Q:2, • • -jam) : The generahzed Bernoulh polynomials of 
order m [52,53]. 
VI. If A{t) = 2"'[(e"i*+l) (e"^*+l).. . (e" '"*+l)]-\ or 
g(t} = 2-"^[(e"i *+l) (e"' *+! ) . . . (e"-'+!)], then 
«!, a 2 , . . . , ftm) : The generalized Euler polynomials of order 
m [52,53]. 
VII. If A{t) = -, or g{t) = r 
m—\ 
='-E(fi) 
h=0 
, then 
An{x) — JB|["~^'(X) (m > 1) : The new generalized Bernoulli polynomials [13]. 
VIII. If A{t) t > or ^(0 = : I , then 
t(«) A„(x) = <B}rn2 ;^A) (|i + logA| < 27r; 1" := 1) : The Apostol-Bernoulh polyno-
mials of order a [81], including the Apostol-Bernoulh polynomials *8„(x;A) [4, 
81], when a = 1, the generahzed BernouUi polynomials Bn{x), when A = 1 and 
the Bernoulh polynomials Bn{x), when a = A = 1. 
IX. If A{t) , or g{t) = ( —- ) , then 
Ae* + i ; ' ^ -^^ ' \ 2 
An{x) = Sr[''\x;X) (|t + logA| < TT; I'* := 1) : The Apostol-Euler polynomials of 
order a [80,81], including the Apostol-Euler polynomials £n{x;X) [4,80,81],when 
Q = 1, the generalized Euler polynomials E^\x), when A = 1 and the Euler poty-
nomials En{x), when a = A = 1. 
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X. If A{t) = exp(^o+6i+6^^+- • -+^^+1 f+^), or 
g{t) = e x p ( - ^ o - 6 ^ - 6 i ' ^r+i r+ i ) , ^,+1 ^ 0, then 
An{x) = The generaUzed Gould-Hopper polynomials [50], including the Hermite 
polynomials Hn{x) (1.4.15), when r — 1 and classical 2-orthogonal polynomials, 
when r = 2. 
XI. If A{t) = ^^_]^m+v o^ 9{t) = {l-tr^\ then 
An{x) = n!Gn"'^(x) : The Miller-Lee polynomials [1,37], including the truncated 
exponential polynomials e„(a;) [1], when m = 0 and modified Laguerre polynomials 
/ f ' ( x ) [83], whenm = ^ - l . 
XII. liA{t) = j^^y or g{t) = ~ ^ . then 
An{x) — Gn{x) : The Genocchi polynomials [40]. 
Very recently Khan et al. [74] introduced and studied the Hermite-based Appell 
polynomials by employing certain operational methods. In this Chapter, we introduce 
Laguerre-based Appell polynomials and discuss their properties and applications. In 
Section 2.2, we generate the family of Laguerre-based Appell polynomials associated 
with 2VLP Ln{x,y) and derive certain properties of these polynomials. Also, we es-
tablish a correspondence between Appell and Laguerre-Appell polynomials. In Section 
2.3, we derive the generating functions and expansion formulas of some members of 
Laguerre-Appell family. In Section 2.4, we derive several identities for Laguerre-based 
Bernoulli and Euler polynomials. Also, we derive some results for Laguerre-Genocchi 
and Laguerre-modified-Laguerre polynomials. Finally, we give some concluding re-
marks in Section 2.5. 
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2.2. LAGUERRE-BASED APPELL POLYNOMIALS 
To generate Laguerre-based Appell polynomials associated with 2VLP Ln{x,y), 
we introduce the generating function 
n{x,y;t) = A{t)exp{Mt), 
which on replacing M by the multiplicative operator of 2VLP Ln{x,y), given in Eq. 
(2.1.1a) becomes 
n{x, y; t) = A{t) exp ((y - f)-') t ) . (2.2.1) 
Now, decoupling the exponential operator in the r.h.s. of Eq. (2.2.1), by using 
the Weyl identity [41] 
gi+B ^ gi gS g ^ ^ j ^ ^ B] = k, keC, (2.2.2) 
we find 
'H{x,y;t) = A{t) exp{yt) exp{-D~H). 
Further, on expanding the second exponential in the r.h.s. of the above equation 
and using Eq. (2.1.2b), we find 
n(x,y;t) = A{t)exp{yt)f2^ ^ ^ 
r=0 (r!)^ 
Finally, in view of the definition (1.4.40) of Tricomi function C„(x), we get the 
generating function for Laguerre-based Appell polynomials L^nix, y) in the form 
nix, y-1) = A{t) expiyt) Co{xt) = ^ ^ A n i x , y ) - , (2.2.3a) 
n=0 
or, equivalently 
1 / °° 
^(x,?/;t) = A ( i ) [ — ^ e x p ( ^ ) ] = ^ ^ A „ ( x , y ) r . (2.2.36) 
n=0 
Differentiating Eq. (2.2.3a) partially with respect to y, we get the following dif-
ferential recurrence relation satisfied by the Laguerre-Appell polynomials : 
— LAn{x,y)^nLAn-i{x,y). (2.2.4) 
oy 
4& 
Again, by making use of identity [28] 
- ( ^ X ^ ) C7o(« x)^a Co{a x), (2.2.5) 
in Eq. (2.2.3a), we find 
-y-Q- X — j lAnix,y) = nLA„_I(X,y). (2.2.6) 
Prom relations (2.2.4) and (2.2.6), we observe that LAn{x,y) are solutions of the 
equation 
| . ^ 4 x . . ) = - ( ^ x ^ ) . A „ ( . , y ) . (2.2.7) 
In view of Eqs. (2.2.3b) and (2.1.16), we have the initial condition 
an{x,0) = ^ ^ ^ . (2.2.8) 
nl 
Now, solving Eq. (2.2.7) with the initial condition (2.2.8), we find 
,^,..,).exp(-.|.|){^}. (2.2.9) 
A simple computation shows that the operational rule (2.2.9) can be written in 
the following general form: 
LA^{m{x + 2),my) = ^^P ( " 2^  ^  ^ 5^ j \ ^ ^—^j \ (n e No; m G N). 
(2.2.10) 
For m = 1, Eq. (2.2.10) becomes 
. ^„ (x + .,!/) = e x p ( - , | x £ ) { M : | £ ± i » } ( n € N „ ) (2.2.11) 
and for z = 0, Eq. (2.2.10) gives 
i^„(mx,my) = e x p ( - y ^ x ^ ) l ^ ^ ^ ^ t p ^ l (n G No; m G N). (2.2.12) 
Thus we conclude that, the Laguerre-Appell polynomials z,v4„(.r, y) can be gener-
ated from the corresponding Appell polynomials A„(—x) by employing the operational 
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rule (2.2.9). For example, the Laguerre-Apostol-BernouUi polynomials L^n {x,y;X) 
of order a and Laguerre-Apostol-Euler polynomial LSn{x, y; A) of order a are defined 
as: 
and 
.e'(^,.;A)=exp(-4.|){^^%-^}, (2.2.14) 
respectively. 
2.3. PROPERTIES OF SOME MEMBERS OF LAGUERRE-APPELL 
FAMILY 
We can establish the generating function for Laguerre-Appell polynomials L^„(X, y) 
by taking the determining function A{t) of the corresponding Appell polynomials in 
Eq. (2.2.3a). For example, by choosing A(t) given in (VIII), (IX), (XI) and (XII) 
of Section 2.1, we get the generating functions for some members of Laguerre-Appell 
family. 
For A{t) — I — J , i.e. corresponding to the generating function for Apost-
ol BernouUi polynomials *Bn (2;;A) of order a [81] 
( A ^ ^ T ) exp(xt) = ^ « ( f ) ( x ; A ) - ( 11 + logA| < 27r; 1« := 1 ), (2.3.1) 
^ ^ n=0 
we get the following generating function for Laguerre-Apostol-BernouUi polynomials 
i^ Bn (x,|/;A) of order a : 
( A ^ ^ ^ exp(yOCo(a;0 = ^ L ^ i " ) ( x , y ; A ) - . (2.3.2) 
^ ^ 71=0 
Also, in view of Eqs. (2.1.19a), (2.1.19b), we note that the multiplicative and 
derivative operators for Q3n (x; A) are given by 
M(X,D) = X - ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ and P{D) = D, (2.3.3) 
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respectively. 
Similarly, for A{t) = ( -— j , i.e. corresponding to the generating function 
for Apostol-Euler polynomials £n {x;X) of order a [80,81] 
( A T T T ) exp(xt) = 5 ^ e ) ( x ; A ) - ( | t + l o g A | < 7 r ; r : = l ) , (2.3.4) 
^ ' n=0 
we get the following generating function for Laguerre-Apostol-Euler polynomials 
LSn{x,y;X) of order a : 
( A T T T ) ^^P(yi)Co{xt) = J2L£i''\x,y-X)-. (2.3.5) 
71=0 
(«)/ The multiplicative and derivative operators for €n {x; A) are given by 
M{X,D)^X-^^ and P{D) = D, (2.3.6) 
respectively. 
Further, in view of relations [81] 
<Bl'\x;X) = ®„(x; A); ^l^^x; 1) = B(" ) (X) , 
4i)(x; A) = £n{x; A); £:('^ )(a;; 1) = £;('^)(x) 
and 
Q3W(x; 1) = 4 i ) (x ) = 5„(x); S^'\x; 1) = £;(i)(x) = E,,{x), 
we have 
iQ3^iH2^,y;A) = L«„(a:,y;A), (2.3.7) 
LSi^\x,y;X) = LSn{x,y;X), (2.3.8) 
z,?B(f)(x,y;l) = z.B(")(x,y), (2.3.9) 
L€^^\x,y-l) = LEi-\x,y) (2.3.10) 
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and 
^<Bi^)(^,y; 1) = LBl'\x,y) = LBn{x,y), (2.3.11) 
LSi'\x,y; 1) = LEi'\x,y) ^ LEn{x,y). (2.3.12) 
Thus, for a — I, Eq. (2.3.2) gives the generating function for Laguerre-Apostol-
BernouUi polynomials L^nix, y ; A): 
—^- exp(yi) Coixt) = V L'Bnix, y; A ) - (2.3.13) 
Ae^ — 1 - ^ n! 
n=0 
and for A = 1, Eq. (2,3.2) gives the generating function for Laguerre-generalized 
BernouUi polynomials iBn \x,y): 
(-rri) ^Myt)Co{xt)^Y.^^n\^.y)-y (2.3.14) 
^ ^ n=0 
which for a = 1, gives the generating function for Laguerre-Bernoulli polynomials 
LBn{x,y): 
——-exp{yt)Co{xt) = V i 5 „ ( x , 2 / ) - . (2.3.15) 
(e'^  — 1) ^—^ n\ 
Also, for a = 1, Eq. (2.3.5) gives the generating function for Laguerre-Apostol-
Euler polynomials iSn{x^y\ A): 
2 ^ t" 
—-——- exp(yt) Co(xi) = V L^„(x, y; A)— (2.3.16) 
Ae' + 1 .^^ n! 
71=0 
and for A = 1, Eq. (2.3.5) gives the generating function for Laguerre-generahzed Euler 
polynomials lEn {x,y): 
- j eMyt)Coixt) ^J2^^n\^,y)^, (2.3.17) 
e* + _, 
^ n=0 
which for a = 1, gives the generating function for Laguerre-Euler polynomials LEn{x, y): 
- — — exp(yt)Co(xt) = y ] i £ ; „ ( x , | / ) - . (2.3.18) 
(e' + ij ^-^ n! Tl=0 
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Again, for A{t) = w iT ' •^^ ' corresponding to the generating function for 
(1 — t) 
Miller-Lee polynomials G^rr\x) [37, p. 21(1.11)] 
^ oo 
—-—^exp(xO = 5^Gi-)(^)^" i\t\<l), (2.3.19) 
^ ^ n=0 
we get the following generating function for Laguerre-Miller-Lee polynomials iGn i^, v) 
1 °° 
, ^ - — ^ e x p ( y O C o ( x O = X^LGi"')(x,?/)r {\t\ < 1). (2.3.20) (1 - ty n=0 
The multiplicative and derivative operators for Gn {x) are given by 
M(X,D) = X + ^ ^ and P{D) ^ D, (2.3.21) 
respectively. 
Now, in view of the relations [1,37,83] 
G^^\x) = eM-Gl,^-'\x)^fjf\x), 
we have 
LG^^\x,y)^Len{x,y), (2.3.22) 
LGl^~'\x,y) ^ Lfi^\x,y). (2.3.23) 
Thus, for m = 0, Eq. (2.3.20) gives the generating function for Laguerre-truncated 
exponential polynomials Len{x,y) : 
1 °° 
^—-^ exp(yt) Co(x^) = Y, LGnix, y) r (\t\ < 1) (2.3.24) 
n=0 
and for m = ^ - 1, Eq. (2.3.20) gives the generating function for Laguerre-modified 
Laguerre polynomials LH {x,y) : 
^^—^exp(yi)Co(a:t) = ^ i / f H x , y ) r (|^| < l ) . (2.3.25) 
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2t 
Finally, For A(t) = -ri \ ' i-^ - corresponding to the generating function for 
(e* + 1) 
Genocchi polynomials G„(x) [40, p. 1035(15)] 
9f °° /" 
- — - e x p ( x t ) = ^ G „ ( x ) - {\t\<n), (2.3.26) 
^ ' n=0 
we get the following generating function for Laguerre-Genocchi polynomials iGnix, y) : 
— - - e x p ( y t ) C o ( x t ) = ^ , , G „ ( x , y ) - ( | i | < TT). (2.3.27) 
(e* + 1) ^ '^ i 
The multiplicative and derivative operators for Gn(^) are given by 
M(X, D) = X + - ^ p - ^ ^ and P{D)^D, (2.3.28) 
respectively. 
Next, we explore the possibility of using Eq. (2.2.9) to derive the results for the 
Laguerre-Appell polynomials from the ones given for Appell polynomials. To give an 
example, we recall the following explicit formula for the Apostol-BernouUi polynomials 
^'C\x\X) of order a [81, p. 297(30)] 
( n , / G N o ; A e C \ { l } ) , (2.3.29) 
where S{n, k) denotes the Stirling numbers of the second kind defined by the following 
expansion [20] 
r = f ] ( ^ V ! 5 ( n , A : ) , (2.3.30a) 
or, by the series 
'^("' ^) -^  ^ E ( - l ) ' ~ ^ ' (^^)r- (2.3.306) 
Now, replacing x by —x in formula (2.3.29) and then operating exp { — y^x-^^ 
on both sides of the resultant equation we have 
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fc 
which on using Eq. (2.2.13) in the l.h.s. and Eq. (2.1.13a) in the r.h.s. respectively, 
yields the following explicit representation for the Laguerre-Apostol-BernouUi polyno-
mials L^n{x, y;X) of order I in terms of 2VLP Ln{x, y): 
{n,le No- A G C \ { 1 } ) . (2.3.31) 
Similarly, corresponding to the series defining the Apostol-BernouUi polynomials 
©i"^(x;A) of order a [81, p. 301(55)] 
«i"n^;A) = E ( ^ ) ®i"HA)a;"-^  (2.3.32) 
fc=0 
where ©n (A) := *Bn (0;A) denotes the Apostol-BernouUi numbers of order a, we 
find 
L^l^\x,y;X) = ^ ^^P{X) Ln.,{x,y). (2.3.33) 
k=0 
Further, since 
®i°n^ ; A) = Si'\x ; A) = B f (x) = E(^\X) = X" (n G NO), 
it follows that 
z5Bf (x, 2/; A) = r.ei'Hx, y; A) = ^ 5 f (x, 2/) = ^ ^ ^ ( x , y) ^ Lnix, y) {n E No). 
(2.3.34) 
Also, corresponding to the series defining the Miller-Lee polynomials [1,37] 
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* : = 0 ^ ^ • 
we get the following series expansion for Laguerre-Miller-Lee polynomials LGH \x,y): 
,G^-\x,y) = E ("^ ^ ^ " ^)L.(x,y). (2.3.36) 
Using Eqs. (2.3.22) and (2.3.23) in the expansion (2.3.36), we get the following 
expansions 
n 
Le„(x, y) = Y^ Lk{x, y) (2.3.37) 
fe=0 
and 
n 
L4^ H ,^y) = E ( ^ ^ L l )L,{x,yl (2.3.38) 
fc=0 ^ ^ ^ 
respectively. 
The operational formahsm developed here can be used to derive the results for 
Laguerre-Appell polynomials LAn{x,y) from the results of the corresponding Appell 
polynomials. In the next section, we use the above correspondence to derive several 
new relations, identities and expansions for polynomials belonging to Laguerre-Appell 
family. 
2.4. APPLICATIONS 
The operational formalism developed in the previous sections can be used to de-
rive the results for Laguerre-Appell polynomials L-An{x, y) from the results of the corre-
sponding Appell polynomials. Several results involving Appell polynomials are known. 
Recently, new generalized forms for Bernoulli and Euler polynomials are introduced and 
several identities for these polynomials are derived, see for example [80,81,117,120]. We 
derive several identities for Laguerre-based Bernoulli and Euler polynomials by apply-
ing the operational rules established in Section 2.2. Also, we derive some results for 
Laguerre-Genocchi and Laguerre-modified-Laguerre polynomials. 
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First, we recall the following well known multiplication theorems for Bernoulli and 
Euler polynomials [52,53,82]: 
m—1 
and 
En{mx) = < 
^ " E r = o ' ( - i y ^ n ( x + i ) ( n e N o ; m odd), 
2 ^ n sr^rn-l I - 4 i ^ " E r = o ( - l ) ' 5 „ + i ( x + 4 ) ( n e N o ; m even). 
Now, performing the following operation: 
{O) " Replacing x by —a; and then operating exp ( — y-§^x-^) on both sides " 
on the above multiphcation theorems and using the operational definitions (2.2.11) 
and (2.2.12) in the r.h.s. and l.h.s. respectively of the resultant equations, we find the 
following multiplication theorems for Laguerre-BernouUi and Laguerre-Euler polyno-
mials: 
m—1 
L 5 „ ( m x , m y ) = m " - ^ ^ L 5 „ ( x - £ y ) (n G NQ; m G N) (2.4.1) 
and 
[ rn-Y.7=o\-^yLEn{x-i,y) ( n e N o ; m odd), 
LEn{mx,my) = < 
[ -2m^Y.7=o\-^yLBn^y{x-i,y) ( n e N o ; m even). 
(2.4.2) 
Next, we recall the following functional equations involving generalized Bernoulli 
polynomials B^n\x) [120, p. 378(19),(21),(24),(26)]: 
B'r'\x + z) = ± (fj B f ,(z) Bi-\x) (n e No), 
fc=0 ^ ^ 
Bi^\x + 1) - Bl^\x) ^nBt\'\x) (n e No), 
4 " ^ ^ ' + ^) = E 0 ^t\z) x"-'= (n e No), 
k=0 
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Now, performing the operation (O) on the above equations and using the appro-
priate operational definitions on the resultant equations, we get the following identities 
involving Laguerre-generahzed Bernoulli polynomials iBn {x,y): 
LB^^\X - l,y) - LB^:\x,y) = LBt~r\x,y) (n G No), (2.4.4) 
LB^:\X -z,y)^J2 l^B^^\z)L„.,{x,y) (n G No), 
A:=0 
z ,gr^) (x ,y) = f ; ^ ^ ,Bi-Hx,y) (neNo) . 
fc=0 '^  ''• 
(2.4.5) 
(2.4.6) 
Similarly, corresponding to the functional equations involving generalized Euler 
polynomials E^"\x) [120, p. 378(20),(22),(25),(28)]: 
Ei-^^\x + z) = J2 h Ei^iz) E^:\x) {n 6 No), 
fc=o ^ ^ 
E^^\x + l) + E^^\x) = 2E^^-'\x) (nGNo), 
E^:^\x + z) = Y.{^\Et\z)x-' (neNo) , 
fc=0 ^ ^ 
4"-"(i) = i i^^ 'w+EUFi-'w 
A:=0 
(n G No), 
we find the following identities involving Laguerre-generalized Euler polynomials 
LEl^\x.y): 
LE^r^\x - ^,y) = Y.j-^,E^^l,{z) LE\:\x,y) (n G No), (2.4.7) 
fe=0 
{n-k)\ 
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LEi^\x -l,y) + LE^''\x,y) = 2r.Ei--'\x,y) (n e No), 
LEJCKX -z,y) = J2 YM"\^)Ln-k{x,y) (n e No), 
fc=0 
LEl^''\x,y) = LE^n\x,y) + ±j^_,E^^\x,y) 
(2.4.8) 
(2.4.9) 
(n e No). (2.4.10) 
Taking a = 1 in Eqs. (2.4.4)-(2.4.6) and in Eqs. (2.4.8)-(2.4.10) and using Eqs. 
(2.3.34), (2.3.11) and (2.3.12), we find the following relations and expansions: 
LBn{x- l,y) ~ LBn{x,y) = L„_i(x,y) {u 6 No), 
n ^ 
LBn{x - z,y) = '^ T^^kiz) Ln-k{x,y) (n G NQ), 
fc=0 
and 
n ^ 
^ ( n - A : + l)! 
lEnix- l,y) + LEn{x,y) = 2Ln{x,y) {n G No), 
n ^ 
LEr,{x ~ z,y) = Y^ Ti^kiz) Ln-k{x, y) {n G NQ), 
(2.4.11) 
(2.4.12) 
(2.4.13) 
k=0 
Lnix,y) 
n ^ 
lEnix, y) + Y^ j-——LEkix, y) 
fc=0 
{n-k)V 
(2.4.14) 
(2.4.15) 
(n G No). (2.4.16) 
Also, we recall the following relations between generalized (Bernoulli or Euler) 
polynomials and classical (Euler or Bernoulli) polynomials [120, p. 379(30) and p. 
380(38)]: 
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B^:'\x + z) = Yl 
fc=0 
n B^^\z) + lBt\'\z) Er,-,{x) ( a e C ; n G N o ) 
and 
E^' 
2 / n ' 
'^H^ + ^) = E F T T U j r £ ^ ' ^ ( " ) - ^^+i("^J ^"-^^^) ( a e C; n G No), 
which on performing the operation {O) and using the appropriate operational de-
finitions on the resultant equations yield the following relations between Laguerre-
BernouUi and Laguerre-Euler polynomials : 
LB^:\X -z,y) = J2l^ [BP{Z) + lBt-,'\z)] LEn-k{x,y) ( a G C; n G No) 
(2.4.17) 
fc=0 
and 
fc=0 
Li?i"H^-^,y) = E^^^ :pYy | [4 :T '^ (^ ) -4S(^ ) jLBn- fc (x ,y ) ( a e C ; nGNo) . 
(2.4.18) 
Again, taking o; = 1 in relations (2.4.17) and (2.4.18) and using Eqs. (2.3.11), 
(2.3.12) and the fact that Bl^\x) = EI^\X) = x", we find the following expansions: 
n 
LBnix -z,y) = J2u [^ '^ (•^ ) + li^)'''] LEn-kix,y) [u G No) (2.4.19) 
/c=0 
and 
fc=0 
LEr.{x-z,y) = Y,j^-—^[{z)''+'-Ek+i{z)]LBr,.-k{x,y) (nG No), (2.4.20) 
respectively. 
Further, we recall the following recently derived results for Apostol-BernouUi poly-
nomials ^lt\x;X) [81, p. 300(49); p. 301(56),(59)]: 
«i"H^;A) = E (t)'^n-k\^) «^(^;A) {nG No), 
fc=0 ^ ^ 
AQ3i")(a; + l ; A ) - « ( f ) ( x ; A ) = n^t~i\^;^) (^ G No), 
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<B(r+^)(x + z;X) = J2(fj ^\^\{z ; A) »i"Hx; A) {n e No), 
where a, P and A are suitable (real or complex) parameters. 
Now, performing the operation (O) on the above results and using the appropriate 
operational definitions on the resultant equations, we find the following corresponding 
results for Laguerre-Apostol-BernouUi polynomials L^n{x,y;X), for suitable (real or 
complex) parameters a, (3 and A: 
^Q3(r)(x,y; A) ^Y,—^^^^^:^\X) L^k{x,y;X) (n G No), (2.4.21) 
fc=0 ^^ ''• 
XL^I^\X - l,y;X) - L'Bl:\x,y;X) = L'3t\'\x,y;^) (n G No), (2.4.22) 
fc=0 
{n-k)\ 
We note that for A = 1 and in view of Eq. (2.3.9), the results (2.4.22) and (2.4.23) 
reduce to results (2.4.4) and (2.4.3) respectively. 
To provide further examples, we consider the following recently derived recurrence 
relation involving Genocchi polynomials G„(x) [40, p. 1038(42)] 
2nx^-' = Gn+i{x) + Gnix), 
which yields the following recurrence relation involving 2VLP Ln{x,y) and Laguerre-
Genocchi polynomials iGn{x,y): 
2L„_i(x, y) = {n + 1) iGn+iix, y) + iG„(x, y). (2.4.24) 
Also, corresponding to the summation formula involving Genocchi polynomials 
Gn{x) [40, p. 1038(43)] 
m 
Y,{-^f{^ + kT = T^TTu [(-l)"^C^"+i(^ + m + 1) - G„+i(x)], 
fc=i 
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we find the following summation formula involving 2VLP Ln{x, y) and Laguerre-Genocchi 
polynomials LGn{x,y) : 
m  -J 
Y,{-^fLn{x -k,y)^ - [ ( - i r i G „ + i ( x - m - 1,2/) - LGn+i{x,y)]. (2.4.25) 
fc=i 
Furthermore, corresponding to the following summation formula for modified La-
guerre polynomials [83, p. 45(7)] 
we find 
n=0 
ft • 
n=0 
Again, we consider the result [83, p. 46(10)] 
(2.4.26) 
K/3) n'Kx) = 2-Po 
x J 
X 
r(^ + i) 
where 2-P0 denotes the hypergeometric function (1.3.12) (for p = 2, q = Q). After 
expanding ^FQ in series the above result becomes 
1 ^i-^)kW)k,-Uk , 
n'\x) = 
r{u + 
' fe=0 
A;! 
(-)V, 
^ X ' 
which yields the following summation formula for Laguerre-modified-Laguerre polyno-
mials L/I^ {x,y) in terms of 2VLP Ln{x,y): 
,ff\x,y)^Y.^W)uL^-k{x,y). 
fe=0 
(2.4.27) 
The above examples show that by using the operation [O) on an identity involv-
ing Appell polynomials and then using the operational definition of Laguerre-Appell 
polynomials, we get the corresponding identity involving Laguerre-Appell polynomials. 
2.5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In Section 2.3, we have estabhshed the generating functions for the members of 
Laguerre-Appell family, by using the Tricomi-function form (2.2.3a) of the generating 
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function for Laguerre-Appell polynomials. The equivalent forms of these generating 
functions can be derived by using Eq. (2.2.3b). For example, the equivalent forms of 
the generating functions (2.3.2) and (2.3.5) are : 
/ \ CK 1 J. ^^ 
and 
(J^)[irh;r)M{:^)]=T,/t\^.y-'^r. (2.5^2) 
Further, we have the following generating functions 
n=0 ( l - t ) - + U ( l - y i ) " V l - y t 
and 
which can be viewed as the equivalent forms of the generating functions (2.3.20) and 
(2.3.27), respectively. 
In the previous sections, we have used the concepts and the formalism associated 
with monomiality principle to introduce family of Laguerre-Appell polynomials. The 
approach presented is general and we have established the operational rules, which can 
be used to derive the results for Laguerre-Appell polynomials from the results of the 
corresponding Appell polynomials. 
The Laguerre-Bernoulh polynomials iBnix, y), belonging to Laguerre-Appell fam-
ily LAn{x,y), are introduced by DattoH et al. [32] and used within the framework of 
partial sums. To explore the possibihty of using the family of Laguerre-Appell poly-
nomials within the same context is a problem for further research. Also, there are 
possibihties to generate new families associated with Appell polynomials by using some 
other special functions or special polynomials as base. 
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CHAPTER 3 
HERMITE-BASED SHEFFER POLYNOMIALS: 
PROPERTIES AND APPLICATIONS 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
Sequences of polynomials play an important role in various branches of science. 
One of the important classes of polynomial sequences is the class of Sheffer sequences. 
We have discussed Sheffer sequences and the related concepts in Section 1.5 of Chapter 
1. This class may be defined in many ways, most commonly by a generating function 
and by a differential recurrence relation. A polynomial sequence {s„(2;)}^o {^n{x) 
being a polynomial of degree n) is called Sheffer A-type zero [99] (which we shall 
hereafter call Sheffer-type) if s„(x) possesses the exponential generating function of 
the form 
A{t)exp{xH{t)) =Y,Sn{x) — , (3.1.1) 
where A{t) and H{t) have (at least the formal) expansions 
and 
A(i) = V A „ — , AoT^O (3.1.2a) 
^ n! 
n=0 
°° fi 
H{t) = y^Hn—, H,^0, (3.1.26) 
n=l 
respectively. 
The Sheffer class contains important sequences such as the Hermite, Laguerre, 
Bessel, Bernoulli, Poisson-Charher, factorial polynomials etc.. (A detailed study of 
these polynomials and more will be discussed in the next section). These polynomi-
als are important from the viewpoint of applications in physics and number theory. 
Properties of Sheffer sequences are naturally handled within the framework of modern 
classical umbral calculus by Roman [102]. 
The sequences of Sheffer A-type zero are called poweroids by Steffensen [121], 
from which the idea of monomiality came. The monomiality principle is presented in 
detail in Section 1.5 of Chapter 1. 
It has been shown in [92] that if Sn{x) are of Sheffer-type then it is possible to give 
exphcit representations of the multipHcative and derivative operators M and P of Eq. 
(1.5.22). Conversely if M - M{X,D) and P = P{D) then Sn{x) of equation (1.5.4) 
are necessarily of Sheffer-type. A general theorem [19,102] states that a polynomial 
sequence Sn{x) satisfying the monomiality principle equation (1.5.22) with an operator 
P given as a function of the derivative operator only P = P{D) is uniquely determined 
by two (formal) power series 
/W = T.fn-, /o = 0, /i / 0 (3.1.3a) 
and 
°° i" 
g{t)^Y,gr,-, go^O. (3.1.36) 
n=0 '^• 
The exponential generating function of Sn{x) is then given by 
°° r 1 
Gixj) - E^"(^);r! = ^(/-x(t))"^p(^^"'(^))' (^ -i-^ ) 
where f~^{t) is the compositional inverse of f{t). The associated raising and lowering 
operators of equation (1.5.22) are given by 
M 
and 
X « ' '^ ' (3.1.5a) 9iD) J f'iD) 
P = fiD), (3.1.56) 
respectively. 
We note that X enters M only linearly and the order of X and D in M{X, D) 
matters. By direct calculation one may check that any pair M,P from Eqs. (3.1.5a), 
(3.1.5b) satisfies the commutation relation (1.5.23), see for details [19,102]. 
In view of Eqs. (3.1.1) and (3.1.4), we have 
A(t) ^ - ^ (3.1.6a) 
and 
H{t) = r\t). (3.1.66) 
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Several types of polynomial sequences are studied using the monomiality principle, 
see for example [21,22,28,36,38-41,45,46,92]. We recall that the 2-variable Hermite 
Kampe de Feriet polynomials 2VHKdP if„(x,y) [6], defined by 
[-] 
1^ 2 J n-2r.r 
Hn(x,v) = n<Y. \ (3.1.7) 
have shown to be quasi-monomials under the action of the operators [21, p. 148(1.9)] 
M =x + 2y— , (3.1.8a) 
ox 
P ^ l . (3.1.86) 
The properties of 2VHKdP Hn{x,y) are derived by using the monomiality prin-
ciple, according to which the differential equation and the generating function for 
Hn{x,y) are given as: [21, p. 149(1.10) and (1.14)] 
^^^ + '^^"")^"^'' '^^^° ^^-^-^^ 
and 
exp{xt + yt'')= Y^Hn{x,y)—, (3.1.10) 
n=0 
respectively. 
In view of definition (3.1.7), we note that 
Hn{2x,-l) = Hn{x) and / / „ ( x , - i ) = i7e„(x) (3.1.11) 
with Hn{x) or He^{x) being ordinary Hermite polynomials (1.4.15). Also 
//„(x,0) = x". (3.1.12) 
Now, since we have 
^ ^ n ( x , y ) = ^ / / . ( x , y ) , (3.1.13) 
which in view of Eq. (3.1.12), gives the following operational definition for Hn{x,y): 
Hnix,y) = exply-^] {x"} . (3.1.14) 
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Next, we recall that the 3-variable Hermite polynomials (3VHP) Hn{x,y,z) [22, 
p. 114(22)] are defined as: 
[f] 
z''Hn-3r{x,y) 
Hn{x, y, z) - n! ^ , , / , _ o,^, ' (3-1-15) 
r = 0 
r! {n — 3r)! 
which are quasi-monomials under the action of the operators 
P=l^ (3.1.166) 
The polynomials Hn{x,y,z) satisfy the following differential equation: 
^^a^ + ^ ^5^ + "^ a^  " H "^^ '^ '^ ' ^ ^ =^  ° ^^ '^ -^ ^^  
and are specified by the generating function 
exp(x^ + yt'^ + 2^ 3) ^ Y^ Hn{x, y,z) — . (3.1.18) 
These polynomials satisfy the following relations 
d d'^ 
•—Hnix,y,z) = —Hn{x,y,z) (3.1.19a) 
and 
~Hn{x,y,z) = —Hn{x,y,z). (3.1.1%) 
Now, in view of Eqs. (3.1.12), (3.1.13), (3.1.19b) and the initial condition 
H^{x,y,0) = Hn{x,y), (3.1.20) 
we get the following operational definition for Hn(x,y,z): 
H^{x,y,z) = exp\y— + z ~ \ {x"}. (3.1.21) 
In this Chapter, we use the concepts and the formalism associated with mono-
miality principle and Sheffer sequences to introduce and study Hermite-based Sheffer 
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polynomials. In Section 3.2, we generate family of Hermite-based Sheffer polynomials 
associated with 3VHP Hn{x,y,z) and discuss their properties. In Section 3.3, we de-
rive the generating functions and series expansions of some members of Hermite-Sheffer 
family. In Section 3.4, we derive several new relations, identities and expansions for 
Hermite-Sheffer polynomials. Finally, we give some concluding remarks in Section 3.5. 
3.2. HERMITE-BASED SHEFFER POLYNOMIALS 
To generate Hermite-based Sheffer polynomials associated with 3VHP Hn{x, y, z), 
we introduce the generating function 
Q{x,y,z;t) = A{t)eMM H{t)), 
or, equivalently 
Q{x, y,z;t) = A{t) exp ( f x + 2y^ + 3z-^ J H{t) J , (3.2.1) 
which is the result of replacement of x in the l.h.s. of definition (3.1.1) by the multi-
plicative operator M of Hn{x, y, z) given by Eq. (3.1.16a). 
Now, decouphng the exponential operator in the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.2.1), by using 
the Berry decoupling identity [41] 
1 
2, {^)C2+C 
eC+6^g- / i2gV ' ' Je^^ CD 
1 
mC2, (3.2.2) 
we get the generating function for Hermite-based Sheffer polynomials HSn{x,y,z) in 
the form: 
Q{x, y,z;t) = A{t) exp (xHit) + yH\t) + zH\t)) = ^ H S n { x , y , z ) - ^ . (3.2.3) 
n = 0 "•• 
Differentiating Eq. (3.2.3) partially with respect to x, y and z, we observe that 
HSn{x, y, z) are solutions of the equations 
•^HSn[x, y, z) = -^HSnix, y, z), (3.2.4a) 
-Q^HSn{x, y, z) = ~HSn{x, y, z). (3.2.46) 
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Now, proceeding on the same lines with the multiphcative operator M given in Eq. 
(3.1.8a) of the 2VHKdFP Hn{x,y), we get the generating function for Hermite-based 
Sheffer polynomials HSn{x,y) in the form: 
n{x,y-t)^ A{t) exp {xH{t) + yH\t)) = J ^ ^ ^ ^ ( x , y ) - . (3.2.5) 
n=0 "" 
From Eq. (3.2.5), it follows that 
d d"^ 
^HSn{x, y) = -^HSn{x, y). (3.2.6) 
Now, in view of Eqs. (3.2.3), (3.2.5) and (3.1.1), we have 
HSn{x, y, 0) = HSn{x, y), (3.2.7) 
HSn{x, 0,0) = HSnix, 0) = s„(x). (3.2.8) 
Finally, solving Eqs. (3.2.6) and (3.2.4b) using Eqs. (3.2.7) and (3.2.8), we get 
the following operational definition for HSn{x,y,z): 
HSn{x, y, z) = exp ( y— + z— \ {sn{x)} . (3.2.9) 
Thus the Hermite-Sheffer polynomials HSn{x, y, z) can be generated from the cor-
responding Sheffer polynomials Sn{x) by employing the operational rule (3.2.9). 
A simple computation shows that the operational rule (3.2.9) can be written in 
the following general form: 
HSnim{x + w),m?y,m^z)=expiy—+z—] {sn{m{x + w))} . (3.2.10) 
For m = 1, Eq. (3.2.10) gives 
y-Q-^ + ^Q^j {sn{x + w)} (3.2.11) 
and for w^O, Eq. (3.2.10) gives 
HSn{mx, m^y, mh) - exp ly— + z— j {sn{mx)} . (3.2.12) 
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3.3. PROPERTIES OF SOME MEMBERS OF HERMITE-SHEFFER 
FAMILY 
First, we recall some members of the Sheffer and associated Sheffer family: 
I. Generalized Hermite Polynomials Hn,m,u{x) [77]: 
The generalized Hermite polynomials Hn,m,iy{x) are Sheffer for 
g{t) = e(i^- , m=^-. (3.3.1) 
The generating function for the generalized Hermite polynomials Hn,m,v{^) is given 
as: 
exY>{vxt - r ) = Y.^r^,mA^)-y (3.3.2) 
n=0 
Using Eqs. (3.1.5a), (3.1.5b), we find that the multiplicative and derivative oper-
ators for Hn,m,w{x) are given by 
M{X, D) = uX- -^D"^-^ (3.3.3a) 
and 
j ^ m - r 
P{D) = - . (3.3.36) 
Also, in view of Eqs. (3.1.6a), (3.1.6b), we have 
A{t) = e-*"" , H{t) = ut . (3.3.4) 
Taking m = u — 2 and using the relation 
Hn,2,2{x) = Hn{x), (3 .3 .5 ) 
we obtain the corresponding results for the ordinary Hermite polynomials Hn{x). 
II. Generalized Laguerre Polynomials Ln{x) [1,99]: 
The generalized Laguerre polynomials Ln{x) are Sheffer for 
g{t) = {1 ~ t)-'^-' , / ( 0 = ^ - (3.3.6) 
The generating function for the generalized Laguerre polynomials Ln (x) is given 
byEq. (1.4.21). 
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The multiplicative and derivative operators for Ln \x) are given by 
M(X, D) = - X D ^ + (2X - a - 1)D - X + a + 1 (3.3.7a) 
and 
P{D) = - ^ . (3.3.76) 
Also, we have 
^ ^ = ( 1 3 1 ) ^ ' ^ W = ^ - (3.3.8) 
Taking a = 0, we obtain the corresponding results for the classical Laguerre 
polynomials I/„(x). 
Further, we note that the polynomials Ln {x) are the associated Sheffer for 
g{t) = l , f(t) = j ^ . (3.3.9) 
III. Pidduck Polynomials P„(x) [8], (see also [12], [56]): 
The Pidduck polynomials Pn{x) are Sheffer for 
5(t) = ^ , / ( O - ^ . (3.3.10) 
The generating function for the Pidduck polynomials Pn{x) is given as: 
oo 
The multiplicative and derivative operators for Pnix) are given by 
mX, D) - — ^ 2(1 - e^) (^-^-^^a) 
and 
^ ( ^ ) = ^ - (3-3.126) 
Also, we have 
^W-J^ ' W^ = ^ ^(r^)- (3.3.13) 
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The Mittag-Leffler polynomials M„(x) [8] are the associated Sheffer for 
9{t) = l , / ( 0 = ^ - (3-3.14) 
The generating function for Mittag-Leffler polynomials Mn{x) is given as: 
/ n=0 
The multiplicative and derivative operators for M„(x) are given by 
M(X, D) = ^ ^ y ^ ^ ^ (3.3.16a) 
and 
HD) - ^ . (3.3.166) 
Also, we have 
A{t)^l , H{t) = In (^\±^^. (3.3.17) 
IV. Acturial Polynomials ai^\x) [12]: 
The acturial polynomials an (x) are Sheffer for 
g{t) = (1 - i)-^ , fit) = ln(l - t) . (3.3.18) 
The generating function for the acturial polynomials a„ (x) is given as: 
exp(/?t + x ( l - e * ) ) = 5 ] a f ( x ) - . (3.3.19) 
n=0 
The multiplicative and derivative operators for Cn (x) are given by 
M{X,D)^XD-X + p (3.3.20a) 
and 
P{D) = ln(l - D). (3.3.206) 
Also, we have 
A{t) = e^ * , H{t) = 1 - e ^ (3.3.21) 
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The exponential polynomials (l)n{x) [10] are the associated Sheffer for 
g{t)^l , f{t) = \n{l+t). (3.3.22) 
The generating function for the exponential polynomials 0„(x) is given as: 
exp (^xie' - 1)) = ^ '^"(^^;i! • ^ •^^ •^ ^^ 
n=0 
The multiplicative and derivative operators for 0„(a;) are given by 
M{X,D) = X{1 + D) (3.3.24a) 
and 
P(D) = ln(l + D). (3.3.246) 
Also, we have 
A{t) = I , H{t) = e* - 1 . (3.3.25) 
Further, in view of Eqs. (3.3.22) and (3.3.23), one can verify that 0n(—x) are the 
associated Sheffer for 
g{t) = 1 , fit) = ln(l - t) . (3.3.26) 
V. Poisson-Charlier Polynomials Cn{x;a) [69], (see also [53], [126]): 
The Poisson-Charlier polynomials c„(a;; a) are Sheffer for 
g{t) = exp (a(e' - 1)) , /(t) = a(e' - 1) . (3.3.27) 
The generating function for the Poisson-Charlier polynomials c„(x; a) is given as: 
e-* 1 + - =ycn{x;a)-. (3.3.28) 
The multiplicative and derivative operators for c„(x; a) are given by 
M{X,D) = —^-l (3.3.29a) 
and 
P{D) = a(e" - 1). (3.3.296) 
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Also, we have 
A{t) = e"' , H{t) = In ( l + - ) . (3.3.30) 
VI. Peters Polynomials s„(2;;A,/i) [12]: 
The Peters polynomials Sn{x;X,fj,) are Sheffer for 
git)=(l + e^'y , f{t) = e ' - l . (3.3.31) 
The generating function for the Peters polynomials Sn{x; A,/^) is given as: 
( l + (l + i ) ^ ) " ' ' ( l + t ) " = ^ s „ ( x ; A , / i ) - . (3.3.32) 
The multiplicative and derivative operators for s„(a;; A,/^) are given by 
M{X, D) = Xe-^ - ^ ^-^ (3.3.33a) 
and 
P{D) = e^ - 1. (3.3.336) 
Also, we have 
A{t) = ( l + (1 +1)^) ' '^ , H{t) = ln(l +1) . (3.3.34) 
For yu = 1, Peters polynomials s„(x;A,/x) reduce to Boole polynomials s„(x;A) 
[12, p. 37], [69]. Thus, replacing /x by 1 in Eqs. (3.3.31)-(3.3.34), we obtain the corre-
sponding expressions for Boole polynomials s„(x; A). 
VII. Bernoulli Polynomials of Second Kind bn{x) [69]: 
The Bernoulli polynomials of the second kind 6„(x) are SheflFer for 
t 
git) = - ^ - ^ , fit) = e* - 1 . (3.3.35) 
The generating function for the Bernoulli polynomials of the second kind 6n(x) is 
given as: 
t °° r 
71=0 
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The multiplicative and derivative operators for bn{x) are given by 
P + e-^ -
D{eD - 1) M{X, D) = Xe-^ + ^^r^—-^ (3.3.37a) 
and 
P{D) = e^ - 1. (3.3.376) 
Also, we have 
^W = l ^ ^ ( ^ ' H{t) = H\+t). (3.3.38) 
VIII. Related Polynomials r„(a;) [69]: 
The related polynomials r„(x) are Sheffer for 
g{t) = \{\ + e') , f{t)^e'-l. (3.3.39) 
The generating function for the related polynomials rn{x) is given as: 
2 °° fu 
^ ^ ( l + i r = E^"(^);^- (3.3.40) 
n=0 
The multiplicative and derivative operators for r„(x) are given by 
M{X,D)=Xe-^--^ (3.3.41a) 
e -j-1 
and 
P(D) = e^ - 1. (3.3.416) 
Also, we have 
^(^) = 2T7 ' f^(t) = H^+t)- (3-3.42) 
The lower factorial polynomials {x)n [102] are the associated Sheffer for 
git) = 1 , fit) = e* - 1 . (3.3.43) 
The generating function for the lower factorial polynomials (x)„ is given as: 
(l + t)- = ^ ( x ) „ ^ . (3.3.44) 
n=0 
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The multiplicative and derivative operators for {x)n are given by 
M{X,D)=Xe-^ (3.3.45a) 
and 
P(D) = e^ - 1. (3.3.456) 
Also, we have 
A{t) = 1 , H{t) = ln(l +1) . (3.3.46) 
IX. Hahn Polynomials Rn{x) [11]: 
The Hahn polynomials Rn{x) are Sheffer for 
g{t)^SQct , f{t) = tant. (3.3.47) 
The generating function for the Hahn polynomials Rn{x) is given as: 
1 °° r 
— = = exp(x arctan(t)) = ^ Rn{x) — . (3.3.48) 
n=0 
The multiplicative and derivative operators for Rn{x) are given by 
M(X, D) = {X - tan D) cos^ D (3.3.49a) 
and 
P{D) ^ tan D. (3.3.496) 
Also, we have 
A{t) = ^ , F(f) = arctan(0 . (3.3.50) 
X. Shively's Pseudo-Laguerre Polynomials Rn{a,x) [99]: 
The Shively's pseudo-Laguerre polynomials Rn{a,x) are Sheffer for 
*<" = (r^ , m = \-\{B^'- (3^3.51) 
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The generating function for the Shively's pseudo-Laguerre polynomials Rn{a,x) 
is given as: 
The multiplicative and derivative operators for Rn{a, x) are given by 
and 
Also, we have 
i / 2 y^ „, . -4i 
A(i) = (1 - 4t)-2 ; , Hit) = , . (3.3.54) 
XI. Bessel Polynomials p,i(x) [15] (see also [75]): 
The Bessel polynomials p„(x) are the associated Sheffer for 
g{t) = l , f{t) = -\e + t . (3.3.55) 
The generating function for the Bessel polynomials Pn{x) is given as: 
71=0 
x{l + Vl - 2i) I = '^Pn{x)-^. (3.3.56) 
The multiplicative and derivative operators for Pn{x) are given by 
M(X,D) = ^  ,.v.:>'r'''^"'^^-^^4-4.^^ (3.3.57a) 
i / -
^ t . 
and *-':^)^^^-Fij 
Also, we have 
A{t)^l , if (^ ) = 1 - 0 " ^ ^ . (3.3.58) 
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Now, we derive the generating functions for some members belonging to Hermite-
Sheffer family by taking A{t) and H{t) of the corresponding Sheffer polynomials (or 
by choosing only H{t) in the case of the associated Sheffer polynomials) in Eq. (3.2.3). 
First we consider the Sheffer polynomials given in examples I-V. 
For A{t) — e"'"* and H{t) — ut, i.e. corresponding to the generating function 
(3.3.2) for the generalized Hermite polynomials i?n,m,i/(2^), we get the following gener-
ating function for Hermite-generalized Hermite polynomials HHn,m,u{x,y,z): 
e"*" expiuxt + uV + f^^zt^) = J Z HHn,mA^^ y.z)-, (3.3.59) 
n=0 
which for m = 1/ = 2, gives the generating function for Hermite-Hermite polynomials 
HHn{x,y,z): 
e"*' exp(2x^ + ^yt^ + ^zt^) = V //if„(x, y,z) — . (3.3.60) 
n=0 
Similarly, for A{t) ~ — -—- and H{t) = —-—, i.e. corresponding to the gene-
rating function (1.4.21) for the generalized Laguerre polynomials LI^\X), we get the fo-
llowing generating function for Hermite-generalized Laguerre polynomials HLU {x, y, z): 
( 
1 / xt vt^ zt^ \ °° 
r ^ T y S i - P ( " T ^ + (137)5 - (737)3 j = i : « 4 ' " ( - , ! / . ^ ) * " , {3.3.61) 
which for a = 0, reduces to the generating function for Hermite-Laguerre polynomials 
HLn{x,y.z) [74, p. 763(4.4)]. 
Next, for A{t) = and H{i) = In | j , i.e. corresponding to the genera-
ting function (3.3.11) for Pidduck polynomials Pn[x), we get the following generating 
function for Hermite-Pidduck polynomials HPn{x,y,z) : 
^e.p (..„ (i±^) ...^ (i±i) ..„^ (i±^)) . g„.„(.„,-
(3.3.62) 
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For A{t) = 1, Eq. (3.3.62) gives the generating function for Hermite-Mittag-Leffler 
polynomials HMn{x,y,z): 
e^p(^xln(^\±^^+yln'l^\^^ (3.3.63) 
Again, for A{t) — e^ * and Hif) = 1 — e*, i.e. corresponding to the generating 
function (3.3.19) for the acturial polynomials a i (x), we get the following generating 
function for Hermite-acturial polynomials nOn (a:,y, 2): 
00 „ 
e^' exp {x{\ - e') + y(l - e'f + z{l - e'f) = Y. ^^n\x, y, ^ ) ^ , (3.3.64) 
n=0 
which for /3 = 0 and using the relation aw \x) = (/>„(—x) then replacing x by —x and z 
by —2, gives the generating function for Hermite-exponential polynomials H(pn{x,y, z): 
H(pn[x,y,z} 
n=0 
exp [x{e' - 1) + t/(e* - 1)^ + z(e* - 1)^j = ^  0n(x,  z ) - . (3.3.65) 
Also, for A{t) = e"* and H{t) = In (1 + M, i.e. corresponding to the generating 
function (3.3.28) for the Poisson-Charher polynomials Cnix;a), we get the following 
generating function for Hermite-Poisson-Charlier polynomials HCn{x, y, z; a): 
e-* e x p ( x l n ( l + ^ ) + y l n 2 ( l + ^ )+2 ; ln^ ( l + ^ n = ^ H C n ( x , y , z ; a ) ^ . (3.3.66) 
\ / n=0 
Further, in view of examples VI-VIII, i.e. corresponding to the generating func-
tions (3.3.32), (3.3.36) and (3.3.40), we get the generating functions for the Hermite-
Peters polynomials HSn{x, y, z; A, /i), Hermite-Bernoulli polynomials of the second kind 
Hbnix,y,z) and Hermite-related polynomials Hrn{x,y,z) as: 
{l + {l + t)^)-''exp{x\n{l + t) + y\n\l + t) + z\n'{l+t)) = THSn{x,y,z;X,i,)-, 
^ " " • 
(3.3.67) 
t °° r 
— - — e x p ( a ; l n ( l + i ) +yln2(l +^) +2ln^(l + ^)) = J2Hbn{x,y,z)- (3.3.68) 
^ ^ 71=0 
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and 
exp(x ln(l + t) + y ln'(l + t) + z ln '(l + t)) = J2 nTnix, y, z)-, (3.3.69) 
respectively. 
We note that for /x = 1, Eq. (3.3.67) gives the generating functions for Hermite-
Boole polynomials //s„(x, y, z; A) as: 
1 + (1 + )^A) exp(:rln(l+0+2/ln^(l+^)+^ln=^(l+^)) - 5^;,5„(:z:, y,^; A ) - . (3.3.70) 
0 
Also, we note that if we consider generating functions (3.3.32), (3.3.36) and 
(3.3.40), with A(t) — 1, then we get the following generating function for Hermite-
lower factorial polynomials H{x,yiZ)n'-
°° t" 
exp(x ln(l + t) + y ln2(l + t) + z ln^(l + t)) = ^ H{X, y, z)n-. (3.3.71) 
n=0 
Next, we explore the possibility of using operational definition (3.2.9) to derive 
the results for the Hermite-Sheffer polynomials from the ones given for Sheffer poly-
nomials. To give an example, we recall the following explicit formula for the actuarial 
polynomials ai^^(x) [102, p. 123]: 
«f (^ ) = E (fc) E*^("'^') iM-^y-', (3.3.72) 
k=o ^ ^ j=k 
where S{n, k) denotes the Stirling numbers of the second kind [20] defined by Eqs. 
(2.3.30a), (2.3.30b). 
Now, operating exp [v^ + z^j on both sides of Eq. (3.3.72), we have 
^ ^ fc=0 ^ / j=k 
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which on using the operational definitions (3.2.9) and (3.1.21) in the l.h.s. and r.h.s. 
respectively, yields the following explicit representation for the Hermite-actuarial poly-
nomials HOm {x, y, z) in terms of 3VHP Hn{x, y, z): 
naf (x, y,z)^J2 (^^ J2i~'^r'S{n, j) {j),Hj_,{x, y, z). (3.3.74) 
fc=0 ^ ^ j=k 
Similarly, corresponding to the series defining the generalized Laguerre polyno-
mials L^n\x) (1.4.22), we obtain the series definition for Hermite-generalized Laguerre 
polynomials HLU {x,y, z) as: 
HLI:\X, y, z) = f ] ( - l ) ' ^ ( " ^  " ) H,{x, y, z), (3.3.75) 
which for a = 0, gives the series definition for Hermite-Laguerre polynomials HLn{x,y, 
z) as: 
HLnix, y, z) = J2i'l)'^^ Q H,{x, y, z). (3.3.76) 
Next, we recall that the Poisson-Charlier polynomials Cji{x; a) are defined by 
means of the following series [102, p. 120] 
n n 
Cn{x;a) = J2[Y^ r]{-ir-'a-'s{k,j)y, (3.3.77) 
j=0 fc=0 ^ '^ 
where s{n, k) are the Stirling numbers of the first kind defined through the recurrence 
relation [102, p. 61] (see also [100], [101]) 
s{n +l,k) = s(n, k - 1) - ns{n, k), (3.3.78) 
together with the initial conditions 
s(n,0) = 0 ( n > 0 ) , s(0,A;) = 0 (A; > 0) and s(0,0) = 0, 
where s{n,n) = 1. 
Also, we note that the following connection between Stirhng numbers of the first 
kind s(n, k) and the Stirhng numbers of the second kind S(n, k) [102, p. 67] 
n k 
k=i j=0 
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Operating exp (y-^ + z^) on Eq. (3.3.77) and using the appropriate opera-
tional definitions, we get the series definition for Hermite-Poisson-CharUer polynomials 
HCn{x,y,z;a): 
n n y \ 
H c„(x, y,z-,a) = Y,Y.\k) (-l)"~'«"'«(fc, J)Hj{^, y, z). (3.3.80) 
j = 0 fc=0 ^ ^ 
Again, corresponding to the series defining the exponential polynomials (/)„(x) 
[102, p. 64] 
n 
(j)n{x) = Y^ S{n, k)x^ , n > 0, (3.3.81) 
fe=0 
we find the series definition for Hermite-exponential polynomials H4>n{x,y,z): 
oo 
//0„(x, y, 2) = ^ S{n, k)Hk{x, y, z). (3.3.82) 
n = 0 
Also, corresponding to the series defining the Bernoulli polynomials of the second 
kind bnix) [102, p. 115] 
n 
bn{x) = bn{0) + ^ ^ s(n - 1, A; - 1) x\ (3.3.83) 
k=l 
where 6„(0) denotes the Bernoulli numbers of the second kind defined by the following 
definite integral [102, p. 114] 
bniO) = [ {u)n du , (3.3.84) 
Jo 
we get the series definition for Hermite-BernouUi polynomials of the second kind 
Hbn{x,y,z): 
n 
Hbn{x, y, z) = 6„(0) + ^ ^ s(n - 1, fc - l)Hk{x, y, z). (3.3.85) 
k=l 
3.4. APPLICATIONS 
The operational formalism developed in the previous sections can be used to derive 
the results for Hermite-Sheffer polynomials HSn{x,y,z) from the results of the corre-
sponding Sheffer polynomials. Now, we use the correspondence between Sheffer and 
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Hermite-ShefFer polynomials to derive several new relations, identities and expansions 
for Hermite-Sheffer polynomials. 
To achieve this, we perform the following operation : 
(B): Operating exp (y ^ + - ^ ^ ) on both sides of a given relation. 
Roman [102] characterized Sheffer sequences in several ways. One of which is the 
Sheffer identity (1.5.18), which is equivalently written as : 
Sn{x + y ) = 5 Z f ^ ) Sfc(x) Pn~k{y) , (3 .4 .1 ) 
where the sequence Pn{y) is an associated Sheffer for f{t). 
Now, we recall the following Sheffer identities for generalized Laguerre polynomi-
als Ln{x), Pidduck polynomials Pn{x), actuarial polynomials an (x), Poisson-Charlier 
polynomials Cn{x;a), Peters polynomials s„(3;; A,/x), Bernoulli polynomials of the sec-
ond kind bn{x) and related polynomials r„(x), respectively. 
Pn{x + w)=J2 ( J ^fc(^) Mn-k{w) , 
k=0 ^ / 
Cn(x + w;a) = ^ l ] a''"'' Ck{x;a) {w)n-k , 
fc=0 ^ -^  
Sn{x + tW; A, / i) = ^ ( j Sk{x; A, H) {w)n-k , 
fc=0 ^ / 
hn{x + '^) = ^ { A ^k{x) {w)n~k , 
t—n \ / fc=0 
r„(x + f^ ) = 5Z ( ^ ) ^ *=(^ ) (^)n-fc • 
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Performing the operation {B) on the above identities and using the appropriate 
operational definitions on the resultant equations, we get the following identities for 
Hermite-generalized Laguerre polynomials HLU {x,y,z), Hermite-Pidduck poly-
nomials HPn{x,y,z)^ Hermite-actuarial polynomials nCin {x,y,z), Hermite-Poisson-
Charlier polynomials HCn{x, y, z; a), Her mite-Peters polynomials HSn{x, y, z; A, //), Her-
mite-BernouUi polynomials of the second kind Hbn{x,y,z) and Hermite-related poly-
nomials H'>^n{x-,y,z) as: 
HLir'^'\x + w,y,z) = J2 (^^HL[''\x,y,z) Lf_,{w) , (3.4.2) 
nPnix + w,y,z) ^J2 [l)MPk{x,y,z) Mn-k{w) , (3.4.3) 
Ha^^\x + w,y,z) = Y^r^\HO'i^\x,y,z) ^n-k{-w) , (3.4.4) 
HCn{x + w, y, z; a) = ^ f J a''"" HCk{x, y, ^; a) {w)n-k , (3.4.5) 
fc=o ^ "^ 
HSn{x + w, y, ^; '^ ^ M) = X ! ( . 1 HSk{x, y, z; X, /x) {w)n-.k , (3.4.6) 
fc=0 ^ ^ 
nbnix + w,y,z) = Y^(\nhix,y,z) {w)n-k , (3.4.7) 
k=o ^ ^ 
HTnix + w,y,z) = '^i]HVkix,y,z) {w)n-k , (3.4.8) 
respectively. 
Further, we recall the Binomial identity (1.5.18) in the following equivalent form 
pn(x + y)^Yl[k)p''^'''>p^~kiy) (y^^)- (3-4.9) 
We consider the following binomial identities for lower factorial polynomials (x)„, 
exponential polynomials (j)n{x), Bessel polynomials Pn{x) and Mittag-Leffler polynomi-
als Mn{x), respectively. 
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(x + u;)„ = ^ ( j {x)k {w)n-k , 
k=0 ^ ^ 
k=0 ^ -^ 
Pn{x + w ) ^ ^ i k)^''^^'^ Pn-k{w) , 
Mn{x + w) = Y,[l)Mk{x) Mn-k{w) , 
which on performing the operation (B) and using the appropriate operational defini-
tions on the resultant equations, yield the following identities for Hermite-lower fac-
torial polynomials H{x,y,z)n, Hermite-exponential polynomials H4>n{x,y,z), Hermite-
Bessel polynomials HPn{x,y,z) and Hermite-Mittag-Leffler polynomials HMn{x,y,z) 
as: 
H{X + w,y,z)n = ^ i jH{X,y,z)k {w)n-k , (3.4.10) 
H(pn{x + w,y,z) = Y^i jH(t>k{x,y,z) (pn-kiw) , (3.4.11) 
fc=0 ^ ^ 
HPn{x + 'w,y,z) = ^ i \ HPk{x, y, z) Pn-k{w) , (3.4.12) 
HMn{x + w,y,z) = J2[l)HMk{x,y,z) Mn-k{w) . (3.4.13) 
respectively. 
Next, we recall the following relations between BernouUi polynomials of the first 
and second kinds Bn{x) and 6„(a;), respectively [102, pp. 117-118]. 
bn{x) = (1 - n)bn{0) + n{2 - n)6„_i(0) + nbn-i{G)B,{x) 
+ E ^ f ^ T i y <"" - 2, A; - 2) B,{x) (3.4.14) 
and 
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Bn{x) = (1 - n)B„(0) - nBn-i{0) + nB„_i(0) h{x) 
+ E ^TTTTY "^(^ - 2, /^  - 2) 6fc(x). (3.4.15) 
fc=2 A;(A:-1) 
The Bernoulli polynomials of the first kind B„(x) are defined through the gener-
ating function [99] 
f °° r 
-^—-exp(xt) = ^B^{x)- (3.4.16) 
e^  — 1 ^—' n! 
n=0 
and thus belong to the Appell family. 
Again, performing the operation (B) on Eqs. (3.4.14) and (3.4.15) and using the 
appropriate operational definitions on the resultant equations, we get the following 
identities for corresponding Hermite-based polynomials: 
Hbn{x,y,z) = (1 - n)bn{0) + n{2 - n)bn-i{0) +nbn-i{0) HBi{x,y,z) 
n / _ 1 \ 
+ E k(k-if^'' -2,k-2) HBk{x, y, z) (3.4.17) 
and 
HBn{x,y,z) = (1 - n)Bn{0) - n5„_i(0) + n5n-i(0) Hbi{x,y,z) 
+ E k(k-iy^'' - 2, fc - 2) Hbk{x, y, z), (3.4.18) 
respectively. 
Further, replacing x by mx in Eqs. (3.4.14), (3.4.15) and using the multiplication 
theorem for Bernoulli polynomials of the first kind B„(x) [52], (see Section 2.4 of 
Chapter 2) we get 
m—l 
bn{mx) = (1 - n)6„(0) + n(2 - n)6„_i(0) + nbn-i{0) ^ 5i(x + i ) 
n m—l , ^ s 
+ E E i & - T T " ^ ' ~ ' ^ ( " - 2 . ^ - 2 ) 5 f c ( x + i ) (fcGNo; m G N) 
k=2 i=o '^ l'<^  - ^J 
(3.4.19) 
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and 
Bn{mx) = (1 - n)Bn{0) ~ nB„_i(0) + nBn-i{0) h{mx) 
+ y ?!? ~ ]ls{n - 2, fe - 2) bkimx) (A; G No; m G N), 
^-^ kik — 1) 
fc=2 
(3.4.20) 
which on performing the operation {B) and using the appropriate operational defi-
nitions on the resultant equations, yield the following results for Her mite-Bernoulli 
polynomials of the second kind iy6„(a;,y, z) in terms of Hermite-BernouUi polynomials 
of the first kind HBn{x,y, z) and vice-versa as: 
m—\ 
Hbn{mx, m^y, m^z) = (1 - n)6„(0) + n(2 - n)fo„_i(0) + n6„_i(0) ^ HBI{X + i , y, z) 
j=o 
n m—1 
+ E E Hfc _ | l ^ ' ' ' ^(" - 2, A; - 2) H5,(a; + i , y, z) (fc G No; m G N) 
fc=2 i = 0 
(3.4.21) 
and 
HBn{mx,m'^y,m^z) = (1 - n)Bn(O) - n5„_i(0) + n5„_i(0) Hbi{Tnx,m?y,m^z) 
n(n — 1) 
+ E fc fc - n '^^^~^' ^~^) Jjfcfc("^ a:, m^y, mh) (/c G No; m G N), (3.4.22) 
A:=2 ^ ^ 
respectively. For m = 1, Eqs. (3.4.21) and (3.4.22) reduce to Eqs. (3.4.17) and (3.4.18) 
respectively. 
Next, we recall the following relations [99, p. 298(2) and p. 207(3)]: 
(^"•^ > = ( ; r ^ g (g - l)n+kLn-k{x) k\ 
and 
Hr,{x) = r{l+a)n^2F2 
fc=0 
| ( n —fc), —^{n — k — l); ("), 
(l + a)fe ' 
~^{a + n), - | ( a + n - l ) ; 
which on performing the operation (B) and using the appropriate operational defin-
itions on the resultant equations, yield the following relations for the corresponding 
Hermite-based Sheffer polynomials: 
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1 '^  / \ 
nRnia, X, y, z) = -— V ( ) (a - l)n+k HLn-k{x, y, z) (3.4.23) 
and 
HHr^ix, y, z) = 2"(1 + a)„ ^ ^ ( - l ) ' ^ ( ^ ) 2F2 
-\{n-k), - | ( n - / c - l ) ; 
- | ( a + n), - ^ ( a + n - l ) ; 
(l + a)A 
(3.4.24) 
respectively. 
Also, corresponding to the functional equation involving generalized Laguerre 
polynomials L^n\x) [99, p. 209(5)] 
L^:\^x) = Y. 
k=0 
(l + a ) „ ( l - ^ ) " - » % ( . ) , ^ , 
(n- /c) ! ( l + a ) , "^ ^ '^^ '^ 
we find the following identity involving Hermite-generalized Laguerre polynomials 
HLl^\x,y,z): 
HLl^\wx,w^y,wh) = Y^ 'n\{l + aUl-w)^-''{w)'^ ,^ 
k=0 
.k, (l + a), HLr{x,y,z), (3.4.25) 
which for a = 0, becomes 
nLniwx, w%, wh) = 2 ] ( J - ^ r^ -^HLk{x, y, z). (3.4.26) 
fe=0 .k, k\ 
To provide further examples, we consider the summation formulae [102, p. 81 and 
p. 124]: 
„ _ >r^ / A; \n\ / - l \ " - f c 
X 
fe>t n — k 
and 
k=0 ^ ^ 
which yield the following results: 
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and 
Har'\x,y,z) = J2(f)Haf{x,y,z), 
(3.4.27) 
(3.4.28) 
respectively. 
Again, corresponding to the following summation formulae [1, p. 169 and p. 176]: 
mi 
n\En-2k{x) 
2-J On X = 
A;=0 2^k\{n-2k)\ 
and 
(3.4.29) 
Hn{x + ^) = 7^J2(l) ^n-k{V2x) Hk{V2w), 
we find the following results: 
nn(x,y,z)-2^ 2"fc!(n-2A;)! 
fe=0 ^ -^  
and 
////„(a; + w,y,z) = -^J2 ( j HHn-k{V2x, 2y, 2V2z) Hk{V2w), (3.4.30) 
respectively. 
Also, corresponding to the recurrence relations [102, p. 77 and p. 121]: 
Mn{x + 1) - Mn{x) = n Mn-l{x + 1) + Mn-l{x) 
and 
a Cn{x + l;a) — a c„(a;;a) — n Cn-i{x;a) = 0, 
we find the following recurrence relations for the corresponding Hermite-based polyno-
mials: 
HMn{x + l,y,z)-HMn{x,y,z)=n „Mn-i{x + l,y,z) + HMn-i{x,y,z)\ (3.4.31) 
and 
a HCn{x + l,y,z;a)-a HCn{x, y, z;a)-n Hc„-i(x, y, 2; a) = 0, (3.4.32) 
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respectively. 
Finally, we mention special cases of some of the results derived in this section. 
As for example taking /3 = — 1 in Eq. (3.4.2), we get 
HLl:\x + w,y,z) = J2(f)HL^:\x,y,z) Lt'liw) , (3.4.33) 
fc=0 ^ ^ 
which on taking a = 0, gives the following expansion: 
HLUX + w,y,z) = J2 (^ )^ '^^ (^ 'y -^2 )^ 4 - i V ) • (3.4.34) 
Again, taking a — (5 = —\ m. Eq. (3.4.2), we get 
HK{x + w,y,z) = J2 [ljHLi-'^\x,y,z) ^ -^ ( t / ; ) . (3.4.35) 
fc=o ^ ^ 
Further, taking w = 1 in Eqs. (3.4.5)-(3.4.8) and (3.4.10), we get the following 
expansions: 
n I 
HCnix + l,y,z;a)^^~ a^"" HCk{x, y, z; a) , (3.4.36) 
fe=0 
n , 
V—^ Tl' 
HSn{x + 1,y, z; A, //) = 2 ^ T\HSk{x, y, z; A, n) , (3.4.37) 
k=0 • 
n , 
E n' j^Hbkix,y,z) , (3.4.38) 
fc=0 
n I 
HTnix + 1, y, 2) = ^ -j^nrkix, y, z) (3.4.39) k\ 
k=0 
and 
V—^ 71' 
H{X + 1, y, z)n = 2 ^ T\H{X, y, z)k . (3.4.40) 
*:=0 
(")f^\ -
get 
Also, taking /? = 0 in Eq. (3.4.28) and using the relation a)i'{x) = (f)n{-x), we 
Ha^^)(x, y^z) = ^ L j HA{-X, y, -z). (3.4.41) 
The above examples show that the operational formalism developed here is useful 
to derive results for Hermite-Sheffer polynomials. 
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3.5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In the previous sections, we have used the concepts and the formaUsm associ-
ated with monomiaUty principle and Sheffer sequences to introduce family of Hermite-
Sheffer polynomials. The approach presented is general and we have developed an op-
erational formalism, providing a correspondence between Sheffer and Hermite-Sheffer 
polynomials. These operational rules can be used to derive the results for Hermite-
Sheffer polynomials from the results of the corresponding Sheffer polynomials. 
Here, we explore the possibility oi introducing family oi Laguerre-hased Sheffer 
polynomials. 
To generate Laguerre-based Sheffer polynomials associated with 2VLP Ln{x,y) 
(2.1.5), (2.1.6), we introduce the generating function 
2{x,y;t) = A{t)exp{MH{t)), 
which on replacing M by the multiplicative operator (2.1.1a) of 2VLP Ln{x,y) 
becomes 
£(x,y;i) = A{t)exp ((y - D-') if(t)) . (3.5.1) 
Now, decoupling the exponential operator in the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.5.1), by using 
the Weyl identity [41], (see Eq. (2.2.2)), we find 
£(a;,y;i) = A(t) exp{yH{t)) exp{-D;'H{t)). 
Further, on expanding the second exponential in the r.h.s. of the above equation 
and using Eq. (2.1.2b), we find 
Q{x, y-1) = A{t) exp{yH{t)) f^  ( - l ) ' ^ y ) ) ; 
Finally, in view of definition (1.4.40), we get the generating function for Laguerre-
based Sheffer polynomials LSn{x,y) in the form 
2{x, y; t) = Ait) expiyH{t)) Co{xH{t)) = V ^s„(a:, yY-. (3.5.2) 
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Now, for the generating function given in Eq. (3.3.2), we get the following gener-
ating function for Laguerre-generahzed Hermite polynomials LHn,m,v{x,y)-
f 
exp(-t '") exp{vyt) Co{vxt) = ^ LHn,m,v{^^ v)—^ (3.5.3) 
n=0 
which for m = i; = 2, gives the generating function for Laguerre-Hermite polynomials 
LHn{x,y): 
exp(-t2)exp(2y0 Co{2xt) ^Y^LHn{x,y)-. (3.5.4) 
^ n! 
n=0 
Similarly, for the generating function given in Eq. (1.4.21), we get the following 
generating function for Laguerre-generalized Laguerre polynomials ^Ln {x,y): 
^ ^ e x p ( ^ ) C o ( f ^ ) = f ; . 4 " ' ( x , ! / ) t " . (3.5.5) 
^ ' n=0 
which for a = 0, gives the generating function for Laguerre-Laguerre polynomials 
LLn{x,y): 
( 1 - 0 n=0 
Next, for the generating function given in Eq. (3.3.11), we get the following 
generating function for Laguerre-Pidduck polynomials iP„(x, y) : 
( ^ - o ( . , n ( l ± ^ ) ) = f : . P . ( . , „ ^ , (3.5.7) 
^ ' n=0 
which for A{t) — 1, gives the generating function for Laguerre-Mittag-Leffler polyno-
mials LMn{x,y): 
i ± | C „ ( x l n ( i ± ^ ) ) = f : . M „ f e y ) £ . (3.5.8) 
/ n=0 
Again, for the generating function given in Eq. (3.3.32), we get the following 
generating function for Laguerre-Peters polynomials j[,s„(x,y; A,/x) : 
(1 + (1 + t)'')-^{l + ty Coixln(l + t)) = y]HSnix,y; A,/x)- , (3.5.9) 
n=0 
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which for /^  = 1, gives the generating function for Laguerre-Boole polynomials 
LSn{x,y;X) : 
(l + (V+m CoixHl + t)) = f2HSn{x,y;X)^^. (3.5.10) 
^ ^ ^ •' n = 0 
Further, corresponding to the generating functions (3.3.36) and (3.3.40), we find 
0 ± ^ Coix\n{l + t)) = f2Lbn{x,y)^^ (3.5.11) 
^ ^ n=0 
and 
— ^ Co{xln(l + t)) = f^LTnix,y)^, (3.5.12) 
respectively. 
For A{t) = 1, Eqs. (3.5.11) and (3.5.12) give the following generating functions 
for Laguerre-lower factorial polynomials Lix,y)n' 
{l+ty Co(a;ln(l + 0) = E^(^ '^)";^- (3.5.13) 
n=0 
The Sheflter polynomials, which include Appell polynomials as a special case along 
with the underlying operational formalism, offer a powerful tool for investigation of the 
properties of a wide class of polynomials. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SUMMATION FORMULAE FOR MULTI-DIMENSIONAL 
HERMITE POLYNOMIALS 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
Multi-dimensional polynomials provide new means of analysis for the solutions of a 
wide class of partial differential equations often encountered in physical problems. The 
importance of multi-variable Hermite polynomials has been recognized [25,33-35] and 
these polynomials have been exploited to deal with quantum mechanical and optical 
beam transport problems. 
It happens very often that the solution of a given problem in physics or applied 
mathematics requires the evaluation of infinite sums, involving special functions. Prob-
lems of this type arise, for example in the computation of the higher-order moments 
of a distribution or to evaluate transition matrix elements in quantum mechanics. In 
Ref. [25], it has been shown that the summation formulae of special functions, often 
encountered in applications ranging from electromagnetic processes to combinatorics, 
can be written in terms of Hermite polynomials with more than one variable. 
We recall that the Gould-Hopper generalized Hermite polynomials (G-HGHP) 
^;^(x,y) are defined as [59, p. 58(6.2)] : 
[ - 1 
^-(^,y) = n ! V — y—, (4.1.1) 
- ^ r! (n - mry. 
r=0 ^ ' 
where m is a positive integer. These polynomials are specified by the generating func-
tion 
exp{xt + y n = J29ni^,y) :^ , (4.1-2) 
n=0 
in particular, we note that 
gl{x,y)^Hr,{x,y), (4.1.3) 
where Hn{x, y) denotes the 2-variable Hermite-Kampe de-Feriet polynomials (2-VHKdFP) 
[6], defined by means of the generating function given in Eq. (3.1.10). 
Further, we note the following link : 
g:;:{vx,-l) = Hn,mA^), (4.1.4) 
where Hn,m,v{x) denotes the generalized Hermite polynomials introduced by Lahiri 
[77] with the generating function given in Eq. (3.3.2) 
In view of Eqs. (4.1.2) and (1.4.15), we note that: 
gU2x,-l) = Hr.{x), (4.1.5) 
where Hn{x) denotes the ordinary Hermite polynomials [1] with generating function 
(1.4.15). 
Many authors investigated properties of G-HGHP g!^{x, y), see for example [60,77, 
119]. Bell [10] introduced a class of polynomials defined by the generating function 
exp J 2 ^ ] = 1 + J2Y^{XUX2,...,XM,...):^. (4.1.6) 
B — 1 ' r> — 1 s=l ' n=l 
The Bell polynomials occur in combinatorics, statistics and other fields and exhibit 
important properties. Next, we recall the M-variable generalized Hermite polynomials 
(M-VGHP) Hi^"^''\{xs}M) defined by the generating function [35, p. 602(20,21)] : 
exp 5 ; x , t M = 5 ^ / / « ^ > - ) ( { x j M ) i ^ 
( {S}M := 1 ,2 , . . . ,M; {XS}M := Xi,X2,... ,XM ) . (4.1.7) 
It has been shown in Ref. [35], that the M-VGHP Hi^'^''\{xs}M) belong to the 
class of Bell polynomials. The fink between the Bell polynomials and the M-VGHP is 
easily recognized. In fact 
H^^'^^^-KWM^OO) = Yn{x^,X2, ...,XM,...). (4.1.8) 
Also, we observe that for M=2 the M-VGHP Hi^'^''\{xs}M) reduce to 2-VHKdFP 
Hn{x, y) and for M=3 the M-VGHP reduce to 3-variable Hermite polynomials Hn{x, y, z) 
[22] defined by the generating function given in Eq. (3.1.18). 
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Finally, in view of definitions (4.1.2), (3.3.2) and (4.1.7) , we note that 
/ / ^ 2 ' •"')(^,0,0,--- , 0 , y ) = ^ n x , y ) , (4.1.9a) 
Hi''^'-'^\vx,0,0,... ,0, -1 ) = Hn,m,M. i4.1.9b) 
Motivated by the importance of multi-variable forms of Hermite polynomials and 
due to their links with other generalized Hermite polynomials, in this Chapter we 
establish summation formulae for multi-dimensional Hermite polynomials. We use 
different analytical means to derive these summation formulae. In Section 4.2, we derive 
the summation formulae for 2-VHKdFP Hn{x,y) and in Section 4.3, we derive the 
summation formulae for G-HGHP g!^(x,y). In Section 4.4, we derive the summation 
formulae for polynomials related to Hn{x,y) and g'^[x,y) as applications. In Section 
4.5, we give some concluding remarks and prove a summation formula for M-VGHP 
Hn \{XS}M) as a possible extension of our method. 
As an illustration of the procedure, we prove the following results for M-VGHP 
TT{\,2,...,M) t \ 
e x p ( ' ^ ( - l ) " x 2 „ u 2 " ) cos ( Y. {-^T^'x^n-iu'^-'] 
^ n= l ^ ^ n=l / 
and 
E ^i7^4 ' ' ' ' - ' ' ' ^ (^ i , ^2,..., XM) (4.1.10a) 
A 2^ \ /^'^^ \ 
e x p E ( - i r ^ 2 n « ' " Sin E ( - i r ^ ^ 2 n - l « ' " - M 
^ n= l ^ \ n=l / 
(2 / + 1)! ^ ' + ^ '[XI,X2,...,XM), (4.1.106) 
Y , when M is even 
where [ f ] = <^  and a = | ? ' ^^"" ^ ^ '""'^ 
^ , when M is odd I ^ ^ ' ^^^^^ ^ ^' ^^^ 
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The above formulae can be viewed as the multi-variable extensions of the well-
known results [82, p. 252]. 
To prove these formulae, we replace t by u+t in Eq. (4.1.7), then use the formula 
[119, p. 52(2)] 
oo n „,m {x + vT V- ./„ , ^^''y 
n=0 n,m=:0 
to obtain 
Y;^x,{t+uy] = Yl m!^£^"^(MM), (4-i.i2) 
j=l ' k,l=0 
which on separating the power series in r.h.s. into their even and odd terms by using 
the elementary identity 
tX) oo CX) 
^ (j){m,n)^ ^ 0(2m,2n) + ^ (f){2m,2n + I) 
m,n=0 m,n=0 m,n=0 
oo 00 
+ J2 0(2m + l , 2 n ) + ^ (j){2m+1, 2n+1) (4.1.13) 
m,n=0 m,n=0 
becomes 
exp (^  ^ xj {t + uyj = ^ (^fcjr(2T)!^2fc+2r^^^(3 i^> a;2, • - •, a;M) 
°° +2fc.,2/+l 
, V ^ _ J _ J f u-(l,2,..,M)/ X 
+ 2-.^ (2fc)! (2/ + i)!^2fc+2m l^ i^, X2,.. . , x^ j 
°° /2fc+l„,2/ 
, V ^ ^ ^ „.(1,2,...,M)^ V 
"^  Z ^ (2fc + 1)! (2/)!^^+^'+^ 2:2,... ,XM) 
"^  ^ (2A: + l)!(2^-H)!^^^+^'+^^^^^' ^ ^ ' ' ' " ' ^^^ ' (4.1.14) 
Now replacing t by z^  and u by m in Eq. (4.1.14) and equating the real and 
imaginary parts of the resultant equation, we get the following summation formulae 
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exp(^(-irx2„(f+«H cos( Y. {-^r^'^2n-i{t+uf-A 
V - ( - 1 ) t U (i,2,...,M). X 
- A . ^ (2fc)!(2 0! ' ' ^ ' ' ixi,X2,...,XMJ 
°° / i\fc+i+l+2A;+K,2Z+l 
and 
,M, ,M_ 
exp ^ ( - i r X 2 „ ( t + « H S i n [ J ] {-\T+'x2n-l{t + u f ' ' A 
71=1 '^ ^ n = l ^ 
°° / i\fc+Zj.2fc,,2/+l 
V - ( - 1 ) t U (l,2,....M). X 
1.^ (2A:)!(2Z + 1)! 2fc+2m (xi, X2,... ,XMJ 
+ E (2fc +1)1(2 0!^^ '^^ ^^ '^^ ^^ '^ '^ '^ • • •' '^^^' ^^ -^ -^ ^^ ^ 
{ ^ , when M is even "i ,- _ , ^ • >  
^ I , 0 , when M is even 
M l . . ^ - . . 1 1 , w h e n M i s o d d / • 
^ ^ , when M is odd J "^  ' ^ 
Takmg ^ —>• 0 in formulae (4.1.15a) and (4.1.15b), we obtain formulae (4.1.10a) 
and (4.1.10b), respectively. 
4.2. SUMMATION FORMULAE INVOLVING 2-VARIABLE HERMITE-
KAMPE-DE-FERIET POLYNOMIALS 
First we prove the following result involving 2-VHKdFP Hn{x,y): 
Theorem 4.2.1. The following implicit summation formula for 2-VHKdFP Hn{x,y) 
holds true : 
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(x) 2l+d 
^-.C-.^) = t '" '^^  ' ! i » , : f y . ! ? " " " ^ i / a« - . ( x . , ) . . € {0.1}. (2/+ 5)! " ' + " ' ' ^ ' ^ r!(2/ + 5 - 2 r ) ! 
r = 0 (4.2.1) 
Proof. Taking M=2 in Eqs. (4.1.10a) , (4.1.10b) and using the fact that for M=2 
the M-VGHP HL^"^''\{XS}M) reduce to 2-VHKdFP Hn{x,y), we find ( replacing xi 
by X and a;2 by y) 
, 2 N Y ^ ( - 1 ) ( W ) 17 / N f cos(xw), when5 = 0 l / . o o \ 
^-P(^" ) E H ¥ z i T - ^ 2 ' + ^ ( ^ ' ^) = s i n L . when <5 = 1 " ^4.2.2) 
Replacing u by wz in the above equation, we find 
( 2 2N Y^ (-1) ("^ -2^ ) rr / \ f cos(xiuz), when5 = 0 l ,, ^ n\ 
exp(vu'^2^)> /,—;V;—H2i+s(x,v) = < . ; , , r , ^- (4.2.3) i^ vy ; ^ (2/+ 5)! ^ ^ \ sm{xwz), when 5 = 1 j ^ ' 
Again, replacing x hy w and ly by x in Eq. (4.2.3) and equating the resultant 
equation to Eq. (4.2.3), we find after expanding the exponential in series 
Now, replacing / by / — r and using the lemma [119, p. 100(1)] 
oo oo oo fe 
fc=0 n = 0 fc=0 n = 0 
in the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.2.4) and equating the coefficients of like powers of z ,we get the 
assertion (4.2.1) of Theorem 4.2.1. 
Remark 4.2.1. Taking ^ = 1 in Eq. (4.2.1), we get 
^^^ i / 5+2( t / ^ , y ) = ^ ^ ^ / / m ( : r , y ) - ^ ^ ] -Hs{x,y\ ( 5 € { 0 , 1 } . (4.2.6) 
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Remark 4.2.2, Setting x : = v^io in Eq. (4.2.1), we get 
^H^Ur^,y) = t ^ , p ^ / ; _ ^^^, / / . . , - . ( 7 2 ^ , y ) , ^<E{0.1}. (427) 
Further, we prove the following result involving product of 2-VHKdFP Hn{x,y): 
Theorem 4.2.2. The following implicit summation formula involving product of 2-
VHKdFP Hn{x,y) holds true : 
m 
k'. U " ' + ' ^ ' ^ ' ' " Z-. 2^ m< n\ (k - ny. (I - m - n)! 
n—0 m = 0 V / \ / 
X Hm{XyJ{^), y) i:ffc+,_^_2n(X, y). (4.2.8) 
Proof. Replacing i by M + Hn Eq. (3.1.10) and using Eq. (4.1.11), we have 
exp(x(w + t) + y{u + tf) = Y, ^Hk+i{x,y), (4.2.9) 
fc,/=0 
which on replacing x by X, u by wz and t by VFZ^ , becomes 
expiXWZ) = exp(-Xt/;^ - y(wz + WZf) f^ ^^^-^T^Hk^iiX,y). (4.2.10) 
fe,/=0 
Again, replacing w by x in Eq. (4.2.10) and equating the resultant equation to 
Eq. (4.2.10), we find 
J. (WZjixzY^^^^^^^^^ - expiXz{x-w)+yz\x'-w'))exp{2yz{x-w)WZ) 
k,l=0 
00 {wz)^zy 
fcTTT X E ^ ^ ^ I T F ^ ^ - K ^ , ^ ) . (4.2.11) k,l=0 
By setting T := 2V'(x2 - ^2) gud x' := X,J{^) in Eq. (4.2.11), the first 
exponential in the r.h.s. becomes the generating function of 2-VHKdFP Hn{x,y): 
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OO rpm 
exp{x'T + yT') = ^ i / ^ ( x ' , y ) — . (4.2.12) 
m! 
m=0 
Now, from Eqs. (4.2.11) and (4.2.12), we have 
(2y(x-u;))"z"(H^Z)" ^ {WZ)''{wzy OO / ^ / \ x n n /T irr7 ' \n . 0° 
X 
n=0 " ' fc,;=0 
^,.yy.-a.jyyy..j ^ fc. T ^^^'(^'^)" ^4.2.13) 
Finally, replacing / by / — m — n, fc by fc — n and using Eq. (4.2.5) in the r.h.s. of 
Eq. (4.2.13) and then equating the coefficients of like powers of (WZ) and z, we get 
formula (4.2.8). 
Remark 4.2.3. By taking I — n = N and A; = 0 in assertion (4.2.8) of Theorem 4.2.2, 
we immediately deduce the following consequence of Theorem 4.2.2 . 
CoroUztry 4.2.1. The following implicit summation formula involving 2-VHKdFP 
Hn{x,y) holds true : 
^ / AT \ — 
{^yH^{X,y) = Y.i m ( S - l ) ' HUX,J^),y)H^-^{X,y). (4.2.14) 
m=0 ^ / 
4.3. SUMMATION FORMULAE INVOLVING GOULD-HOPPER 
GENERALIZED HERMITE POLYNOMIALS 
First we prove the following result involving G-HGHP p™(x,y): 
Theorem 4.3.1. The following imphcit summation formula for G-HGHP gl^{x,y) 
holds true : 
A: / 
9T-,i{^,y) = E ( ^ ) ( n (^ - ^)"^' 9T^i-n-A^^y)- (4.3.i) 
n,r=0 V / \ / 
Proof. Replacing t hy u + t in Eq. (4.1.2) and using Eq. (4.1.11), we consider the 
following generating function for G-HGHP g'^{x,y): 
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°° t'' u'-
exp{x{t + u) + y{t + uD = ^ J^d'^+ii''^2^)' 
fc,/=0 
which can be written as : 
~ fk yl 
expiy{t + ur)^expi-xit + u)) J ] ^^ [71 ^ r+z(^ ,y)- (4.3.2) 
k,l=0 
Replacing x by lu in the above equation and equating the resultant equation to 
the above equation, we find 
or 
E ^*,(™,.) ^ E ""--^'J""'" E ^c..(^. )^. ("-3) 
fcj=0 • • n = 0 fe,i=0 
which on using Eq. (4.1.11) in the first summation of the r.h.s. becomes 
E ^*r.,(-..) = E ' i r< E ^ « < ( - . *)• («•*) 
fc,;=0 n , r=0 fc,/=0 
Now, replacing A; by A; — n, / by / — r and using Eq. (4.2.5) in the r.h.s. of (4.3.4), 
we find 
E^A'C".^) = E E „! u , ! ) , ,!,),^r.,-„-.(^..). (4.3.5) 
Finally, on equating the coefficients of like powers of t and u in Eq. (4.3.5), we 
get the assertion (4.3.1) of Theorem 4.3.1. 
Remark 4.3.1. Taking / = 0 in assertion (4.3.1) of Theorem 4.3.1, we deduce the 
following consequence of Theorem 4.3.1. 
Corollary 4,3.1. The following summation formula for G-HGHP g^{x^ y) holds true: 
^rKy) = E ( ^ ) (^ - ^ r 9T-n{^,y). (4.3.6) 
n = 0 ^ ^ 
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Remark 4.3.2. Replacing w hy w + x in Eq. (4.3.6), we obtain 
g]^iw + ^, y) = E ( n ) ^ ^ ) ' " " ^"( '^ ' y^- (^ -^ -^ ^ 
n=0 ^ ^ 
Remark 4.3.3. Taking m=2 in Eqs. (4.3.1), (4.3.6) and (4.3.7) and using Eq. (4.1.3), 
we deduce the following summation formulae for 2-VHKdFP Hn{x,y): 
k I 
Hk+iiw,y) = X ; ( M ( l ) i ^ - xr+^H,^i^r.-r{x,yl (4.3.8) 
n,r=0 V / V / 
H,iw, 2/) = E ( ^ ) (^ - xTH^.^ix, y), (4.3.9) 
n=0 
fe 
H,{w + x,y) = Yl i t ) i^f~''Hn{x,y), (4.3.10) 
n=0 ^ ^ 
respectively. 
Further, we prove the following result involving product of G-HGHP g^{x,y): 
Theorem 4.3.2. The following summation formula involving product of G-HGHP 
g^{x,y) holds true : 
r\ s\ ^-^ ^—^ k\ l\ (r — mk)\ is — ml)\ 
x^-„,(x,y)^r-m/(^,2/)- (4.3.11) 
Proof. Consider the product of G-HGHP generating functions (4.1.2) in the following 
form : 
eM-{xt+XT-y{-tr-y{~Tr)) = f^ ^-^^^^^^^^^gT{x,y) gT{X,y), (4.3.12) 
r,s=0 
which on replacing t by wz and T by WZ becomes 
{-iY+'{wzy{wzy 
exp(- {xwz + XWZ - y{-wzf - y{-WZf)) = ^ 
r! s\ 
r,s=0 
xg^{x,y) g^'iX.y). (4.3.13) 
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Next, replacing x hy w,w by x, X hyW and W by X in Eq. (4.3.13) and equating 
the resultant equation to Eq. (4.3.13), we find after expanding the exponentials in series 
r ,s=0 ' r,fc=0 
X9r i^^y) 2 ^ ^l^i 9s {-^^y)- (4.3.14) 
5,/=0 
Finally, replacing r by r — mk, s by s — ml and using the lemma [119, p. 101(5)] 
oo oo oo [mJ 
X ; i 3 ^ ( f c , n ) = ^ X ] ^ ( ^ , n - m ^ ) , (4.3.15) 
n = 0 fe=0 n = 0 fc=0 
in the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.3.14) and then equating the coefficients of like powers of z and 
Z, we get formula (4.3.11). 
Remark 4.3.4. Taking m = 2 in Eq. (4.3.11) and using Eq. (4.1.3), we deduce the 
following consequence of Theorem 4.3.2. 
Corollary 4.3.2. The following imphcit summation formula involving 2-VHKdFP 
Hnix, y) holds true : 
^,^1 tlryw,y)n,(W,y} 2^2^ k\l\ (r - 2k)\ (s - 2l)\ 
fc=0 !=0 ^ J \ J 
xHr^2k{x,y)Hs-2iiX,y)- (4.3.16) 
4.4. APPLICATIONS 
I. Taking X2 ^  X3 = • • • ^  XM-I = 0 in Eqs. (4.1.10a) and (4.1.10b) and replacing xi 
by X, XM = Xmhy y and then using relation (4.1.9a), for even m and when m mod 4 
= 2, we find 
expi-yu"^) cos(x'u) = J^^^^J^ 9^{x,y) (4.4.1a) 
and 
expi-yu"") sinixu) = ^ i l - i - ^ ^-+1(2^,?/), (4.4.16) 
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respectively. 
Again, for even m and when m mod 4 = 0, we find 
e x p ( y O cos(x«) = E ro/^r 9Ti{x,y) (4.4.1c) 
(=0 ^'''^• 
and 
expiyu^ sm{xu) = ^ i l ^ I - ^ 5-+i(^,?/), (4.4.1d) 
respectively. 
The above equations can be combined to give the following result (when m is 
even) 
°° f ^\l ^,21+5 ( -1) ' u^'+* ^^ ^^ ,^  _ I exp(/9t/u"') cos(a:w), when 6 = 0 
1=0 
-1 when m mod 4 = 2 
1 when m mod 4 = 0 
E K-"-) " m / >, _ I exp /^;y'(x ; cusi^xu;, wnen o = u i M 4 9^  
(2/ + <5)! ^2i+5l3;,yj )^  exp(pyu"') sin(xn), when 5 = 1 J ' ^ ' 
where p = 
II. Taking X2 = 2:3 = • • • = XM-I = 0 in Eqs. (4.1.10a) and (4.1.10b) and replacing Xy 
by X, XM = Xmhy y and then using relation (4.1.9a), for odd m and when m mod 4 = 
3, we find 
cos{xu - yu"') = J2 J , y gTii^^y) (4-4.3a) 
and 
00 / ^ \ ; 2 i+ l 
sin(x« - ^/n'") = ^ i l - J - ^ ^ - + i ( ^ , 2 / ) > (4-4.36) 
.=0 (2^ + 1) 
respectively. 
Again, for odd m and when m mod 4 = 1, we find 
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and 
^ C_1 V 7,2i+l 
sm(x« + y O = E (2 /+ I ) ! 9?i+iix,y\ (4.4.3c/) 
respectively. 
The above equations can be combined to give the following result (when m is odd) 
- (-1)^ u^i^^ ( cos{xu + pyu-\ when 5 = 0 1 
4 ^ (2/+ 5)! i'2;+5l-^>y; \ sin(2;« + pyu"^), when 5 = 1 j ' ^ ' 
, _ / ~ 1 when m mod 4 = 3 
1^  1 when m mod 4 = 1 
Next, taking M=2 in Eqs. (4.4.1a) and (4.4.1b) and using Eq. (4.1.3), we deduce 
the following results for 2-VHKdFP Hn{x,y): 
^ ( -1) ' u^' 
exp(-yu^) COS(XM) = 2 ^ .^ ^x, H2i{x,y) (4.4.5a) 
and 
^ ( - 1 ) ' ^2'+! 
exp(-7/u2) sin(xu) = 2_, /2Z + 1)! ^2/+i(2;,?/), (4.4.56) 
respectively. 
Again, replacing x by 23: and taking y = - 1 in Eqs. (4.4.5a) and (4.4.5b) and 
then using Eq. (3.1.11), we obtain the well-known results for Hermite polynomials 
Hn{x) [82, p. 252] 
exp(w') cos(2xu) = ^ ^ '^ H2i{x) (4.4.6a) 
/=o ^ '^^ • 
and 
exp{u^) sm{2xu) = ^2 (21+1)1 ^ ' ' + ' ^'^^' ^^'^'^^^ 
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respectively. 
Further, taking y = - 1 and replacing x by f x in Eqs. (4.4.2) and (4.4.4) and then 
using the link (4.1.4), we find 
• ^ ( -1) ' ^^'+^ ^ j exp{-pu"')cos(vxu), when5 = 0 l . . 
^ {2l + 5)\ ' '+ '^ ' ' " '^^^"1 exp(-p«"^) sin(i;x«), when (^  = 1 / ' ^ '^ 
, f — 1 when m mod 4 = 2 1 
where m is even and p = i -, , . ^ n r 
1 when m mod 4 = 0 
and 
E°° (-1)'li^'"""* , . _ r cos(t 'a;u-p'u"') , when (5 = 0 1 (AAS.\ 
{2l + S)\ ^2/+5,m,.(2;j - I ^.^^^ 2;« - pii"^), when S = l j ' ^ ^ ^^^ 
, , , f — 1 when m mod 4 = 3 1 
where m is odd and p = s , , , , , >, 
1^  1 when m mod 4 = 1 J 
respectively. 
III . Taking M = 3 in Eqs. (4.1.10a) and (4.1.10b) and in view of Eq. (3.1.18) after 
replacing xi by x, a;2 by y and X3 by z, we deduce the following result for 3-variable 
Hermite polynomials Hn{x,y,z): 
E \—L)Vi, . \_) ^•>^py—yu)'^os{xu — zu), wnen 0 = u 1 
_^^  ( 2 / + 5)! ^2/+5(2:, y,z)-<^ ^^p^_^^2) gij^(^^ _ ^ ^3)^ ^hen ( 5 = 1 / ' 
(4.4.9) 
which for w = 1, reduces to 
E (—1)' „ , \ — j exp(—y) cos(x — z), when 5 = 0 
_^^  (2/+ 5)! ^2/+5l^'2/' ^i - I exp(-y) sin(x - z), when 5 = 1 
IV. Taking y = —I and replacing x by fx , to by fly in Eqs. (4.3.1), (4.3.6) and 
(4.3.7) and using the hnk (4.1.4), we get the following implicit summation formulae for 
the generalized Hermite polynomials Hn,m,v{x) : 
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H,^l,m,.H = T . ( l ) ( l ) i ^ i ^ - ^ ) ) " ^ ' ' H,^l-n-r,mA^l ( 4 .4 .11 ) 
n,r=0 ^ / V / 
Hk,m,vH = E ( n ) (^ (^ ~ "^ ^^ ^ i?.-n,.n,.(a:) (4.4.12) 
n=0 ^ ^ 
and 
^ f c , m , . ( ^ + ^ ) = E ( n ) ("^ ^ ) ' - " ^ n , n . , . ( x ) , (4 .4 .13) 
n=0 ^ ^ 
respectively. Also, replacing x hy vx, w hy vw, X by v X and W hy vW in Eq. 
(4.3.11) and using the link (4.1.4), we get the following summation formula involving 
product of generalized Hermite polynomials Hn,m,v{x) '• 
r 1 r s ( x_Y ( X_Y LmJ LmJ / i _ ( x_\mY (^ _ (2L\my 
H^,m,.{w) Hs,mAW) - ^ l ^ k\l\{r-mk)\{s~ml)\ 
fc=o ;=o ^ ' ^ ' r\ s\ 
xHr-mk,m,vi^) Hs-ml,m,v{^)- ( 4 .4 .14 ) 
V. Replacing x by 2x, w by 2w and taking y = - 1 in Eqs. (4.2.1), (4.2.6), (4.2.7); 
(4.3.8)-(4.3.10) and using the link (3.1.11), we obtain the recently derived summation 
formulae [73, p. 412(2.9,2.12,2.13); pp. 411-412(2.1,2.7,2.8)]. 
Further, replacing X by 2X and taking y = - 1 in Eqs. (4.2.8) and (4.2.14), we 
obtain [73, pp. 412-413(2.14,2.19)]. 
Furthermore, replacing x by 2x, w by 2^ ?^, X by 2X and W by 214^  and taking 
y = - 1 in Eq. (4.3.16), we obtain [73, p. 413(2.20)]. 
4.5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In Section 4.1, we have derived the multi-variable forms of some well known results 
for Hermite polynomials Hn{x). Further, in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we have established 
several implicit summation formulae for Hermite polynomials of two variables namely 
for 2VHKdFP Hn{x, y) and G-HGHP 5'™(a;, y) respectively by using different analytical 
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means on their respective generating functions. We remark that this process can be 
extended to estabhsh certain summation formulae for M-VGHP Hn {{XS}M)-
To give an example, we rewrite the generating function (4.1.12) as : 
M - l 
exp{xMit + u)^) = exp ( - X / ^^ '^ ^ "*" '^^j 
3=1 
oo f, I 
E t U u.(l ,2, . . . ,M-l,M)/ N 
-j-^Hl^i '{xi,X2,--- ,XM-I,XM)-
k,l=0 
Replacing Xj by Wj for j=1,2, . . . , M-l in the above equation and equating the 
resultant equation to the above equation, we find 
oo ) . I M-l 
^ ;^^fc+? '""^~^ '^^(^i '^2, • • .,WM-I,XM) = exp (^ J ^ K - - Xj){t + uYj 
k,i=o • • i = i 
V ^ C U ( l ,2, . . . ,M-l,M)/ ^ 
k,l=0 
or 
°° j.fc / M—1 
Y^ -riTJ-^ii? ^ '^ '^^(wi, W2,..., WM-1, XM) = W exp({wj ~ Xj){t + uY) 
k\l\ 
k,l=0 i = l 
V-^ t " (i,2,...,M-l,A/)/ N 
Z ^ " ^ ^ f c + ' ' ( X I , X 2 , . . . , X M - 1 , 2 ; M ) , 
which on expanding the exponentials into their series, becomes 
"^  t'u'rril,2,...,M-lM). .„ .., ,. ^ _ ^ T ' V^ K ' " ^V^ (^  + «)'"^ E  " Tj(l,2 ...,M-l,Af)/ . T-T -^ 
-j^^k+l '{W^,W2,...,WM-UXM)= [[}_^ 
k,l=0 • • j = l n j=0 • ' • 
j-fe / 
V ^ t W rr(l,2 M-l,M)( \ 
/ J 'TTn' k+i [XI,X2,...,XM-I,XM)-
k,l=0 
Using Eq. (4.1.11) in both sides of the above equation, we find 
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M-\ oo 
k=Q • J = l " j = 0 •'' 
oo / -.J. 
H I ' ' ' '{XI,X2,...,XM-1,XM), 
k=0 
or, equivalently 
HI' ' '{WI,W2,...,WM-UXM) k\ 
k=0 
IlL^^ -iiTkl ^k \X,,X2,...,XM-UXM). 
(4.5.1) 
Now replacing A; by A; — YI^JQ jrij and using the lemma [119, p. 102(16)] 
oo oo 
^ ^ e{ni,n2,...,nr;k) 
fc=0 ni ,n2, . - - ,"r=0 
oo mini+m2n2+...+mrnr<k 
= 2~] y_] 6 (ni, 722,..., rir : A; — m i n i — 7712^ 2 — . . . — mrTir) 
k=0 ni,n2 nr=0 
( for positive integers mi , 7712,..., m^ (r > 1) ), (4.5.2) 
in the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.5.1), we find 
00 / \f. 
E {t + U) r 7 ( l , 2 , . . . , M - l , M ) / V HI'' '{WI,W2,...,WM-1,XM) 
fe=0 
^ - - ^ - ^ + - + | l r l ) " - - ^ ^ (^ , - , , ) n . ( ^ , - ,,)n. . . . ( ^ ^ _ , - XM-X)---Kt + U)^ 
t ^ n „ n „ . i ; _ , = o r i i ! n 2 ! . . . n M - i ! ( / c - n i - 2 n 2 ( M - l ) n M _ i ) ! 
j j - ( l , 2 , . . . ,M- l ,M) / x 
X ^ f c - n i - 2 n 2 ( M - 1 ) n M - i ^ ^ l ' ^ 2 , • • - , 0 : ^ - 1 , ^^MJ • 
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Finally, on equating the coefficients of like powers of (t+u) in the above equation, 
we get the following implicit summation formula for M-VGHP if4 ({S^SIM): 
rr(l,2,...,M-l,M")/ N 
^ ni! n2!...nA/-i! (A;-ni - 2n2 ( M - l ) n M - i ) ! 
(1,2,...,M-1,M) 
xiy;;:„7:2n2-'--(M-l)nM-i(^l'^2, • • • , X M - 1 , X M ) . (4.5.3) 
The above summation formula can be viewed as multi-variable extension of sum-
mation formula (4.3.9). To explore the possibility of using the method outhned here 
to derive the summation formulae for other special polynomials is a further research 
problem. 
I l l 
CHAPTER 5 
EVALUATIONS OF CERTAIN EULER TYPE 
INTEGRALS AND LAPLACE TRANSFORMS 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
Methods connected with the use of integral transforms have been successfully 
applied to the solution of differential and integral equations, the study of general-
ized special functions and the evaluation of integrals. An important advantage of the 
method of integral transform lies in the possibility of compiUng tables of the direct and 
inverse transforms of the various functions commonly encountered in applications. In 
research fields like classical and quantum optics the use of integral operators has pro-
vided powerful and efficient method of investigation. The integrals offer a fairly direct 
means to investigate the properties of the functions they define. Also, the integrals can 
be used to derive summation formulae, representations, generating relations and other 
properties for new and known families of special functions. 
Among the integral transforms, Laplace's occupies a special place, mainly because 
of its usefulness in solving differential equations of functions of exponential order with 
initial value conditions or semi-infinite boundary value conditions. It has applications 
in various areas of science and engineering. 
We recall the basic Euler integrals (1.2.20) and (1.3.3), which define the beta func-
tion and Gauss's hypergeometric function respectively. Recently, Ismail and Pitman 
[67] obtained explicit evaluations of some integrals of Euler type 
I 1 u"-^(l - u)^-'f{u)du (5.1.1) '0 
for some particular functions / , specially in the symmetric case a = j3. These evalua-
tions are related to various reduction formulae for hypergeometric functions represented 
by such integrals. These formulae generalize the evaluations of some symmetric Euler 
integrals implied by the following result due to Pitman [93]: 
If a standard Brownian bridge is sampled at time 0, time 1 and at n independent 
random times with uniform distribution on [0,1], then the broken Hne approximation 
to the bridge obtained from these n + 2 values has a total variation whose mean square 
is n{n+ l ) / ( 2 n + 1). 
In this Chapter, we obtain the evaluations of certain Euler type integrals and 
derive some Laplace transforms. In Section 5.2, we obtain the explicit evaluations of 
certain integrals of type 
h,a,P,,,a,e[<t>iiim] = Q ^ ) J^^ ~ ^^'^^^^'^ ~ ^) ' '"'(<^W)'^^* 
a); 
L (5t); 
dt 
where r^t denotes the generalized hypergeometric function (1.3.12), for particular func-
tions 4>{\) and "(/^ (t). In Section 5.3, we establish the equivalence of integrals involving 
the product of two ^ functions and derived a Laplace transform for hypergeometric 
function. In Section 5.4, we derive a number of new integrals and summation formulae 
as applications of the results obtained in Sections 5.2. and 5.3. respectively. Finally, 
we give some concluding remarks in Section 5.5. 
5.2. EVALUATIONS OF CERTAIN EULER TYPE INTEGRALS 
We derive the explicit evaluations of certain integrals of the following type: 
/, U,/3,7,a,e[<^(0,^W] = : ^ ( ^ / ' ( ^ - < ~ ' ( ^ - ^ ) ' ' " ' ( ' ^ W ) ' ' - ^ * 
(/r); 1 
di\){t) 
{9t)\ \ 
(5 
dt. 
2.1) 
We evaluate the integrals of type (5.2.1) for particular functions 4>{t) and •0(i) by 
considering the following cases: 
Case I. Taking 0(t) = (1 - Xit)-"i(l - X2i)""^ V'CO = T^y a = 0 and e = 7 = 1 in 
Eq. (5.2.1) and using [67, p. 962(7)] 
/ e-\\ - tf-\l - Xit)-"H1 - X2t)~"^di = B{a,p) Fa 
Jo 
a, «!, a2; ct + P; xi,X2 
( Re(a), Re(/5) > 0; max{|xi|, \x2\} < 1 ), (5.2.2) 
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where Fi denotes the Appell function defined by Eq. (1.3.13), in the r.h.s. after 
( / .); 
dip{t) and simplifying we find the following integral: expanding rFt 
L (5t); 
'd,a,/3,l,0,l ( l -Xlt ) -"Hl-a;2i) -"^ 
t{l-t) = E 
mi,m2=0 
(a)mi+m2 ( « l ) m i Mm^ ^T' ^T 
Xr+2-Pt+2 
(/r), 1(1 - a - /? - mi - m2) , l - | ( Q ; + /5 + mi + 7712) ; 
4d 
{gt), 1 - (a + mi + m2) , 1 - / ? ; 
( Re(a), Re(/3) > 0; max{|xi|, |x2|} < 1 ). (5.2.3) 
(op); 
Case I I . Taking 0(^) = ^F^ 
L (^,); 
(5.2.1) and using [14, p. 303(1)] 
ct{e - i) , ^(i) = T^iTT), a = 0 and 7 = 1 in Eq. 
Jo 
(ap); 
ct{e - t) dt 
(e)"+^-^B(a,/3)p+2F,+2 
(ttp), a , /?; 
/L \ a+0 a+P+1, 
y^lh 2 ' 2 ' 
ce 
4 
( e, Re(a), Re(/3) > 0; |arg(4 - ce^)| < TT ), 
we find the following integral; 
ld,a,P,l,0,e pJ^q 
(op); 
ct(e - i) 
' tie - t) 
(5.2.4) 
= (e)"^ -^^  E ( a p ) m ( ^ ) m ( ^ ) m ( ^ ) " -
=0 \ Qy^^y 2 ''''"•\ 2 Jm'"'-
Xr+2Ft+2 
(fr), ^ ( l - a - / i ) - m , l-l{a + 0) m 
4d 
(^t), 1 — Q — m l - / ? - m ; 
( e, Re(a), Re(^) > 0; |arg(4 - ce'^)\ < TT ). 
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(5.2.5) 
Case III. Taking 0(t) = pFg ct{e - t) , 'ip{t) = t2(e-f)2, a = 0 and 7 = 1 and 
proceeding as in case II, we find the following integral: 
' d , a , /3 , l ,0 , e p-Tq 
( « p ) ; 
ct{e -1) 
' t^e - ty - ier'-' E 
{ap)m{a)m{P)m{'4r 
=0 \ 9/"^\ 2 /"'V 2 Jm'"'-
Xr+6-ft+8 
(/r), ^ ^ , K l - « - / ? ) - m , l - | ( a + ^ ) - m ; 
Cn ^ J-Q-/? 1-Q-m 2-Q:-m l-0-m 2-/3-m . 
Vi/tyi 4 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 
4(i 
( j = 1,2,3,4) ( e, Re(a), Re(/?) > 0; |arg(4 - ce^)| < TT ). (5.2.6) 
Case IV. Taking (j){t) = K(cy/t{e-t)\ ^{t) = ^ ^ , a = 0 and 7 = 1 in Eq. 
(5.2.1), where K(z) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind [119, p. 35(32)], 
defined by 
K{z)= / . ""^  , = (5.2.7) 
'•'''-[w--
and using [14, p. 265(4)] 
j t - i ( e - tf-'\<i{cy/t{^^) dt = |(e)"+^-^B(a,/?) 4F3 
1 a+/3 a+ |8+l . 
•"•' 2 ' 2 ' 
( Re(a), Re(/3) > 0; |arg(4 - c'e^)\ < TT ), (5.2.8) 
we find the following integral: 
'd,a,/3,l,0,e K {CVH^^).~ t{e - )^ 
- !!!/'^^"+/3-l V ^ ( | ) m ( | ) m ( a ) m ( / 3 ) m ( ^ ) ' 
t o ( ^ k ( ^ ^ ) m ( m ! ) 2 
Xr+2-ft+2 
(/.), 1(1 - a - /?) - m , 1 - | ( « + /5) - m ; 
4d 
(^«)> 1 — a — m , l-p-m; 
( Re(a), Re{P) > 0; |arg(4 - c^e^)\ < TT ). (5.2.9) 
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Case V. Taking 0(t) = E(c^/t{e-t)\ ^{t) = j ^ , a = 0 and 7 = 1 in Eq. (5.2.1), 
where E(z) is the complete elhptic integral of the second kind [119, p. 35(33)], defined 
by 
E(2) = /"' y/{l-z^sm'^e)de (5.2.10) 
and using [14, p. 280(3)] 
y % - i ( e - tf-'E(^c^/t{^~t)) dt = |(e)"+^-iB(«,/3) 4F3 
^ ^ a 0-
2 5 2 ' ' '~^ ^ 
1 a+^ a+/3+l. 
•••' 2 ' 2 ' 
4 
( e, Re(a), Re(/3) > 0; |arg(4 - c^e^)\ < TT ), (5.2.11) 
we find the following integral: 
'd,a,/3,l,0,e E {c^I(^' t{e - t) 
TT 
— 1( ^a+/3-l V ^ ( 2)"''(2)"^V^)"'('^)"'^V"'4~) 
m=0 V-l-Ml 2 V I 2 V " -
Xr+2-ft+2 
(A), | ( l - a - / 3 ) - m , l - i ( a + / 3 ) - m ; 
4d 
(gt), 1 — a — m l-p-m; 
( e, Re(a), Re(/?) > 0; ]arg(4 - c'e')\ < TT ). (5.2.12) 
Case VI. Taking 0(t) = arcsin (cy/t{e — t) j , '!/;(t) = T^^ZTy, a = 0 and 7 = 2 in Eq. 
(5.2.1) and using [14, p. 173(151)] 
r r-\e - tf~^ arcsin' (c^t{e - t)^ dt 
^c\er+^+'B{a^l,(3+l),F, 
r 1, 1, 1, a + 1, /? + l; 
3 o Q+/3+2 a+/3+3. 
2 ' ' 2 ' 2 ' 
( e > 0; Re(a), Re(/?) > - 1 ; |arg(4 - c^e^)\ < TT ), (5.2.13) 
we find the following integral: 
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-^d,Q,/3,2,0, arcsm c V^(e - t) 1 t{e - t) 
(a + /?)(« + /? + 1) £^ ^ (|)^(2)^(£^)„,(2±|±3)„, 
Xr+2-^i!+2 
( / . ) : 
(^ t ) , 
| ( l + a + / 3 ) - 7 n , - ^ ( a + / 3 ) - m ; 
4d 
« — m P-m; 
( e > 0; Re(a), Re(/?) > - 1 ; |arg(4 - r/e')\ < n ) . (5.2.14) 
Case VII. Taking (j){t) = exp ('c2t(e - t)]eii(c^t{e -1)\, ilj{t) = ^ ^ , a = 0 and 
7 = 1 in Eq. (5.2.1) and using [14, p. 185(1)] 
r - ^ ( e - t)^-' exp (c2t(e - o)erf(cVi(e - o ) ^^ 
1, a + | , ^ + ^; 
= - ^c ( e ) ' ^+^5 (a+ i , / ?+^ )3F3 
3 a + / J + l a+ j3+2 . 
2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 
1 
e > 0; Re(«), Re(/?) > - - ), (5.2.15) 
where evf{z) = -^Erf(z) denotes the error function defined by Eq. (1.4.54), we find 
the following integral: 
•^d,a,/3,l,0,. exp (cH{e - t)\eii(c\/t{e — t)j, —. (e-t) 
= 2 .^a+0B{a + l0+l) ^ {a + lUP + l U ' ^ r 
V^ (^"'/^ ) to ilU^^U^^)r 
Xr+2-Pf+2 
(/,), 1(1 - a - /3) - m , -\{a + p)-m ; 
(^ t ) , a — m , I - p - m ; 
4d 
p2 
( e > 0 ; Re(a), Re(/3) > - - ). (5.2.16) 
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5.3. EQUIVALENCE A N D EVALUATIONS OF CERTAIN LAPLACE 
TRANSFORMS 
First, we prove that the Laplace transform of the product of two ^ functions 
defined by Eq. (1.3.8) given by the following integral: 
h f 
Jo 
t \+a+b-c~l exp{-yt)<if[a, a + b-c+l; wt]'i/[b, a + b-c + l; zt] dt , (5.3.1) 
can be expressed in the equivalent form 
I[ = r(A) Jo 
^ c - l 
2-f^l a, b; c; M±^±±] dt , (5.3.2) {t + z){t + w)j r(c) [t + wY{t + zy{t + vY 
where 2F1 is Gauss hypergeometric function defined by Eq. (1.3.1). The integral (5.3.1) 
is of interest for the physicists in connection with transition matrix elements with either 
in-or outgoing fields. In a series of papers Olsson [86-89] discussed particular cases of 
this integral and derived results expressed in terms of various functions connected with 
Appell hypergeometric function F2 of two variables defined by Eq. (1.3.14): 
To prove the equivalence of integrals (5.3.1) and (5.3.2), we recall the following 
result [98, p. 321(17)] 
L[9{t);p\ = L t 
c - l 
(t + wY {t + zY 2-^1 a, b; c; 
t{t + w + z) 
{t + z){t + w)_ ;p 
r(c) 
pC 
-— ^[a, a + b-c+l;pw] ^[6, a + b- c+l;pz] = $,{p) 
( Re(c), Re(p) > 0 ; [argiyj, |argz| < TT ). (5.3.3) 
Next, we apply the property [54, p. 129(5)] of Laplace transform to the result [54, 
p. 137(1)] to get 
L[h{ty,p] - L[t'-'exp{-yt);p] = j ^ ^ = rj{p) ( Re{p + y) , Re(A) > 0 ), {p + yY 
where the Laplace transform of f{t) is denoted as 
/•CX) 
/ exp{-pt)f{t)dt = L[f{t)-p\ . 
Jo 
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(5.3.4) 
Now using pairs (5.3.3) and (5.3.4) in Goldstein theorem [58] 
/"oo poo 
/ g{t)r]{t)dt= / h{t)^{t)dt, (5.3.5) 
Jo Jo 
we find that the integral (5.3.1) is equivalent to integral (5.3.2). 
In order to extend the integral (5.3.1), we investigate the Laplace transform of the 
product of two ^ functions and Whittaker function Mfc^ (^x) defined by Eq. (1.4.58) 
given by the following integral: 
/•oo 
/2 = / t^+a+b-c-1 exp(-yt) Mk,^iSt) ^[a, a + b-c+l;wt] ^[6, a + b-c+l; zt]dt. 
Jo 
(5.3.6) 
In particular the above integral can be expressed as an integral involving product 
of Gauss hypergeometric function 2-F1 in the form 
I2 
S^'+'^Tifi + u + I) 1 \ fOO 2-
r(c) 
c - l 
(i + w)''{t + zf{t + y + lSY+''+2 
X2i^l a, b] c; 
t{t + w + z) 
{t + z){t + w) 2F1 
1 , 1 S 
2 2 t + y + ^d_ dt. 
(5.3.7) 
By making use of the well known property of the Laplace transform [54, p. 129(5)] 
to the result [54, p. 215(11)], we find 
(5''+^r(/i + z/ + | ) 
L[h{t)-p] = L[t''-'exp{-yt)MkASty,p] = {y + p + l5Y+''+'2 
X2Fi ^l + u+-, n-k+-;2^ + l; ^ -y— 
2 2 (y+p+i(5)_ 
= iiv) 
Re{p + y)>-\Re{8)\ ; Re{n + v)>--) (5.3.8) 
Now, using pairs (5.3.3) and (5.3.8) in Goldstein theorem (5.3.5), we get the 
equivalence of integrals (5.3.6) and (5.3.7). 
By speciahzing the parameters in integral (5.3.7), one may derive integrals involv-
ing Legendre function, Jacobi polynomials and many other special functions. 
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Now, we establish the following Laplace transform of Gauss hypergeometric func-
tion 
oo j . A - 1 
^ t^ 'exp{~pt) /o (t+writ+z)"'' a, /3; 7; t{t + w + z) {t + w){t + z) dt 
X <^f'[a + n, b + n, —n; a + 6 —A + 1; pw^pz, p{w + z)] ( Re(p), Re(A — a — 6) > 0 ) , 
(5.3.9) 
where $2 i^  confluent hypergeometric function of 3 variables defined by Eq. (1.3.28) 
(for n — 3). 
We use the series definition (1.3.1) of Gauss hypergeometric function 2-^ 1 in the 
l.h.s. ofEq. (5.3.9), to get 
=g wr-<-)'—(-f)"""" (-1)"'-(-^ )"-. 
(5.3.10) 
which on using binomial expansion and inverting the order of summation and integra-
tion, becomes 
V ^ V ^ ( « ) n ( / 5 ) n , iN5+r+fc/ , N / . , x / . W^ z''{w + z)'' 
X / t^-''-''-'-'-''-'exp{-pt) dt . (5.3.11) 
Jo 
Now, by making use of Euler's integral [54, p. 137(1)] in Eq. (5.3.11), simplifying 
and interpreting the resulting triple series in terms of confluent hypergeometric function 
of three variables $ f ^ given by Eq. (1.3.28) ( forn = 3) , we get the required result. 
5.4. APPLICATIONS 
We derive a number of new integrals and summation formulae as applications of 
the results established in Sections 5.2. and 5.3. respectively. 
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First, we consider the following applications of integrals (5.2.3), (5.2.5), (5.2.6), 
(5.2.9), (5.2.12), (5.2.14) and (5.2.16) derived in Section 5.2: 
I. Taking Q;2 = 0 in Eq. (5.2.3), we get 
Id,a,f3,l,0A ( l - x i t ) - " S t{l -1) E 
mi=0 
{a + p)m, mi\ 
Xr+2.^t+2 
ifr), 1(1 - a - /? - mi) , 1 - i ( a + /? + mi) ; 
4d 
(gt), 1 — a — mi , i-P; 
( Re(a) , Re{p) > 0; |a;i| < 1 ), (5.4.1) 
which for a i = 0, yields 
1 
/d,a,/3,1,0,1 
' ^ ( 1 - ^ ) 
— rA-O.Ff r+2J^t+2 
(/.), | ( l - a - / ? ) , l-Ua + p)-
id 
(gt), l - a , 1 - / 3 ; 
( Re(a) , Re(/?) > 0). (5.4.2) 
H . Taking p — 1, q = 0 and ai = u in Eqs. (5.2.5) and (5.2.6), we get 
Id,a,P,l,0,, ( i_rt(e-t))"".-l 
t{e -1) ier'-' E 0 ^ 2 / " 'V 2 Jm'"'-
Xr+2-Pi 2-t't+2 
(A), i ( l - Q - / ? ) - m , l _ i ( a + / ? ) - m ; 
(£?i), 1 - a - m , l - / 5 - m ; 
( e, Re(a) , Re(/3) > 0; |arg(4 - ce^] < n ) 
4d 
^2 
(5.4.3) 
and 
J^d,a,P,l,0,t {l-ctie-t)y' 
t^ie - tf ier'-'ET-L 
Mm{a)miPWiry 
=0 *• 2 /"^v 2 jm'"'-
Xr+eFt+s 
ifr), ^ ^ ^ , | ( l - a - / 3 ) - m , l - i ( a + / 3 ) - m ; 
4d 
j-a-P 1-a-m 2-oi-
yyt)-, 4 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 
l - / 3 -m 2-/3-
( j = 1,2,3,4) ( e , Re(a) , Re(/?) > 0; |arg(4 - ce^)! < TT ). (5.4.4) 
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respectively. 
Next, taking p — q = 0 in Eqs. (5.2.5) and (5.2.6), we get 
Id,a,l3,l,0,e e x p ( c t ( e - t ) ) , - l 
t{e - t) 
C \a+/3-l V ^ (Q)m(/3)mC'| Y 
1=0 V 2 l'<^^ 2 M ' " -
Xr+2-^t+2 
( / , ) , i ( l _ Q - / 3 ) - m , l - | ( a + / 3 ) - m ; 
(5t), 1 - a - m , 1- p-m ; 
4d 
^2 
( e, Re(Q), Re(/3) > 0; |arg(4 - ce^l < TT ) (5.4.5) 
and 
Id,a,P,l,0,t e x p ( c ^ ( e - t ) ) , ^ — 
t2(e - t)2 
{aUPW-fy 
= 0 ^ 2 )^y 2 M ' " -
Xr+ei^t+S 
(/r), '^^,Ul-<^~P)-m,l-Ua + p)-m; 
idt), j—a—P l—a—m 2—a—m 1—/3—m 2—/3—m . 
4d 
p4 
2 ' 2 2 ' 
( j = 1,2,3,4) ( e, Re(a) , Re(/3) > 0; |arg(4 - ce^)] < TT ). (5.4.6) 
respectively. 
Again, taking 5^ = a in Eqs. (5.2.5) and (5.2.6), we obtain the following results: 
-'d,o, a,l,0,f 7? 
(«p) ; 
ci(e - t) 1 
' t{e - t) = {ef--' E {av)m{a)m{^r ^ ( ^ ) m ( a + | )m" l ! 
Xr+l-fli t+1 
v/ j ' j ; 2 a — m; 
4d 
{gt), l - a - m ; 
( e, Re(Q) > 0; | a rg(4-ce^ | < TT ) (5.4.7) 
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and 
'd ,o ,a , l ,0 ,e pJ- q 
(op) ; 
ct{e - t) 
' i2(e - ty 
_ ( \2a-l V ^ {(^p)m{Ol)m[ 4 ) 
;^o{bq)m{a + \)mm\ 
Xr+6-^t+8 
(/r), ^ , i - a - m , 1 - a - m ; 
^/i "\ j—2a 1—a—m 2—a—m 1—a—Tn 2—a—m. 
\yt)^ 4 ) 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 
4d 
p4 
( j = 1,2,3,4) ( e, Re(a) > 0; |arg(4 - ce^| < TT ), (5.4.8) 
respectively. 
Further, taking rf ^- 0 in Eqs. (5.4.3), (5.4.5) and multiplying by B{a,P), we 
obtain [14, p. 111(1); p. 116(2)] respectively. 
III . Taking p = 2, q = 1, ai = a2 = I, bi — 1 and replacing c by c^  in Eq. (5.2.5). 
We find that after multiplying the resultant equation by | , its r.h.s. coincides with the 
r.h.s. of Eq. (5.2.9) and thus we get the following equivalent integrals: 
'd,a,/3,l,0,e iF, 
1 1. 
2 ' 2 ' 
cH{e - t) 
1; 
1 
' t{e - t) - -Id,a,0,l,O,e TT 
K(cv/I(J37j) ' 
( e, Re(a), Re(/?) > 0; |arg(4 - ce^| < TT ). 
i(e - t) 
(5.4.9) 
Similarly, taking p = 2, g = l , a i = —|,a2 = | , 6 i = l and replacing c by c^  in Eq. 
(5.2.5). We find that after multiplying the resultant equation by | , its r.h.s. coincides 
with the r.h.s. of Eq. (5.2.12) and thus we get the following equivalent integrals: 
-fd,a,/9,l,0,f 2F, 
i i-
' 2 ' 2 ' 
cH{e - t) 
1 
' t{e - t) 
>0; |arg( 
0 
_ ^ r 
— -Jd,a, /3, l ,0,e TT 
4 - Ce^l < TT ) . 
E(^cv/t(e-
V ]^ 
* V ' i ( e - t ) 
(5.4.10) 
Next, taking p = 3, g == 2, ai = 02 = 03 =1, 6i = | and 62 = 2, replacing a 
by a + 1, /? by /? + 1 and c by c^  in Eq. (5.2.5). We find that after multiplying the 
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resultant equation by (a+/3?ft'+/3+i)' i^ ^ r.h.s. coincides with the r.h.s. of Eq. (5.2.14) 
and thus we get the following equivalent integrals: 
1, 1, 1; 
cH{e -1) ' ( i ,a+l, /J+l, l ,0,e 3F2 
5 2- ' t{e - t) 
{a + p){a + p+l) 
'd,a,/3,2,0,e arcsm i n ( c v / ^ ( ^ - 0 ) , - ^ aPc^ 
( e, Re(«), Re(/3) > - 1 ; |arg(4 - ce^| < TT ), 
which ior a — P = c — e = 1, gives the equivalence of following integrals: 
1, 1, 1; 
I d,2,2,1,0,1 3^2 t{l-t) 1 
— 6 /d, 1,1,2,0,1 
' t ( i - o 
arcsm (^^/t{l - t)y—-_ 
t{l-t) 
(5.4.11) 
(5.4.12) 
Further, taking p = 9 = 1, d = 1 and bi = | , replacing a by a + | , /? by /? + | 
and c by c^  in Eq. (5.2.5). We find that after multiplying the resultant equation by 
:% °B(Q';3) ^ ' it^ ^-h-s. coincides with the r.h.s. of Eq. (5.2.16) and thus we get the 
following equivalent integrals: 
-^d,a+i,/3+i,l ,0,e li^l l;^;cH{e-t) 
' t{e - t) 
V^B{a,0) 
2cB{a+l,P + l) js-'d,a,/3,l,0,e exp (yt{e - t ) ) e r f ( c V ^ ( e - i ) ) , — -i(e - t) 
1 ( e > 0 ; Re(a), Re(/?) > - - ), (5.4.13) 
which for a = /? = I and c = e = 1, gives the equivalence of following integrals: 
-^£(,1,1,1,0,1 iF, ^•,^;t{i-t) 
' t ( i - i ) 
TV 3/2 
-/, 2 - 'd , i , i ,1 ,0 ,1 exp {t{l - t ) ) e r f ( V t ( l - t ) ) , - ^ t ( l - i ) (5.4.14) 
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Next, we consider the following applications of integral (5.3.9) derived in Section 
5.3: 
I. Taking X = ^  = c,a — a,P = b and p = 1 in integral (5.3.9) and comparing the 
resultant integral with [98, p. 321(17)], we get 
-^[a, a + b- c+1; w] "^[b, a + b ~ c + 1; z] 
r(c) ^ {c)nn\ 
(5.4.15) 
which , on taking z = 0 gives 
^[a, a+b-c+1; w] = ^^fc^l^ f" ^ ^ I f ^ $ f [a+n, - n ; a + 6 - c + l ; w, w]. (5.4.16) 
r(c) ^ (c)r.nl 
Again taking 6 = c— 1 in Eq.(5.4.15) and using relation (1.3.8) in the l.h.s. of the 
resultant equation, we get 
(^r(l-a) exp{w)+^^^^^w'-%F,[l-2-a;w]^ ( ^ £ | 1 ^ F^i[c - 1; a; z] 
+ ^ ^ ^ z'-\F,[c - a-2 - a-z]^ 
r(l — a) -r-^  (a)n , ( 3 ) | . 
= ^^^—7T V -rr~i T\ ^  [a + n,c + n-l, - n ; a; w, z, {w + z)] 
1 (c — 1)-^^ n! (c + n — 1) 
71=0 
( a 7 ^ 0 , ± l , ± 2 , . . . ). (5.4.17) 
II. Taking A = 7 = l, Q;=:/? = 6 = a and p = 1 in Eq. (5.3.9) and using [98, p. 
321(18)], we get 
(wz)2-" 1 /w\ ^^ fz\ 
= 5 Z ( ^ ) ^f[a + n,a + n,-n\2a;w,z,w + z], (5.4.18) 
where K^{z) is Macdonald's function, or the modified Bessel function of the second 
kind defined by Eq. (1.4.50). 
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III. Taking A = 7 = c , a = a , /9 = 6 = c - a - - and p = 1 in Eq. (5.3.9) and 
using [98, p. 321(19)], we get 
^ ' ' ^^""^ exp{l{w + Z)) D _ 2 „ ( 7 2 ^ ) D2a-2c+l{V2i) 
E°° {a)n [c-a- ^)^ (3) 
n = 0 
1 1 
a + n, c — a + n— -, —n; -; w, z, w + z , (5.4.19) 
where D^^iz) is the parabohc cylinder function defined by Eq. (1.4.62). 
5.5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this Chapter, we have obtained the evaluations of certain Euler type integrals. 
Also, we have established the equivalence of integrals involving the product of two 
^ functions with integrals involving hypergeometric function 2F\. Further, we have 
derived a Laplace transform for hypergeometric function in terms of confluent hyper-
geometric function of three variables, which on specializing the parameters have given 
the representations of the product of two '^ functions, confluent hypergeometric func-
tions iFi, Macdonald's functions Ki,{z) and the parabolic cyhnder functions D,^{z). 
Here, we consider the possibility of extending one of the Euler type integrals 
derived in Section 5.2. to multi-variable case. 
To give an example, we note the following integral representation [67, p. 965(20)] 
J pi n 
' e-\\-tf-^T\{i-Xit)-''^dt 
= B(a,/?)F^"'[a, a i , 02 , . . . , a„; a-t-/?; xi, X2,...,x„] 
( Re(a), Re(/?) > 0; max{|xij, [xsl,. . . , |a;„|} < 1), (5.5.1) 
for Lauricella's multiple hypergeometric function of n—variables F)^' defined by Eq. 
(1.3.27). 
" 1 Now, taking 0(^) = J J ( 1 - Xit^^ ^(t) = — -, a = 0 and e = 7 = 1 in Eq. 
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(5.2.1) and using integral (5.5.1) in the r.h.s. after expanding -^Ft 
series we get after simplification 
(5t); 
d^p{t) m 
Id,a,P,1,0,1 n(i--''r°'i(r:7) 
E [(^)Tni+Tn2-\ l-Tn„(Q'l)mi(<^2Jm2 • • • {'^njmn ^1 -^ 2 ^n " 
Tni,m2,.--,m„=0 [a + p)mi+m2+--+m„ mil 7712! mj 
Xr+2Ft+2 
(fr), 1(1 - a - /3 - Er=i mi). 1-UO^ + P + T:=I mi); 
id 
(gt), i-(«+Er=i"^o, 1- /3 
( Re(Q:), Re(/9) > 0; max{|xi|, |x2 | , . . . , |a;„|} < 1). 
We note that for as = 04 = • • • = 0, Eq. (5.5.2) reduces to Eq. (5.2.3). 
(5.5.2) 
Next, we exploit the results derived in Section 5.3. to get some integrals in terms 
of Lauricella function F^ ' of three variables defined by Eq. (1.3.24) and some integrals 
in terms of Appell function F2 defined by Eq. (1.3.14). 
To give an example, we consider integral (5.3.6). We express the Whittaker func-
tion Mk,^i{x) in terms of confluent hypergeometric function iFi, using Eq. (1.4.58) in 
the integrand of (5.3.6). Then integrating term-by-term using the result of Olsson [87, 
p. 114(3)] and interpreting the resulting triple series in terms of Lauricella function of 
three variables defined by Eq. (1.3.24), we get 
h^ 
r(A + ^  + a + b - c + \){V{c - a - b))^ (5^ +^  
r (c - a)r(c -b){y+ Uf+^^+<^+b-c^ F 
(3) \ + ^i-\- a + h - c-\- -,a,b, 
// — A;-|--;a-|-6 — c- |- l ,a + 6 — c-(-l,2/x-hl; w 
y + lS'y + l6 U ' ' ^ 
r{X + fi+ | ) r ( a + b- c)r(c - a - b)5^'+-2z''"'-'' 
r ( c -6 ) r (6 ) (y + i^)^+^+^ 
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xF (3) X + fi + -, a, c-a, iJ.-k + -; a + b- c+l, c- a-b+1, 2/x+l; 
J, Z 
w 
y + ls' y+'^S' 
r(A + ^ + | ) r ( a + b- c)T{c - a - b)S''+ 2 w 
r(c - a)r(a)(y + i(^)^+'^+i 
h „,,c—a—b 
xF (3) A + / i + - , 6, c - 6 , / i - fc + - ; a + 6 - c + l , c- a-b + 1, 2/i + l; 
w 
y+lS'y + \5' + 
r{X + fi + c-a-b+ l){T{a + b- c))^(5^+^(wz)^-"'" 
r (a ) r (6) (y + |(5)^+^+'=-"-''+^ 
x F (3) 
w 
X + fi + c — a — b+-, c~a, c — b, /j, — k + -; c~a — b+l, c — a — b + 1, 2// + 1; 
(5.5.3) 
y + U y + U 
which on taking A; = /x + - and replacing y hy y — -6, X by X — fi — -, reduces to a 
result of Olsson [87, p. 114(3)]. 
Further, since integrals (5.3.1) and (5.3.2) are equivalent, taking c = 26 in both, 
then using [98, p. 458(70)] in (5.3.2) and [87, p. 114(3)] in (5.3.1), we get the following 
result: 
r(A)r(i + 6) r t^'-' (^)i-6 
21-2^(26) Jo {t + w)^ {t + zf {t + y)^ 
2-X x( l -X) i (26-2a- l )p(M^ f 
^ {T{b-a)fTiX + a-b) 
r{2b - a) Y{b) {y)^+^-b 
2(1-X)V2 dt 
X + a — 0, a, b ] a — b + 1, a — b + I; —, -
y y. 
r{b - a) r{a - b) r(A) z' b—a 
{r{b)y 
r{b-a)r{a-b)r{x) w' 
Fo w z 
b—a 
T{a)T{2b - a) y> Fo 
A, a, 26 — a ; a — 6 + 1, 6 — a + 1; —, -
y y. 
A 1 7 7 -. , _ W Z 
A, 0, 0 ; a — 0 + 1, 0 — a + 1; —, -
y y 
{T{a-b)fT{X + b-a) {wz) b-a 
r(a)r(6) (y) \+b-a Fo 
w z A + 6 — a, 26 — a, 6 ; 6 — a + 1, 6 — a + 1 ; —, -
y y. 
(X = t{t + w + z) . 
^ ' {t + w){t + z)^ ' (5.5.4) 
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where Pl^{x) is the Legendre function of the first kind defined by Eq. (1.4.7). 
Furthermore, since integrals (5.3.6) and (5.3.7) are equivalent, taking c = 26 in 
both, then using [98, p. 458(70)] in (5.3.7) and (5.5.3) in (5.3.6), we get the following 
result: 
^^+^r(A + /x + | ) r ( ^ + b) 
21-26 r(2fe) 
t 2 6 - 1 
{t + w)« {t + zf{t + y+ \8Y+^+-^ T{XY 
(1-^)^^^^-^"-^^^^M(2(1^)^^ 
r(A + /i + g - b + \){V{h - a)f 5^'+\ 
T{2h - a)T{h){y + i<5)^ +M+a-6+| F 
(3) 
I I t + y+^o 
1 
dt 
X + fx + a- b+ -, 
1 w 
a,b,^ — k + --jU — b + l,a — b + l,2fi+ I; y + \b'y^\b' 
xF 
r{x + n + | ) r (a - 6)r(6 - a)5^+-^z 
(r(6))2 {y + 15)^+^+^ 
1 ^, , 1 
- , a , 2 6 - o , / i - k + -; 
k^b-a 
(3) W A + / / + - , a , 2 6 - o,/i - fc + - ; a - 6 + 1 , 6 - a + l , 2 / i + 1 ; , ., , . 
y + ^5 y + ^ S 
U' '^ 
^{x + ^ J, + | ) r (a - 6)r(6 - a)5'^ +5u;''-« 
r{2b - a)r{a){y + U)^+''+-2 
xF (3) 1 2' 
1 
2' 
t/; 
'^  + A i + o > ^ > ^ > A t - ^ + 0 ; " ^ - ^ + l , 6 - a + 1 , 2 / / + 1 , . , , 
y + ^5 y+^S 
H ' ^ 
r(A + Af + 6 - g + | ) ( r ( a - 6))^(^^+i(wz)^-" 
r(g)r(6)(y + i5)^+'^+''-"+5 F 
(3) A + yu + 6 — g + -,26 — a. 
1 
2' 
w b, fj, - k + --b - a + l,b - a + l,2fi + 1; r-, T-,6 
y+^6 y + ^5 
(5.5.5) 
1 1 1 
which on taking k = fi + - and replacing y hy y - -6, A by A - / / - - , reduces to 
^ z z 
(5.5.4). 
Once again, since integrals (5.3.1) and (5.3.2) are equivalent, taking a = 1 and 
c = I in both, then using [98, p. 462(126)] in (5.3.2) and [87, p. 114(3)] in (5.3.1), we 
get the following result: 
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r(A) r(i - b) 
n{2y f 
Jo 
{t + w){t + zY {t + y} -Al-Xy^^^-''^^QthVx)dt 
r{l-b)r{b-\)T{x)(z)h» 
T{b)T{l - b) y^ 
r ( i - 6 ) r ( 6 - i ) r ( A ) H ^ 
1 , , , 1 , I w z X + b~-,l,b;b+-,b+-; - , -
2 2 2 y y 
". 1 . 1 3 , w z 
2 2 2 y y 
Fo 
TT 
. , 3 , , 1 3 ^ w z 
X,b, --b;b+-, --b; - , -
2 2 2 y y 
( r ( 6 - | ) ) ^ r ( A - b + | ) (wz)'^ -b 
m (y) \-b+ -F2 
, . 1 1 3 , 3 , 3 , w z 
>^ - b + ^, ::, - - b] ~ - b, - - b; - , -2 2 2 2 2 y y 
.^ _^  t{t + w + z) . (5.5.6) {t + w){t + z)-
where Q'^{x) is the Legendre function of the second kind defined by Eq. (1.4.8). 
Finally, since integrals (5.3.6) and (5.3.7) are equivalent, taking a = 1 and c = | in 
both, then using [98, p. 462(126)] in (5.3.7) and (5.5.3) in (5.3.6), we get the following 
result; 
(5^+5r(A + /x + | ) r ( i - 6 ) 
7r(2) b-l f 
Jo 
{t + w)it + z)'> it + y + ^S) iA^^+/^ +5 
(i-x)i(^-2^)gy\v^)2Fi 1 1 A 
2 2 t + y + ^ d 
dt 
riX + fx + b)iTC^-b))^5^H^^^^ 
0 F r ( | - 6 ) ( y + ir5)^ +^+'' F f [A + Ax + 6, 
- , . , 1 , 1 , 1 ^ ^ w z 
l,b,^x-k+-•b+~,b+-,2^l + l•,-—-^, , 
2 2 2 y+^5 y+ ^5 
rix + f, + l)r{b-^,)r{l-b)d^H(zyr 
r{l-b)Tib){y+lS) lxu+M+^ 
x F ,(3) 
2 ' - ^ ' 2 ' 
1 
2' 
1 3 
2 ' 2 
w 
y+oOy+iS 
r(A + /x + ^)r(6-|)r(| - 6)5'^ +^ (u;)^  - 6 
^{y + l6)^^f'+'2 
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xFf 1 3 1 1 3 >^ + f^ + 2'b, - - b,fx - k + --b + -, - - b,2fx + 1; w y + ^6'y+l5 17''^ 
r(A + At - 6 + i)(r(6 - l))^s^'+-2{wzy2 i - 6 ^(3) A + / / - 6 + 1 , - , 
3 1 3 3 
- - 6, /i - fc + - ; - - 6, - - 6,2/i + 1; 
w 
y + i 5 ' y + i 5 ' ' ^ . 
, ^ t{t + w + z) . 
^ • {t + w){t + z)^' (5.5.7) 
1 1 1 
which on taking k = fi + - and replacing y hy y — -S , AbyA — // , reduces to 
(5.5.6). 
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CHAPTER 6 
INTEGRALS IN TERMS OF CERTAIN MIXED TYPE 
AND MULTI-VARIABLE SPECIAL POLYNOMIALS 
6.1. INTRODUCTION 
Euler generalized the factorial function from the domain of natural numbers to 
the gamma function defined by Eq. (1.2.1), which is defined over the right half of the 
complex plane. This led Legendre (in 1811) to decompose the gamma function into 
the incomplete gamma functions, 7(a,x) and r ( a , x) [1] 
j{a,x) I r~^e-^ dt (Re(a) > 0), (6.1.1a) 
Jo 
/•oo 
V{a,x)= / e-^e-^ dt, {Q.l.lb) 
Jx 
which are obtained from Eq. (1.2.1) by replacing the upper and lower hmits by x, 
respectively. The closed-form solutions to a considerable number of problems in applied 
mathematics, astro-physics, nuclear physics, statistics and engineering can be expressed 
in terms of incomplete gamma functions. These functions develop singularities at the 
negative integers. Chaudhry and Zubair [17] extended the domain of these functions to 
the entire complex plane by inserting a regularization factor exp(—|) in the integrand 
of Eq. (1.2.1). For Re(6) > 0, this factor clearly removes the singularity coming from 
the limit t — Q. For 6 = 0, this factor becomes unity and thus we get the original 
gamma function. We note the following relation [16, p. 20(1.2)]: 
/•oo L 
Vb{a) = / t"-' exp(^-t--j dt = 2{bY'''K^{2Vb) (Re(Q) > 0), (6.1.2) 
where Kn{x) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order n (or Macdon-
ald's function) [1] defined by Eq. (1.4.50). The relationships between the generalized 
gamma and Macdonald functions could not have been apparent in the original gamma 
function. These generalized gamma functions proved very useful in diverse engineering 
and physical problems, see for example [16,17] and references therein. 
We note that the Riemann's zeta function C{x) defined by the series [1, p. 85(2.98)] 
oo 
C(^ ) = E ; ^ (^>i ) ' (6.1.3) 
r ! - l 
is useful in proving convergence or divergence of other series by means of comparison 
test. Zeta function is closely related to the logarithm of the gamma function and to the 
polygamma functions. The regularizer exp(—^) also proved very useful in extending 
the domain of Riemann's zeta function, thereby providing relationships that could not 
have been obtained with the original zeta function. 
In view of the effectiveness of the above regularizer for gamma and zeta functions 
and due to the fact that a generalization of a well-known special function, which extends 
the domain of that function can be expected to be useful. The domain of other special 
functions could be usefully extended in a similar manner. 
In particular, Euler's beta function B{a,p) has a close relationship to gamma 
function and can be usefully extendable. We first recall the basic Euler integral which 
defines the beta function 
B{a,(3)= f u''-\\-uf-^du (Re(a), Re(/3) > 0). (6.1.4) 
Jo 
Keeping in view the fact that for the a-/? symmetry to be preserved there must be 
symmetry of the integrand in u and 1 -w, Chaudhry et al. [16] introduced an extension 
of Euler's beta function B{a,p) in the form 
B{a,p-b) = J^ r - i ( l - t ) ^ - ^ e x p ( - — — - ) r i t (Re(6) > 0), (6.1.5) 
which for 6 = 0 reduces to the original beta function. 
The transformations t = —• and t = j^E^ in Eq. (6.1.5), yield the follow-
ing integral representations for the extended beta function (EBF) B{a,P;b) [16, p. 
22(2.9),(2.11)]: 
B{a,P;b) = 2'-''-f' J (1+ < - ^ ( l - n ) ^ - ^ exp ( - ^ ^^ )dtx (Re(6) > 0) (6.1.6) 
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and 
B(Q,/3;6) = (c-a)i-"-^ f\u-ar-\c-uf~'exp (-. ^^ "^  ~ /^ Adu (Re(6) > 0), 
J^ V {u — aj{c — u)/ 
(6.1.7) 
respectively. 
The EBF B{a,f3;b) is extremely useful in the sense that most of the properties 
of the beta function carry over naturally and simply for it. This extension is also 
important due to the fact that this function is related to other special functions for 
particular values of the variables. 
We note the following connections [16]: 
B(a, -a; b) = 2e-^''Ka{2b) (Re(6) > 0), (6.1.8) 
B{a,a-b) = V^2-^b'-^e-^''W_c./2,a/2m 
= V^2^-2ag-46^^1 l _ ^ . 4 ^ j (Re(6)>0), (6.1.9) 
where Wm,n{z) denotes the Whittaker function [1] defined by Eq. (1.4.59) and ^(a, c; z) 
denotes the second form of solutions of Rummer's equation [119] defined by Eq. (1.3.7). 
Also, we note that 
B(0,0; b) = 2e-^''Ko{2b) (Re(6) > 0), (6.1.10) 
^ 4 " ^ ' ^ ) = \/f'"'' (Re(6)>0), (6.1.11) 
B{^, ]-• b) = 7rErfc(2V6) (Re(6) > 0), (6.1.12) 
where Erfc(2)= ^erfc(^) denotes the complementary error function [119] defined by 
Eq. (1.4.54). 
Recently Khan et al. [72] have obtained the explicit evaluations of certain Euler 
type integrals in terms of extended beta function and some single variable special 
polynomials. 
In this Chapter, we obtain the explicit evaluations of several integrals in terms of 
extended beta function and various multi-variable polynomials and polynomial families. 
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In Section 6.2, we establish a theorem on EBF B{a,f5\h) and apply it to obtain the 
evaluations of Euler type integrals in terms of certain mixed type special polynomial 
families. In Section 6.3, we obtain the evaluations of Euler type integrals in terms of 
certain multi-variable special polynomials. In Section 6.4, we derive a number of new 
results as applications of the integrals obtained in Sections 6.2 and 6.3. Finally, we 
give some concluding remarks in Section 6.5. 
6.2. INTEGRALS IN TERMS OF MIXED TYPE SPECIAL 
POLYNOMIALS 
First, we estabhsh a theorem on extended beta function. 
Consider an (r+l)-variable generating function G{xi,X2,..., x^; i) which possesses 
a formal (not necessarily convergent for t ^ Q) power series expansion in t such that 
[119, p. 80(8)] 
G{Xi,X2,...,Xr;t) ^'^Cn9n{Xl,X2, . . . ,Xr)t'^, (6 .2 .1 ) 
n=0 
where each member of the generated set {gn{xi,X2,..., Xr)}'^^Q is independent of t and 
the coefficient set {c„}^o "^ ^Y contain the parameters of the set {gn{xi,X2,. • •, Xr)}'^^Q 
but is independent of Xi, X2,.. . , x^ . and t. 
Theorem 6.2.1. Let the generating function G{xi,X2,..., x^; i) defined by Eq. (6.2.1) 
be such that G(xi, X2,... ,Xr; t{u - aY{c - u)") remains uniformly convergent for u e 
(a, c), p, a >0 and p + cr > 0. Then 
[ {u-a)^-\c-ur-^-'GixuX2,...,Xr;tiu-aY{c-uy)exp(- ^ ^c - «)' \^^ 
J a \ [U — a){C — U)/ 
oo 
= ^ ( c - a)''+(^+'^)"-ic„^„(xi, X2,..., Xr)B{X + pn, Ai - A + an; b)r 
n=0 
( Re(^) > Re(A) > 0; Re(6) > 0 ), (6.2.2) 
where B{x,y;b) is the extended beta function defined by Eq. (6.1.5). 
Proof. Applying the definition of G(xi, xg, ...,Xr;t) given in Eq. (6.2.1) in the l.h.s. 
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of Eq. (6.2.2), we get 
^ ia ^ {u-a){c-u)J du, 
which by using Eq. (6.1.7) yields the r.h.s. of Eq. (6.2.2). 
Corollary 6.2.1. With definition (6.2.1) and notations as in Theorem 6.2.1, we have 
\du / u^-\l - u)''-^-'G{xi,X2, ...,xr; tuP{l - uY) exp ( - — -)( 
Jo ^ u{l-u)J 
oo 
= y^Cng„(xi,X2,... ,Xr)-B(A + pn , /x - X + an;b)t'^ 
n=0 
( Re(/i) > Re(A) > 0; Re(6) > 0 ). (6.2.3) 
Proof. Taking a = 0 and c = 1 in Eq. (6.2.2), we get (6.2.3). 
Corollary 6.2.2. With definition (6.2.1) and notations as in Theorem 6.2.1, we have 
Ijl + u)'-\l - ur~'-'G{x^,X2, ...,xr; til + uYil - uY) exp ( - T ^ - ^ ) du 
= ^(2)''+(^+<^)"-ic„5„(xi, X2,.. . , Xr)B{X + pn,fi-X + an; h)^ 
n=0 
( Re(Ai) > Re(A) > 0; Re(6) > 0 ). (6.2.4) 
Proof. Taking a = - 1 and c = 1 in Eq. (6.2.2), we get (6.2.4). 
Corollary 6.2.3. With definition (6.2.1) and notations as in Theorem 6.2.1, we have 
[ [u- af~\c - u)-^~'G lxi,X2,..., Xr.;t(^^Y] exp ( - ^^\/'^ ) 
Ja \ \u — a/ I \ [u — a){c — u)J du 
( Re(A) > 0; Re(6) > 0 ). (6.2.5) 
Proof. Taking // = 0 and p = —cr in Eq. (6.2.2) and making use of relation (6.1.8), 
we get (6.2.5). 
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Now, we apply Theorem 6.2.1, to derive the exphcit evaluations of Euler type 
integrals in terms of certain mixed type polynomial families. 
We consider the following families: 
Case I. Consider the generating function [74, p. 759(2.3)] 
Ait) exp(xit + X2t^ + X3t^) ^y^ HAniXi,X2,X3) — , (6.2.6) 
n=0 
where H-An{xi,X2,X3) denotes the family of Hermite-Appell polynomials recently in-
troduced by Khan et al. [74]. 
It follows from Theorem 6.2.1 and generating function (6.2.6) that 
f\u - af-\c - uY-^-^A{t{u - aYic - u)") 
J a 
X exp (" - , ^ (^~^) + Yx(tiu - afic - u)y)du 
V (u - a)(c -u) Z-^ -^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ W 
r ^ ( c - ar+^''+''^^~\An{x,,X2,xs)B{X + pn,fi-X + an; b)-
n = 0 ^• 
( Re(//) > Re(A) > 0; Re(6) > 0; p, a >Q; p + a > 0). (6.2.7) 
Taking xa = X3 = 0 and replacing xi by x in Eq. (6.2.7) and using the relation 
HAnix,0,0) = An{x) [74, p. 760(2.6)1, we get 
f {u- a)^-\c - uy-^-'A{t{u - afic - u^) 
Ja 
b{c ~ ay 
(u — a){c — u) 
= y (c - a)^+(''+'^)"-M„(x)B(A + pn,fi-X + an; b) -
^ n\ 
( (c~aY , ,„, ,„\ 
X exp - -— ,, — r + xt(u - aYic - uY ]du \   ( / 
( Re(//) > Re(A) > 0; Re(6) > 0; p, a > 0; p + a > 0), (6.2.8) 
where A„(x) denotes the family of Appell polynomials [102,119] defined by the gener-
ating function (2.1.16). 
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By considering the generating function of any member of the famihes nAnixi, 2:2, X3) 
and An{x) in Eqs. (6.2.7) and (6.2.8), respectively, we find the results for the corre-
sponding polynomials. 
Case II . Consider the generating functions 
A{t) 
or, equivalently 
1 
(1 - yt) exp \l-ytJ 
= f2LAnix,y)r i\yt\<l), (6.2.9) 
n=0 
A{t) exp{yt) Co{xt) = VLA„(x ,y ) —, 
- ^ n! 
(6.2.10) 
n=0 
where LA„(x,y) denotes the family of Laguerre-Appell polynomials introduced and 
discussed in Chapter 2. 
It follows from Theorem 6.2.1 and the generating functions (6.2.9) and (6.2.10) 
that 
7 / ' ' ' 1-»((«-a)'(c - «)' 
/ b{c — ay xt{u — ay{c — u) 
V (u — a)(c — u) 1 — X exp du { { ~ yt{u — aY{c —uY 
0 0 
J2{c - a)'^ +(^+'^ )"-^LA„(a;, y)B{X + pn,fi-\ + an; b)r 
n = 0 
( Re(^) > Re(A) > 0; Re{b) > 0; \yt{u - aY{c - u)' ' | < 1; p, (j > 0; p + cr > 0) 
(6.2.11) 
and 
\ {u- af-^{c - uY-^-^A{t{u - aY{c - uY) 
J a 
X exp ( _ ^(^ ^ ) ' -^yt{u- aY{c - UY)CO{xt{u - aY{c - uY) V (u- a)(c -u) y V V / V / / du 
Y,{c - aY^^''^''^''-\An{x, y)B{X + pn, /^  - A + an; b) 
n=0 
r 
n\ 
( Re(//) > Re(A) > 0; Re(6) > 0; p, a > 0; p+a > 0), (6.2.12) 
respectively. 
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Taking y ^ 0 and replacing x by -x in Eqs. (6.2.11) and (6.2.12) and using the 
relation (2.2.8), we get Eq. (6.2.8) and 
Hu - a)^-\c - u)''-^-'Aitiu - afic - u)") 
J a 
X exp ( — 7—^—-. r )C'o( — xtiu — aYlc — uY)du 
\ {u — a){c — u)/ ^ ' 
(Re(/i) > Re(A) > 0; Re{b) > 0; p, a > 0; p + a>0), (6.2.13) 
respectively. 
By considering the generating function of any member of the family L-^nix, y) in 
Eqs. (6.2.11), (6.2.12), we find the results for the corresponding polynomial. 
Case III . Consider the generating function 
A{t) exp{x,H{t) + X2H\t) + x^H^t)) = V HS„(XI, .T2, XZ)-, (6.2.14) 
'^ —' n! 
n=0 
where HSn{xi-,X2, x^) denotes the family of Hermite-Sheffer polynomials introduced and 
discussed in Chapter 3. 
It follows from Theorem 6.2.1 and generating function (6.2.14) that 
I {u- af-\c - uY-^-^A{t{u - afic - uY) 
J a 
X exp (" - -.—^^ 7/ —T + y^x^HHtiu - aYic - uY)]i V {u- a){c -u) ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ' ') 
oo 
= V ( c - a)^+(''+'^)"-^;,s„(xi, X2, xz)B{\ + pn, // - A + an- h) ^ 
( Re(/x) > Re(A) > 0; Re(6) > 0; p, a > 0; p+a > 0). (6.2.15) 
Taking x-i = X3 = 0 and replacing Xj. by x in Eq. (6.2.15) and using the relation 
(3.2.8), we get 
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J a 
b{c - g)^ 
{u — a)(c — u) X exp f - , ^(^ / ) ' + xH(t{u - aYic - uy))du \ (     ^ / 
= J ] ( c - a)''+(''+'^^"-^s„(x)B(A + pn, /i - A + an; b) -
n=0 
( Re(At) > Re(A) > 0; Re(6) > 0; p, a > 0; p+a > 0), (6.2.16) 
where s„(a;) denotes the family of Sheffer polynomials [99,102] defined by the generating 
function (3.1.1). 
By considering the generating function of any member of the famihes iys„(xi, X2, x^) 
and Sn{x) in Eqs. (6.2.15) and (6.2.16), respectively, we find the results for the corre-
sponding polynomials. 
6.3. I N T E G R A L S IN T E R M S OF MULTI-VARIABLE SPECIAL 
POLYNOMIALS 
We apply Theorem 6.2.1, to obtain the exphcit evaluations of Euler type integrals 
in terms of certain multi-variable special polynomials. 
We consider the following cases: 
Case I. Consider the generating function [35, p. 602(20,21)] 
°° i" 
exp(xit + X2t^ + •••+ Xrf) = y Hi^'^'-''\xi,X2,..., Xr)-;, (6.3.1) 
^-^ n! 
where Hi^'^'-'''\xi ,X2,...,Xr) denotes the multi-variable Hermite polynomials [35]. 
It follows from Theorem 6.2.1 and generating function (6.3.1) that 
f {u- a)^-\c - uy-^'' exp ( - ^ " / " ^ + ^ x , ( i ( t t - aY{c - u)y)du 
Yic - ar+(p+''^^-'Hl''^'-''-\xuX2,.. .,Xr)B{X + pn,fi-X + an;b)-
( Re(^) > Re(A) > 0; Re{b) > 0; p, a>0; p + a>0). (6.3.2) 
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Taking r = 3 in Eq. (6.3.2), we get 
6(c - af j\u - af-\c - uY->^-^ exp ( - ^^Z\^^J_^^ + J]x,{t{u - aY{c - UYY) 
= ^ ( c - a)''+(''+")"-^if„(xi, X2, X3)S(A + pn, // - A + an; 6 ) -
n=0 
( Re(//) > Re(A) > 0; Re(6) > 0; p, a > 0; p + a > 0), (6.3.3) 
where if„(a;i,2;2,3;3) denotes the 3-variable Hermite polynomials (3-VHP) [22] defined 
by the generating function (3.1.18). 
Again, taking r = 2 in Eq. (6.3.2), we get 
t\u - aY-\c - uf-^-^ exp ( - , ^^ ^ " / ^ ^ Y xAt{u - afic - uyy)du 
Ja V {u-a)ic-u) frt ^ 
= y (c - a)^+(''+'^^"-^iy„(xi, X2)5(A + pn,/x - A + an; b)-
( Re(/x) > Re(A) > 0; Re(6) > 0; p, a > 0; p + a > 0), (6.3.4) 
where Hn{x\,X2) denotes the 2-variable Hermite-Kampe de-Feriet polynomials (2-
VHKdFP) [6] defined by the generating fmiction (3.1.10). 
Next, replacing xi by x, Xr by y and taking 0:2 = xs = • • • = x^-i = 0 in Eq. 
(6.3.2) and using the relation (4.1.9a), we get 
J a 
X exp f - -—^^ ., — r + xtiu - aYic - uY + yitiu - aYlc - uYY^du \ [u — a){c — u) ^ ' ) 
= 5 ] ( c - aY+^''+'^^'^-'gl{x, y)B{X + pn,^^-X + an; b)-
( Reifj.) > Re(A) > 0; Re(6) > 0; p, a > 0; p + a>0), (6.3.5) 
where g^{x,y) are the Gould-Hopper generalized Hermite polynomials (G-HGHP) [59] 
defined by the generating function (4.1.2). 
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Further, replacing xx by ux and taking X2 = xs = • • • = Xr-i = 0, x^ = — 1 in Eq. 
(6.3.2) and using the relation (4.1.9b), we get 
J a 
X exp f - , ^^^^7/) + ^xtiu - afic - uf - (t{u - aY{c - uyY)du 
V [u — a){c — u) I 
°° i" 
= Y^{c - aY+^''+''^'"'Hn,rA^)B{X + pn,ij-X + an;b)~ 
n=0 
( Re(/i) > Re(A) > 0; Re{b) > 0; p, a > 0; p + a>0), (6.3.6) 
where Hn,r,u{x) are the generalized Hermite polynomials [77] defined by the generating 
function (3.3.2). 
Furthermore, taking r = u — 2 in Eq. (6.3.6) and using the relation Hn,2,2{x) = 
Hn{x), we get 
/ ( u - a ) ^ ~ ^ ( c - u 
Ja 
b{c — a) 
M - A - l 
X exp f - -—^""./^ , + 2xt{u - afic - u)" - (t{u - afic - uY?) \ [u — a)[c — u) ^ ' ) {   {    
'n\ 
du 
Y{c - ay+^f+''^''-'H^(x)B{X + pn,p-X + an; b)-
n = 0 
( Re(/i) > Re(A) > 0; Re{b) > 0; p, a > 0; p + a>0), (6.3.7) 
where Hn{x) are the ordinary Hermite polynomials [1] defined by the generating func-
tion (1.4.15). 
Case II . Consider the generating function [45] 
1 , OO 
I / 'T>+ \ 
( r r ^ ' ^ p ( r ^ ) = ^ ^ " ( ^ ' 2 / ) ^ " ( M < i ) , (6.3.8) 
or, equivalently [47] 
n=0 
n=0 
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exp{yt)Co{xt) = 22Ln{x,y)-^, (6.3.9) 
where L„(x,y) denotes the 2-variable Laguerre polynomials [45] and Co{x) denotes the 
0*'' order Tricomi function. The n*'' order Tricomi functions C„(x) are defined by Eqs. 
(1.4.39) and (1.4.40). 
It follows from Theorem 6.2.1 and the generating functions (6.3.8) and (6.3.9) 
that 
r {u - a)^-\c - uy-^-^ / b{c~ay xt{u-aY{c-uy \ 
X 1 - yt{u - aY{c - uY ^^^ V (u - a){c - u) ~ 1 - yt{u - aY{c-uY) 
= ^ ( c - a)'^+(''+'^)"-iL„(x, y)B{X + pn, /x - A + an; b)e 
n=0 
(Re(//) > Re(A) > 0; Re{b) > 0; \yt{u-ay{c-uY\ < 1; p, a > 0; p+a > 0) (6.3.10) 
and 
fiu - aY-'{c - uy-'-' exp ( - ^ ^ ' ~ / ^ ' + yt{u - aY{c - uy) 
Ja ^ {u-a){c-u) I 
X Co {xt (u - aY (c - uy) du 
oo 
= V ( c - ay+^P+'^^^-'lr^ix, y)B{X + pn, /i - A + an; b) ~ 
( Re(/i) > Re(A) > 0; Re(6) > 0; p, a > 0; p + cr > 0), (6.3.11) 
respectively. 
Taking y = 1 in Eqs. (6.3.10) and (6.3.11) and using the relation L„(x, 1) = L„(x), 
we get 
r{u-ay-^{c-uy-^-' / b{c-ay xt{u-aY{c-uy \ 
I l-t(u- aY{c - uY """"P \ {u - a)(c - u) l-t{u- aY(c - uy) 
J2ic - ay+^P+''^''-'Ln{x)B{X + pn, /i - A + an; 6 ) ^ 
re=0 
(Re(/i) > Re(A) > 0; Re{b) > 0; \t{u-aY{c-uy\ <l; p, a>0; p + a > 0) (6.3.12) 
and 
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f\u - a)^~'{c - ur-^-' exp ( - , ^ ^ ^ " ) ' + t („ - a)'{c - ur\ 
Ja ^ {u-a){c-u) / 
xCo(si(w — ay{c — uy)du 
= ^{c - a)''+^''+'^)"-^L„(x)B(A + pn, // - A + an; b) -
71=0 
( Re(//) > Re(A) > 0; Re(5) > 0; p, a > 0; p + a>0), (6.3.13) 
respectively, where I/„(x) are the ordinary Laguerre polynomials [1] defined by the 
generating function (1.4.21) (for m = 0). 
Again, taking y == 0 in Eqs. (6.3.10) and (6.3.11) and using the relation (2.1.12), 
we get 
f\u - ay-\c - uy-^-' exp ( - , ^(^ / ) _ xt{u - afic - u)") 
Ja ^ {u-a){c-u) I du 
J2{c - a)'^+(^+")"-^5(A + pn, /i - A + an; b) ^ — ^ (6.3.14) 
n = 0 ^• 
and 
/ (M - a)^-i(c - u^-^-' exp f - - i i ^ - / L ) C o ( a : t ( u - afic - u)'')du 
Ja ^ {u-a){c-u)/ ' 
= Y{c - aY-^^P^^'^-'BiX + pn,p-X + an;b)^f^ (6.3.15) 
( Re(p) > Re(A) > 0; Re(6) > 0; p, a > 0; p + a > 0), 
respectively. 
Next, taking x = 0 in Eqs. (6.3.10) and (6.3.11) and using the relation L„(0,y) = 
y", we get 
r{u-af~\c-uY-^-^ / b{c-af \ 
y„ I - yt{u - af [c - uY ^^"^ \ {u-a){c-u)) 
oo 
= ^ ( c - a)^+(^+'^'"-i5(A + pri, p - A + an; b){ytY (6.3.16) 
n=0 
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and 
'•^  ' b{c - ay f\u - af-\c - uY-'-' exp ( - , ^' "-' , + yt{u - afic - UY) 
= y (c - a)^+(''+")"-iB(A + pn, /x - A + an- h) ^ (6.3.17) 
n=0 
( Re(/i) > Re(A) > 0; Re(6) > 0; p, cr > 0; p + a > 0), 
respectively. Replacing y by —x in Eq. (6.3.17), it reduces to Eq. (6.3.14). 
6.4. APPLICATIONS 
We derive a number of new results as applications of the integrals derived in 
Sections 6.2 and 6.3. 
I. Taking 6 -> 0 in Eqs. (6.2.7) and (6.2.8), we get 
/
C 
[u - af-\c - uY-^-^A{t{u - aY{c - uY) exp (^  ^ Xj{t{u - aY{c - uYy)du 
3=1 
ut^ , , ^ (c - a)^+(^+'-)"-HA)pn(/i - XYn , , J^ ,^,,, 
= 5(A, A* - A) > ^ '- '-^^ —HAn{xuX2,xz)— (6.4.1) 
and 
f{u - aY-\c - uY-^-^A{t{u - aY{c - uY) exp (xt{u - aY{c - uY) 
J a 
du 
i . ( A , . - A ) f : ( - ' ' ) " - ' ^ ' ^ - ( ' ' - ^ ' - ^ „ M ' ; (6.4^2) 
n=0 {lA{p+c)n n\ 
( Re(/i) > Re(A) > 0; p, a > 0; p + a > 0), 
respectively. 
Next, taking p = a = 1 in Eqs. (6.4.1) and (6.4.2), we get 
(w - a)^"'(c - uY-^-^A{t{u - a)(c - u)) exp ( ^ a ; , ( t ( w - a){c - u))^) du 
R(\ n , , > ^ ( c - a ) ^ + ^ - ^ ( A ) „ ( / . - A ) „ , , r 
5 ( A , / x - A ) > . . HAn{xi,X2,xz)— (6.4.3) 
^ (/^ )2n n! 
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and 
/ (M - a)^~\c - uY~^-^A{t{u -a){c- u)) exp {xt{u - a){c - u)) 
J a 
du 
= B(A,,-A)g:'-'''"",2)"('-^''^„M^ (6.4.4) 
( Re(/i) > Re(A) > 0 ), 
n=o (^)2n " n\ 
respectively. 
Further, taking HAn{xi,X2,xz) = HEn{xi,X2,x^) [74, p. 760(2.13)] in Eq. (6.4.3) 
and An{x) = En{x) [99] in Eq. (6.4.4), we get 
/ —^ —^  r exp ( y ^Xj{t{u — a){c — u)y ]au 
•^ " exp (t{u — a)(c — u)] + I j=\ 
n,x , , ^ ( c - a ) ^ + ^ " - H A ) n ( / i - A ) „ P 
= B ( A , / i - A)2_^ -^j HEn[XuX2,X3)— (6.4.5) 
n=0 
and 
(/^)2n n! 
(6.4.6) 
r 2(u - aV-Hc - uY-^-' , , ,, ,. 
/ J r exp [xt{u — a)[c — u))du 
•^ " exp (t{u — a){c — u)]+1 
R(X f . (c - a)^+^"-HA).(/x - A) r 
= B ( A , / . - A ) ^ OlK "^^ "^ ^ 
( Re(/x) > Re(A) > 0 ), 
respectively. 
Since, H-A-n{xi,X2,xz) and A„(x) denote families of polynomials, namely Hermite-
based Appell family [74] and Appell family [102,119], respectively. Therefore taking 
any polynomial member of these famihes in Eqs. (6.4.1)-(6.4.4), we get the results for 
corresponding polynomial. 
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II . Taking 6 -> 0 in Eqs. (6.2.11)-(6.2.13), we get 
^ l/^j(p+<7)n 
(Re(/x) > Re(A) > 0; \yt{u - ay{c ~ u^l < 1; p, a>0; p + a > 0), (6.4.7) 
J a 
X exp {yt{u - aY{c - uy)CQ[xt{u - aY{c - uY) du 
(6.4.8) 
du 
= B{X, /^  - A > T— LAn{x, y) — 
and 
[ {u- aY-\c - uY'^~^A{t{u - aYic - uY)C^{^ - xt{u - aY{c - uY) 
J a 
(Re(//) > Re(A) > 0; p, a > 0; p + cr > 0), 
respectively. 
Next, taking p = a = 1 in Eqs. (6.4.7)-(6.4.9), we get 
j\u - a )>-(c - . r ^ - / " < " - ° " 7 " » exp ( - " " " - ' " ' - ") \iu 
Ja l-yt{u-a){c-u) \ l-yt{u- a){c-u)J 
- i5(A, p - X) 2_^ — L^n(3;, y ) r 
n=0 (/^)2n 
(Re(^) > Re(A) > 0; \yt{u - a){c - u)\ < 1), (6.4.10) 
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fiu - a)^-\c - uY-^-'A{t{u -a){c- u)) 
J a 
X exp {yt{u - a){c- u)) Co{xt{u - a){c- u)) du 
= B(A..-A)f:(-<7'^>""-^K^„(x. .)^ (6.4.11) 
and 
f {u- af'\c - uY-^-^A{t{u -a){c- u))Co{ - xt{u -a){c- u))du 
= B(A, /^  - A) L 1^^ ^"^^)R^ ^^•^•^2) 
(Re(//) > Re(A) > 0), 
respectively. 
Further, taking LAn{x,y) = LS^n\x,y]X) defined by Eq. (2.3.5) in Eqs. (6.4.10), 
(6.4.11) and An{x) = St\x;X) [80,81], defined by Eq. (2.3.4) in Eq. (6.4.12), we get 
r {u- ay-\c- ur-^-'^ 2 Vcxpf -^^("-^)(^-") ]^.^ 
y„ 1 - yt{u- a){c- u) \Xexp{t(u-a){c-u))+ 1/ \1 - yt{u ~ a){c-u) 
n=0 ^'"''2" 
(Re(/i) > Re(A) > 0; \yt{u - a)(c - u)| < 1), (6.4.13) 
jju - a)>-.(c - „ r - ( , , , ^ ( , ( „ _ „ ^ ) ( , _ „ ) ) ^ J 
X exp (yt{u — a){c — u)) CO(X^(M — a){c — «)) du 
^ (c - a)^+^"-HA)„(/x - A)„ ^(,^, r 
= 5(A, // - A) 2 ^ '- - r ' - ^ -L^rix, y; A ) - (6.4.14) 
n=0 (^)2" "' 
and 
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du f\u - ar-\c - ur-'-' (-—-—\—^vT^y^'i - ^^ (^  - )^(^  -")) 
Ja Wexp [t{u - a){c - u))+ 1/ 
(Re(//) > Re(A) > 0), 
respectively. 
Since, LAn{x, y) and An{x) denote families of polynomials, namely Laguerre-based 
Appell family introduced and discussed in Chapter 2 and Appell family [102,119], re-
spectively. Therefore taking any polynomial member of these famihes in Eqs. (6.4.10)-
(6.4.12), we get the results for corresponding polynomial. 
III . Taking 6 ^ 0 in Eqs. (6.2.15) and (6.2.16), we get 
{u-af-\c-uY-^-^A{t{u-aY{c-uy)exp(y^XjW(t{u-aY{c-uY)\du 
3 = 1 
nn , , ^ ( c - a ) ^ + ( ^ + ' - ) " - ^ ( A ) , . ( / i - A ) . . P 
= B{X, ^ - A) > —r f^ HSn{Xl,X2, X3)— (6.4.16) 
and 
pC 
{u- aY'^ic - uY'^'^A{t{u - aY{c - uY) exp (xH{t{u - aY{c - uY))du 
R(\ .. , ,>^(c-a)^+(^+-)"-HA)pn(/ i -A).„^ , , r 
= -B(A,/ i-A)> -— Sn{x)— (6.4.17) 
^ {^l){p+c)n n\ 
( Re(//) > Re(A) > 0; p, a > 0; p + a > 0), 
respectively. 
Next, taking p = cr = 1 in Eqs. (6.4.16) and (6.4.17), we get 
{u - aY~\c - uY~^~^A{t{u -a){c- u)) exp (j^XjH^{t{u - a){c - u)))du 
j=i 
m^ , , > ^ ( c - a ) ^ + ^ " - H A ) n ( / ^ - A ) . r 
= 5(A, /x - A) > - - ^ ^ -HSnixi,X2, X3)— 6.4.18) 
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and 
/ (u - a)^-^{c - uy'~^~^A{t{u -a){c- u)) exp (xH{t{u - a)ic - ii))]du 
=B(A,, - A) f ''-'"''":'M"(^-^)-.„wg (6.4.19) 
( Re(/i) > Re(A) > 0 ), 
respectively. 
Further, taking HSn{xi,X2,X3) - HPn{xi,^2,xz), defined by Eq. (3.3.62) in Eq. 
(6.4.18) and Sn{x) = Pn{x), defined by Eq. (3.3.11) in Eq. (6.4.19), we get 
X ,„ i „ y ' ' dU exp V.,ln'Y;^t-°i'^-"i) 
o 1 — t(M — a)(c — M) 
W\ ,,>^(c-a)^^^"-nA)n(/i-A)„ r 
= B{X,fl- A) 2 ^ — H-Pn(3;i,X2,X3) — 
n=0 
and 
W2n n] 
(6.4.20) 
t{u - a)^{c - uY'^ h+t{u-a){c- u) 
a 1 — t{u — a){c — u) \ 1 — t{u — a){c — u) 
m^ , , ^ ( c - a ) ^ + ^ " - H A ) n ( M - A ) n „ , . t" 
= 5 ( A , / / - A ) > - r ^n(2:)-T (6.4.21) 
^ W2n n! 
( Re(//) > Re(A) > 0 ), 
respectively. 
Since, HSn{xi,X2,X3) and Sn{x) denote families of polynomials, namely Hermite-
based Sheffer family introduced and discussed in Chapter 3 and Sheffer family [99,102], 
respectively. Therefore taking any polynomial member of these famihes in Eqs. (6.4.16)-
(6.4.19), we get the results for corresponding polynomial. 
IV. Taking 6 -> 0 in Eqs. (6.3.2)-(6.3.7), we get 
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V 
f\u - a)^-\c - u)''-^-^ exp(S2xj{t{u - aY{c - u)'^ y)rfw 
=B(A..-A)f:"-°)"'7;-'<^)-<''-^'-i/i-.- '(x.......,.,)^. 
n = 0 (/^^(p+fT)?! (6.4.22) 
/ (w - a)^-^(c - «)^-^-i exp (J2^M'^ - a)''(c - w)'^y) du 
B(A,/x- A) 2 ^ ^ —^ -^^ Hn{xi,X2,X3)—, (6.4.23) 
n = 0 (A'')(p+CT)n 
/ (M - a)^-i(c - M)^-^- I exp ( ^^^^((^(u - aY{c - uyA 
•Jo, „ _ i 
n\ 
du 
j = i 
S ( A , / x - A ) ^ 
n = 0 
I {u- af-\c - uf-^-^ exp (xt(u - aY[c - uf + y{t{u - ay{c - uYY^du 
Ian r 
n = 0 (/-'')(p4-(T)n 
9n{^^y)-y (6.4.25) 
/" (M - a)^-i(c - uY~^-^ exp (z/x^ Cu - 0)^(0 - uY - (t(u - aY{c - UYY) 
. B ( A . , - A ) f : f c ^ " - ' ' " " ' " " W - ( ' ' - ^ ) 
dw 
n = 0 (/^JCp+CTJn 
i^n,r,.(x)- (6.4.26) 
n! 
and 
I {u- aY-\c - uy-^-^ exp {2xt{u - aY[c - uY ~ {t{{u - aY{c - uYf)du 
n = 0 [N{p+cT)n 
(6.4.27) 
(Re(/i) > Re(A) > 0; p, cr > 0; p + a > 0), 
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respectively. 
Taking p = a=lmEq. (6.4.22), we get 
V 
j\u - a)^-\c - uY~^-' exp ( ^ X , ( ^ ( M - a){c - u)yyu 
(Re(/i) > Re(A) > 0). (6.4.28) 
Similarly, for p = a — 1, we get the results corresponding to Eqs. (6.4.23)-(6.4.27). 
V. Taking 6 -)• 0 in Eqs. (6.3.10)-(6.3.16), we get 
r {u-a)^-^ic-uY-^-^ / xt{u-aY{c-uy \ 
X l-yt(u-ay{c-uy ^^^ V ~ l-yt{u~ay{c-uy) 
^ (/^j(p+a)n 
(Re(/x) > Re(A) > 0; \yt{u - aY{c - u)"] < 1; p, a > 0; p + a > 0), (6.4.29) 
dw Aw - ay-\c - u^-^-^ exp {yt{u - aY{c - uy)Co{xt{u - afic - uf) 
J a 
R(X, , . f > ( c - a ) ^ + ( ^ + - ) " - n A ) p . ( / i - A ) . n , , J " 
= B{X, /i - A) > Ln{x, y) — 
^ (/^)(p+a)n n! 
( Re(p) > Re(A) > 0; p, a > 0; p + cr > 0), (6.4.30) 
(« - a)^-nc - u)''-^-^ / xt{u-aY{c-uY r {u-aY-\c-uY-^-' / x^(w-a)^(c-w) '^ \ 
X l - t ( u - a ) ^ ( c - M ) < ^ ^^^ V l - t ( ^ x - a ) ^ ( c - M ) ' ^ y du 
R a . f> (c -a )^ -^ (^+- ) -HA) ,„ (p -A) . 
B(A, p - A) > -^n(a;)^ 
l/"j(p+o-)n n = 0 
(Re(p) > Re(A) > 0; \t{u - aY{c - uY\ < 1; p, ff > 0; p + fr > 0), (6.4.31) 
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Hu - a)^-\c - uy-^-'^ exp {t{u - afic - uY)Co{xt{u - aY{c - uY)du 
J a 
= B(A,,-A)f:(--'"7"-'W-(''-^)-L„(x)q. (6.4,32) 
f {u- aY-\c - u^-^-^ exp ( - xt{u - ay{c - uy)du 
J a 
= ±>(,A,/i - Aj > T-T j — , 
^ (/^)(p+^)n n! 
/" (w - a)^-^(c - uy-^-'Co{xt{u - a)^(c - w)'^ )dM 
J a 
„ , , „ ^ (c - a)'-H''+-"—(A)p„(M - A)„„ i-xtr 
and 
(u - ay-\c - uY'^-^ , 
au 
(6.4.33) 
(6.4.34) 
J a 1 -yt{u — aY{c — uY 
^B(A,.-A)g:'-' ')"'7pW^(''-^)'"W" (6.4.35) 
( Re(/i) > Re(A) > 0; p, a > 0; p + a > 0), 
respectively. 
Next, taking p = a = 1 in Eqs. (6.4.29) and (6.4.30), we get 
r (u - aY'Hc ~ uY~^~^ ( xt(u-a)(c-u) \ , 
/ ^ / r'f ^ 6xp -\- —^ au 
J„ I ~ yt[u — a)[c —u) \ \ — yt[u — a){c —u)J 
(Re(//) > Re(A) > 0; \yt{u - a){c - u)\ < 1) (6.4.36) 
and 
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/ (u-a)^ ^{c-u)^ -^ ^ exp[yt{u-a){c-u))Co[xt{u-a){c-u))du 
J a 
^B(A,.-A)f:'-°'''"7y)-"-^)"M..,)^ 
n=0 vr-/^.i 
( Re(//) > Re(A) > 0; p, a > 0; p + a>0), (6.4.37) 
respectively. Also, for p = cr = 1, we get the results corresponding to Eqs. (6.4.31) 
and (6.4.32). 
Further, taking p and a to be any positive integers in Eqs. (6.4.33)-(6.4.35) and 
making use of Gauss's multiplication theorem [119, p. 23(26)], we get 
f (u- a)^-\c - u)"-^-^ exp {-xt{u- afic - uY)du 
Ja 
g(A, /x-A) 
( c - a ) l _ u P+<T^ P+o-
\\ p+a JP+f')'^ 
-p^-'^^Y""^^ , (6.4.38) 
f {u- a)^-\c - uY-^~^Co(xt{u - aY{c - uY)du 
J a 
•*•' \\ p+(T )P+<^J' 
B{X,p-X) 
(c-a) 1_U P+'T-' P+' Fp+CT+1 -p^a^i^X^xt (6.4.39) 
and 
J a 1 
{u - aY'^c - uY~^'^ 
yt{u — aY{c — uY du 
F„ p^-'i^T'yt 
( ( p+a )p+<^j'^ 
(i = l , . . . , p ; j = l , . . . , a ; k = I,... ,p + a; Re(/u) > Re(A) > 0; p, a > 0), 
B{X,p-X) 
{c-aY-^^ p+-+i^p+- (6.4.40) 
respectively. 
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6.5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this Chapter, we have estabhshed a theorem on extended beta function and 
apphed it to obtain evaluations of some integrals in terms of EBF B{a,P;b). Further, 
it is remarked that the results which we have presented can be extended to include 
multi-variable case. 
To give an example, we extend Theorem 6.2.1 as follows: 
Theorem 6.5.1. Let the conditions for G{xi,X2, • • • ,xv;t) defined by Eq. (6.2.1), be 
the same as in Theorem 6.2.1, then we have 
Hu - a)^-\c - uY'^-' ]][ (1 - u,{u - a))-"'G(xi, X2,..., x,; t{u - aY{c - uY) 
•^ « i=i 
/ b{c-aY \ , 
X exp I - -; jdu 
\ [u — aj{c — u)/ 
oo 
n,mi,1712,...,1711=0 
> / fit'}, 
i=l i = l * 
( Re(/i) > Re(A) > 0; Re(6) > 0; p, a > 0; p + a > 0). (6.5.1) 
The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 6.2.1. 
The following are the consequences of Theorem 6.5.1. 
Corollary 6.5.1. Let the conditions for G{xi,X2,... ,Xr;t) defined by Eq. (6.2.1), be 
the same as in Theorem 6.2.1, then for 6 = 0 and s = 2, we have 
/
c y 
{u - aY-\c - uY~^~' n ( ^ ~ 2/i(w - a)y'"'G{xuX2,..., xv; t{u - aY{c - uY)du 
i=i 
= J ] ( c - aY^^''^''^''-'cn9n{x,,X2,..., x,)fi(A + pu, ^i - X + an) 
n=0 
xFi[A + pn, ai , 02; p.+ {p + a)n; {c-a)yi, (c-0)2/2]i" 
( Re{fi) > Re(A) > 0; p, a > 0; p + a> 0), (6.5.2) 
where Fi denotes the Appell function defined by Eq. (1.3.13). 
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Corollary 6.5.2. Let the conditions for G{xi,X2,... ,Xr\t) defined by Eq. (6.2.1), be 
the same as in Theorem 6.2.1, then for 6 = 0 and p = a = 1, we have 
/ (u -a )^~^(c-u)^"^~^ J][( l - y i ( w - a ) ) °"G{xi,X2,. •. ,Xr\t{u - a){c - u))du 
71=0 (/^)2n 
:FJ^^ [X + n, «!, a2, • • •, "si A* + 2n; (c - a)yi, (c - a)y2, • • - , ( £ - a)?/s]t" 
( Re(/x) > Re(A) > 0), (6.5.3) 
where Fp denotes the Lauricella function of n—variables defined by Eq. (1.3.27). 
Example 6.5.1. Applying Corollary 6.5.2 to the generating function for the multi-
variable Hermite polynomials Hn ' ''"'^ {xi,X2,... ,Xr) given by Eq. (6.3.1), we get 
(u- a)^-'(c - u)^-^-' 11(1- Viiu - a))~"* exp ( ^ x , ( i ( ^ x - a)(c - M))^ )rfw 
= B{X, ^^-X) f^ic - ar'--'Hi''''--\x,,X2,. -., x . ) ^ ^ ^ " / V ^ ^ " 
j.n 
:Fj^^ [X + n, ai, a2, • • •, a^; /^  + 2n; (c - a)yu (c - a)j/2, • • • , ( £ - a)yJ — 
-' n! 
( Re(//) > Re(A) > 0). (6.5.4) 
Remark 6.5.1. Taking a = 0 and c = 1 in Eq. (6.5.1), we get an extension of integral 
(6.2.3). 
Remark 6.5.2. Taking a = —1 and c = 1 in Eq. (6.5.1), we get an extension of 
integral (6.2.4). 
Clearly, it appears that by applying Theorem 6.5.1 and Corollaries 6.5.1, 6.5.2 
to the generating functions defined by Eqs. (6.2.6), (6.2.9), (6.2.10), (6.2.14), (6.3.1), 
(6.3.8) and (6.3.9) and also to some other generating functions, we may get a number 
of interesting integrals. 
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